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ABSTRACT 
 
Nineteenth-century, Europeans experienced the rise of gastronomy alongside the 
rise of the modern nation-state. These two concepts were tied together inextricably by the 
intense consideration of national cuisines. Thus, the topic of food -- the judgment of food 
-- embedded and extended social commentary of the “other.” Sensorial experience 
contributed to discourse, which expressed not only an awareness of aesthetics (traceable 
to the palate) but also a reflective characterization of those who ate the food. For England 
and the United States, the nineteenth-century witnessed moments of unrivaled power 
while the once-global power, Spain, was economically and politically anemic.  
Food becomes the axis point of three converging spectra: the senses which inform 
the individual with external environments and nationalism as discourse that creates 
understanding of the world; internal and external identities, meaning diet as tied to one’s 
constitution and national cuisines reflecting culture; and the role of the historical memory 
in creating the political imagination. Through these concepts, the individual body and the 
body politic would be the material understanding of conceptual ideas. 
	  	   viii 
Eating is unique as the only act that employs all of the senses. Boundaries are 
crossed, and the individual becomes part of the collective. With these reoccurring themes, 
I argue that the boundaries of the past, of geography, and the body become ways a 
perceived knowledge and truth about Spain was created. By using a range of sources, 
which include material culture, cookbooks, and travelogues, and by paying particular 
attention to how sensorial experiences are portrayed, we can better understand the 
prominent connection of food and power.  
Spain’s unique position -- of having 700 years of Islamic occupation and a failed 
empire from the “Spanish decadence” -- allowed the Spanish to consider who they were 
as a nation and for outsiders to reify the stagnate status of Spain, supported by economic 
and political evidence. By portraying Spain as romantic and savage, but also impotent, 
nineteenth-century English and American writers limited its cultural identity as inert and 
unprogressive; Spain’s limited food supply and cuisine – good or bad –reflected a 
national character of stunted development that was circulated, reinterpreted and 
translated.   
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
 
 Michael Burke Honan, while employed as a foreign correspondent for the Morning 
Herald (UK), spent the months between December, 1835 and March, 1836 in the Basque, 
Catalonian, Aragon, Castilian and Extremaduran regions of Spain. Later that year, he 
recounted his experience with his publication of The Court and Camp of Don Carlos. The 
time he spent in Spain occurred during the third year of the first phase of the Carlist 
Wars, a series of civil conflicts over inheritance of the crown and the future of Spain. It 
pitted the royalists, supporters of the Infante Carlos and “God, Country, and King,” 
against the liberals -- those whom conservatives saw as influenced by outside cultural 
forces. Namely, these were progressives who were anticlerical, republican, and French in 
nature. Early on in his book, however, the intrepid reporter assures his readers that he was 
an impartial observer, and that he would convey his experiences “truthfully,” whether he 
was “standing in the full odour of sanctity” of his royalist friends, or in the company of 
the liberals, whose tolerance was limited both in “nature” and in “endurance” (4-5). 
 Just before crossing the border into Spain, Honan spent an evening in Bayonne, 
France. At his hotel’s table-d’hôte were eight men: two French, two English, with the 
remaining diners being Spanish (all royalists, he records). The Spanish, he noted, were 
dressed in a mélange of outfits, which he considered to be a casualty of war. Their 
outward appearance included “pantaloons of faded glory,” they wore beards of 
“ferocity,” and were “full of zeal and warmth” (12). The English, alternatively, were “as 
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they ever are, taciturn,” while the French seemed deceptively “gay,” chatting and 
laughing until they, surreptitiously, could launch an offense against the unsuspecting 
Spanish (12-13).  
 The dinner, Honan writes, was good with varied dishes in the French manner, but 
the Spanish, apparently, felt differently about the chef’s offerings. They adamantly 
vocalized that they would prefer a puchero to any other meal, even if it were a meal 
prepared by the great French chef, Vatel (who had had such high standards that he 
committed suicide when a delivery of fish, intended for a banquet for Louis XI, arrived 
too late). In case one were unfamiliar with the puchero, which is a close relative of the 
cocido and the olla podrida, Honan explains: 
…I will set it before the reader in all its primitive and compound singularity. First, then, into an 
earthen pipkin are to be poured, at seven or eight o’clock in the morning, a quantity of white 
beans, called garvansos [sic] a pound or two of lean beef, half a pound of bacon, a quarter of a 
pound of reeking sausage, a piece of garlic, a couple of fowls, some green long beans, with a 
quantum sufficit of water; and these are to stew at a slow fire until three o’clock, when the whole 
family are to be served, first with the soup, and then with the meat and vegetables; and I believe a 
greasier mess never graced the festive board; and he that has once eaten it, will wonder at the 
national taste, that prefers it to all other food, and declares that a dinner is not tolerable without it 
(15). 
 
The Spanish men gesticulated while singing its praises, with one man ultimately 
contending that “‘There is nothing like the puchero! It is more solid that roast beef, and 
more refined than a Strasburg Pâté!’ and they all agreed that nothing more was necessary 
to enjoy life than a good puchero” (14). 
 Had this exchange among the Spanish, French and English men taken place twenty-
five years prior, when Napoleon was at his height of power, it might have been under 
very different circumstances. But that there was not currently a continental war did not 
mean that politics and ideologies were not being contested, played out at the dinner table 
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and even in, and through, the mouth. The Spaniards were sharing the cultural memory of 
the puchero, that which they had repeatedly consumed living in Spain. In fact they were 
so familiar with eating the dish that it had become sensuously embodied. What I mean by 
this is that they had given collective expression to their sensorial experience of eating 
puchero, and this expression became a way in which concepts of power were "fashioned 
and refashioned" and "produced and reproduced."1 To put it another way, “cultural 
memory” in this scene became “a collective concept for all knowledge that directs 
behavior and experience in the interactive framework of a society and one that obtains 
through generations in repeated society practice and initiation.”2 This dynamic of 
competition among the men from three different countries then, becomes all the more 
realized when the puchero is placed in context with the equally iconic dishes of England 
and France and declared by the Spaniards to be superlative in the aesthetic traits 
commonly attributed to the gastronomic nationalism of the other cultures. It is both 
heartier than roast beef and more refined than pâté.  
 Of course, Honan, as author, maintains the dominant position of power, and 
conveys this to the reader through his experience. If we look closely, another passage 
appearing later in his book illustrates the way in which experience and the senses form 
knowledge. Further on, we find our reporter in Madrid during carnival, the season in 
which the wealthy and the nobility host grand balls in an attempt to “rescue the national 
honour" from the English and French who had been throwing elaborate fêtes for years 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
 1 Paul Stoller, Sensuous Scholarship (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1997) 65. 
 2 Jan Assmann and John Czaplicka (trans), “Collective Memory and Cultural Identity,” New German 
Critique 65 (Spring - Summer, 1995): 126. 
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(353). The host of this particular party, an unnamed marquis who, according to Honan, 
had returned from years abroad in Paris, was intent on replicating the au courant French 
design and spirit. It seemed, perhaps, that his would be the event of the season, with even 
the queen attending. But as the evening unfolded: 
 
The rooms soon became very crowded, and it was impossible to remain in any one of them with 
comfort, because the local was totally unsuited for a large ball, there being not one good saloon, 
and nothing better than a succession of little chambers, many of which did not even communicate 
with each other. The company, with sorrow be it said, did not appear to full advantage for want of 
sufficient light — the wax candles being of a dirty hue like church lights, — and there not being a 
sufficiency of them. In Spain, all rooms at night have a dingy look, and, with all the tact of the 
marquis, he neglected to qualify that common defeat; and the servants likewise proved a source of 
constant embarrassment; for, not being under the orders of one chief, they went rushing through 
all the apartments, creating terror and dismay by the extinguishing of the lights, not to speak of the 
overthrow of coffee-cups and ices. 
 A sad disaster occurred in the middle of the ball. The centre lamp began to distill its sweet on 
the dresses of the dancers; and it was not till the greater part were perfumed, that it was discovered 
that the lamp had two or three rogueish little holes in it, from whence it anointed the distinguished 
guests. 
 Then came the bustle of unhanging and removing it; the dirty oil trailing on the floor…. 
 The marquis is a smart dumpy body, five feet high -- fresh-coloured, and bluff -- quite a 
Galician Cupid -- particularly sensitive on matters of etiquette; but what was his horror, after 
recovering from one disaster, to see a side-chandelier tumble from its place, scoring the backs of 
the pretty damsels, and breaking the noses of a score of dandies (355-6). 
 
Here, Honan entrenches his readers in the moment, persuading us to remember what it is 
like to be in a smoky, dimly-lit room that is overcrowded, and suffused with an assaulting 
scent. He guides us to imagine ourselves in such a space, and cues our memories of 
similar experiences. And as the evening continued: 
 
At two [in the morning], the supper-rooms were opened… [but] soon became a scene of 
confusion; because, as Spaniards fall upon a supper as Arabs upon a caravan in the desert, no one 
would give place to a successor, but each held fast possession of his seat, though twenty were 
waiting to profit by it when he had done. 
 The dishes were not renewed; and every table presented in a short time a spectacle of 
mangled remains, with hungry expectants struggling to procure a morsel. One gentlemen, who had 
been often distinguished for his enormous appetite, was seen coolly to scrape together the 
fragments of several dishes, and to gobble them up as one mess, while numerous others, of a 
similar kidney, lovingly shared the same plate, and lapped up their sauce with the same spoon -- a 
kind of ride-and-tie affair. 
 …[And] half the party were sent away without supper… 
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 In short, the Marquis’s grand ball proved a complete failure — and it failed exactly in those 
points of elegant life, on the observance of which he most prided himself; and his dingy lights, bad 
attendance, and insufficient supper, proved that, however anxious he may be to imitate the 
entertainments of London and Paris, he is nothing better than a try, and devoid of the true 
principles of taste (356-8). 
 
Clearly, no matter what the Spanish soldiers may have argued back in the hotel in 
Bayonne, Honan’s extended and multi-sensorial experience demonstrated that Spanish 
houses, meals, and knowledge lacked the sturdiness of the English and the refinement of 
the French.   
 
The Issue to be Addressed 
 The topic of this dissertation resulted from my own personal experience. As 
someone who enjoys traveling, one of the first things that I research when preparing for 
the trip is where to eat and what to eat. For me, food is the first and most obvious 
representative of culture. Even when speaking with my students at the Culinary Institute 
of America, I notice that they are familiar with certain dishes that have become iconic 
representations of a nation-state. For example, France is a baguette, Italy is pizza, and 
Germany is sauerbrauten. The construction, conscious or not and accurate or not, of these 
tangible and ephemeral symbols have widespread political and economic implications.3 
As a scholar interested in the role of food in history and, in particular, the idea of national 
cuisines, I observe the frequent recurrence of one trope especially.  When the subject 
turns to food and nationalism, more often than not it grounds on those historical moments 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
 3 Both of these are apparent in the case of the European Union’s oversight of PDO, or Protected 
Designation of Origin, which protects the naming and labeling of foodstuffs grown and produced according 
to specific guidelines and within specific geographic boundaries.  
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in which cultural-political groups have used the idea of a "national cuisine" to promote 
concepts of unity, power, or identity. This has caused me to wonder, conversely: how has 
food been considered in moments of national defeat, fracture, or impotence? This 
dissertation is my approach to answering this question. 
 The second trajectory that informs my work here also surfaces from my experience 
at the Culinary Institute of America. The college offers a degree in Food Science and, as 
part of the program, there is a room outfitted specifically for product testing. It is similar 
to most research labs where work focuses on sensory analysis. For example, the lights 
can be manipulated so that when wine is being evaluated, it does not appear as red, rosé, 
or white to the tester. It is for a similar reason that these lights are also used when 
evaluating aroma or mouth-feel of jamón, so that respondents cannot discern the streaks 
of fat from the muscle. Scientists involved in sensory analysis meticulously control the 
spaces in which the foodstuffs are evaluated, including the room’s temperature, 
ventilating the rooms to remove any odor, and using individual booths so that test 
subjects do not influence one another’s analysis. Yet, as a cultural historian, I find the 
notion of people experiencing and evaluating food in such a sterile environment ludicrous 
(and I’m trying to put aside my objection to how this room remains a dramatic construct 
and thus becomes an environment of sensory mediation as profoundly as any other 
space).4 Instead, I wondered how everything that was experienced, meaning the total 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4 I reject the notion that we can experience food in a vacuum. 
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sensorial environment, played a role in the understanding of food.5 Because I understand 
food as the point at which the individual becomes part of the cultural, I am most 
interested in exploring the deep linkage between cuisine, politics, and cultural memory. 
At the intersection of sensorial experience, I trace the role of food in creating 
knowledge.6 
 In particular, the dearth of food in Spain was a familiar theme and late eighteenth- 
 and nineteenth-century English and American travelogues and literature and in Spanish 
commentary. The August 15, 1835 issue of Saturday Magazine includes an article on 
traveling through Spain which tersely describes what one would encounter: “Of all of the 
countries of civilized Europe, there is scarcely any one so notorious as Spain for the 
badness of the accommodations with it affords to travellers.”7 This criticism extended 
beyond lodging and included mealtimes, concluding that finding food, especially good 
tasting food, was rare. In addition, the travelers should also bring a fork and a knife with 
them and, upon arriving at a posada (inn), and asking “’What can I have to eat’ a 
common reply is ‘whatever you have brought.’” The article adds that even when food 
could be found, garlic “reigns supreme,” the cooking oil smelled and tasted “rank,” and 
was, overall, “seldom to the taste of a stranger” (58). The one saving grace, according to 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
5 On a biological level the population can be divided into three groups: non-tasters, tasters, and 
supertasters. Roughly 25% of people are supertasters, meaning that their perception of the five tastes is 
much stronger than the average person. Moreover, it appears that supertasters perceive all of the senses 
much more acutely. John W. Bender, “Sensitivity, Sensibility, and Aesthetic Realism,” The Journal of 
Aesthetics and Art Criticism. Vol. 59, No. 1 (Winter, 2001): 73-83. 
6 John Lang recently looked at the auditory role in restaurant reviews concluding that restaurant critics 
from the New York Times associated lower sounds levels with higher-end restaurants while critics from the 
San Francisco Chronicle did the opposite. John Lang, “Sound and the City: Noise in Restaurant Critics’ 
Reviews,” Food, Culture & Society 17.4 (Dec. 2014): 571-590. 
7 "Inns," Saturday Magazine [London] 15 Aug. 1835: 58-59. 
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the article, were grapes and melons which were “sometimes delicious” (59). 
In his 1832 bestseller, Tales of the Alhambra, Washington Irving also suggested 
that finding food easily in Spain was rare, that one must find ways to compensate for the 
lack of food and that “every meal is in itself an achievement.”8 Even more pithily, in his 
1846 travelogue, Gatherings from Spain, Richard Ford concludes that the “scarcity of 
food is implied in the very name of Spain, which means poverty and destitution.”9 
Ultimately, his assessment of Spain determined that it was a “hungry, thirsty, tealess, 
beerless, beefless land.”10 Irving and Ford were perhaps the two most well-known 
English-language authors writing on Spain in the 19th century and they, as well as 
countless others, used descriptions and discussions of food as a way to inform their 
readers of “the character of a country and people,” to quote Ford. What is important here, 
but under-appreciated by historians, is how both men tied food and diet to a perceived 
national character of the Spanish. In doing so, these outsiders used food to inextricably 
and negatively link Spain’s past to its present stagnant and “uncivilized” condition, but 
also to establish a discourse that limited Spain’s future prospects.  
Indeed, many scholars have dealt with the subject of travelogues and identity in 
the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century, many of which overlap with themes that 
I have mentioned. Forgiving the Boundaries: Home as Abroad in American Travel 
Writing, by Terry Caesar, considers the role that travel and travel writing has played in 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
8 Washington Irving, The Alhambra: A Series of Tales and Sketches of the Moors and Spaniards 
(Philadelphia: Carey & Lea, 1832) 10. 
9 Richard Ford, Gatherings from Spain, By the Author of the Handbook of Spain, Chiefly Selected 
from that Work with Much New Matter (London; n.p, 1846) 121. 
10 Ford 169. 
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creating a national identity, albeit contested and problematic. Food does not appear as a 
topic in and of itself, but rather only circumspect, in a tiny sprinkling of moments, and 
without much consideration or any analysis.11 Quite recently, Gifra-Adroher’s wonderful 
book Between History and Romance looks specifically at Americans who traveled to 
Spain in the 1820s and 1830s at a moment when, he argues, the Iberian Peninsula became 
a romantic destination of pleasure, as opposed to a case study in political science.12  
Shockingly, in a book that discusses “hedonism” Gifra-Adroher never mentions food or 
drink. Sara Mills, in Discourses of Difference: An Analysis of Women Travel Writing and 
Colonialism, looks through a Foucauldian and feminist lens, how gendered authorship is 
both a negotiation and an explanation of knowledge.13 She, too, neglects the topic of food 
that, in the nineteenth century, would still remain firmly in the domain of the feminine.  
This absence, by historians and other scholars, of how travel writers in Spain 
discuss and use food as discourse is surprising in that tying habits of consumption could 
illuminate clearer understandings of cultural behavior. Spanish writers did the exact same 
thing was they attempted to forge their own identity from the late fifteenth century 
through the nineteenth century. For example, by applying Galen’s humoral theory, the 
Spanish themselves used their observational skills to regard the environment of the 
recently discovered New World, as very different from their own landscape, and to 
explain why the people that they found there were so different from themselves. As 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
11 Terry Caesar, Forgiving the Boundaries: Home as Abroad in American Travel Writing (Athens, 
GA: University of Georgia Press, 1995). 
12 Pere Gifra-Adroher, Between History and Romance: Travel Writing on Spain in the Early 
Nineteenth-Century United States (Madison, NJ: Fairleigh Dickinson UP, 2000). 
13 Sara Mills, Discourse of Difference: An Analysis of Women’s Travel Writing and Colonialism 
(London: Routledge, 1991). 
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Rebecca Earle asserts, this understanding led to profound resistance among the Spanish 
to eat the food of the Natives Americans. To consume this pablum, they believed, would 
literally transform them into the emasculated, phlegmatic, and “toasted” Indians. It was 
the meat, wheat and wine that would protect the Spaniard from being affected by their 
new surroundings.14 
Even after the Galenic theory lost favor during the early seventeenth-century, with 
the writings of William Harvey, the connection between diet and constitution remained 
well into the nineteenth-century. The oft-cited aphorism, “show me what you eat and I 
will tell you what you are,” usually attributed to Brillat-Savarin’s 1825 Physiologie du 
Goût, was not his assertion alone. An inclusion in Carey’s Library of Choice Literature, 
Part 2 in 1836 stated:  
DIET--- the edibles and potables that we turn into blood and bone-- the matter that we 
metamorphose into mind... Varieties of temperament in animals will often be found to have 
reference to the different food in which each race delights, and it is by no means improbable that 
the national character of human societies may be modified by their favourite diet. The taste of 
each, taking that word in its most extended acceptation, may be traceable to the palate. The 
suppleness and levity of the Italian may be derived from maccaroni [sic] and vermicelli; Dutch 
phlegm and obstinacy, from flat-fish, water zootje and schiedam; Germany acerbity, mysticism 
and melancholy, from sourkrout [sic], sausages, and vin de grave; the insubordination of the Irish 
peelers and repealers, from potatoes; French levity and vivacity, from ragouts and champagne; and 
the solid but somewhat crude and uncivilized character of John Bull, from his feeding upon huge 
joints of underdone beef15. 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
14 Rebecca Earle, The Body of the Conquistador: Food, Race, and the Colonial Experience in Spanish 
America, 1492-1700 (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge UP, 2012) 46. 
15 Paul Chatfield, "The Tin Trumpet; Or, Heads and Tales," Carey’s Library of Choice Literature. 
Containing the Best Works of the Day, in Biography, History, Travels, Novels, Poetry, Etc. Etc. Vol. 2. Vol. 
2 (Philadelphia: E. L. Carey, 1836) 374. Water-zootje: eel; schiedam: a malt spirit blended with gin. The 
London Saturday Journal, July 9, 1842, also repeats the sentiment, “these national dishes conveys the 
characteristic of the people by whom it has been adopted.” The author also asserts that John Bull and roast 
beef are tied to “love of liberty,” “feelings of independence.” “John Bull,” The London Saturday Journal 
(July 9, 1842) 25. See also: Johann Caspar Lavater, Essays on Physiognomy; for the Promotion of the 
Knowledge and the Love of Mankind (London: C. Whittingham, 1804); Peter Burne, The Teetotaler's 
Companion, Or, A Plea for Temperance Being an Exposition of the Personal, Domestic, and National Evils 
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 By the nineteenth-century, European culture experienced the rise of gastronomy, 
with the publications of Brillat-Savarin and Grimod de la Reyniére, alongside of the rise 
of modern nation-state building. These two subjects were tied together inextricably by the 
intense consideration of national cuisines. Thus, the topic of food -- the judgment of food 
-- embedded and extended social commentary in the age of nation-building. Such 
discourse expressed not only an awareness of aesthetics (traceable to the palate), but also 
a reflective characterization of those who ate the food. When Ford wrote which foods 
were missing from the pantry in Spain but readily available in England, he was also 
implying that the inhabitants were missing traits that the British possessed. Defining 
Spain as “hungry, thirsty, tealess, beerless, beefless” determined not only that it was the 
opposite of what England was vis-à-vis food. It also declared that Spain was the opposite 
of having the qualities of a nation being self-sufficient and satisfied, respectable, 
hardworking, and powerful.16  
 The practice of gastronomic comparison -- in its observation, consideration, and 
determination -- was critical and insistent. It was also loaded with the project of making 
and bearing meaning. When considering food and nationalism in the late eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries, the discourse thus becomes the center of multi-axial ideas, all 
centered on the idea of the nation and the body as well as the nation as a body:  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
That Result from the Present Drinking Custom of Society: The Use of Intoxicating Liquors Being Proved 
Inimical to Social, Moral, Religious, Physical, Mental, Commercial, and Political Economy: With a 
History of the Temperance Movement: Showing Also the Benefits That Have and Must Follow the Adoption 
of Total Abstinence (London: A. Hall, 1847) 484; George Vasey, Illustrations of Eating, Displaying the 
Omnivorous Character of Man, and Exhibiting the Natives of Various Countries at Feeding Time (London: 
J.R. Smith, 1847) 7-8. 
16 See Woodruff D. Smith, Consumption and the Making of Respectability, 1600-1800 (New York: 
Routledge, 2002); Ben Rogers, Beef and Liberty (London: Chatto & Windus, 2003). 
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The point of axis (food in 19th century Spain) considers: 
 
Figure 1 
 
 
External & Internal Identities (Figure 1) 
The body politic is the collective entity of citizens that symbolizes the nation. 
Nation-states are, by definition autonomous and delineated along terrestrial 
geographies.17 Together, the body politic and the nation-state, both of which have 
firm boundaries that mark those within from those residing on the outside.  
The body, likewise, can be understood as an individual entity, with concrete limits 
of existence. The experience of the body continually interacts with the greater 
environment. The body also can assert, and be limited by, power. Behaviors and 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
17 Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism 
(London: Verso, 1991). 
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practices symbolically create identity. 
Whereas the body and the body politic are understood as relational to outside 
forces, identity is constructed as the perception or expression of one’s own state of 
being. Rather than the physical, it is the innate and the intrinsic. This can mean 
the character of an individual, meaning one’s mental and moral qualities, or as 
applied to an entire culture, through shared values and beliefs.  
 
Nationalism and the Senses:  
Nationalism (the body politic) creates knowledge through discourse that shapes 
values, and beliefs within geographic entities. Through shared cultural-political 
traditions, constructs of ideas are embedded experienced through collective 
sensorial acts.18 The construct of a national cuisine becomes reflective of values 
and beliefs of a particular culture whose group identity centers on the nation-
state.19 
The senses function to mark, inform, and connect the individual with external 
environments. The very process of sensing necessitates the crossing of 
boundaries. By doing so, sensing becomes experience that, in turn, is understood 
as knowledge. 
Both nationalism and the senses are also the intersection where the individual 
body becomes part of the body politic. 
Memory and Imagination 
Memory becomes the representative intermediate between the present and recent 
experience, which is immediate, sensual; and conscious, it is a more recent 
understanding of the longer trajectory of history. History, on the other hand, is 
understood to be an objective, universal and institutionalized.20 Cultural memory, 
or the collective memory “is maintained through cultural formation and 
institutional communication” through four practices: promoting idea that group is 
unique, reconstruction of past events, culturally instituted heritage, and cannonical 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
18 Michael Billig, Banal Nationalism (London: Sage, 1995) 6. 
19 Stephen Mennell, All Manners of Food: Eating and Taste in England and France from the Middle 
Ages to the Present (Oxford: B. Blackwell, 1985); Sidney Mintz, Sweetness and Power: The Place of Sugar 
in Modern History (New York, NY: Viking, 1985); Jeffrey M. Pilcher,  Que Vivan Los Tamales!: Food and 
the Making of Mexican Identity (Albuquerque: U of New Mexico, 1998); Priscilla Parkhurst Ferguson, 
Accounting for Taste: The Triumph of French Cuisine (Chicago: U of Chicago, 2004).  
20 David Sutton asserts that memory is such an important component of experiential knowledge that 
he considers it to be one of the senses as much as sight, hearing, etc. Carolyn Korsmeyer and David Sutton, 
“The Sensory Experience of Food,” Food, Culture & Society Vol. 14, No. 4 (Dec., 2011) 461-475. Kevin 
Birth,  “The Immanent Past: Culture and Psyche at the Juncture of Memory and History,” Ethos 34.2 (June, 
2006) 169-191.  
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texts.21 
Imagination is the process of creating an idea of knowledge that is not presently 
tied to the senses. Yet, the impact of formerly experienced sensations are not 
completely absent; they often help shape an idea of the future and future 
expectations.22  
Both memory and imagination cross temporal boundaries by connecting the 
recollected past with the cognitive present and a possible future. On an immediate 
and individual level they are used as concrete examples of constructing 
knowledge. Within larger spheres, “remembering” as social and cultural discourse 
legitimize and link ideologies, understandings of morality, and assertions of 
power. Interpretations of both memory and history even potentially become 
justification for an imagined future. 
 
By considering these intersecting axis points, the topic of food and politics in nineteenth-
century Spain reveals itself as a rich source for investigating how ideas are constructed 
and form perceived knowledge and truth. The Spanish past was frequently seen both by 
Spaniards and by non-Spaniards as inextricably tied to the nation’s future. Or, more 
pointedly, the nation’s future would be constrained by its past, for it was in the past that 
both external and internal challenges to nationhood became embedded in Spanish society. 
Cultural, political and dietary norms were created which determined how the nation 
evolved -- or so was suggested by many eighteenth- and nineteenth-century authors. The 
construct of a national cuisine becomes reflective of values and beliefs of a particular 
culture whose group identity centers on the nation-state and becomes the realization 
through which all of these ideas are considered and expressed.23 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
21 Jeannette Rodriguez, Cultural Memory: Resistance, Faith and Identity (Austin: University of Texas 
Press, 2007) 129 – 131. 
22 J. O. Urmson,  “Memory and Imagination,” Mind, New Series 76.301 (Jan., 1967) 83 – 91.	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 Between the fifteenth and the nineteenth-centuries, two historical moments 
would serve to define Spanish identity both among the Spanish as well as to outsiders. 
What I suggest, then, is that Spain’s unique position -- of having a cultural memory of 
700 years of Islamic occupation and an even more vivid memory of the later “Spanish 
decadence” -- allowed the Spanish to consider who they were as a nation and for 
outsiders to reify the stagnate status of Spain, supported by economic and political 
evidence, during the height of nation-state building. By stressing Spain as romantic and 
savage, but also impotent, English and American writers limited its cultural identity as 
inert and unprogressive; Spain’s inadequate food supply and cuisine – good or bad –
reflected a national character of stunted development.  Food and the senses, therefore, 
became important signifiers that conveyed knowledge. Crossing boundaries of the past, 
the nation, and the body informed both the Spanish and the traveler of the nature of Spain 
and the Spanish character.  
The downfall of Spain by the early 19th-century was swift and perhaps surprising. 
In the 16th-century, the rise to global dominance meant that Spain’s empire included land 
in the Americas, Africa, and Asia, and included an estimated 17 million square miles. On 
this vast empire,  “the sun never set.”  Yet, during the Peninsular War of 1807-1814, 
under the command of Napoleon, France invaded Spain. A weak infrastructure, 
incompetent leadership, and widespread civil unrest resulted in the inability of Spanish 
troops to defend the country, instead necessitating the assistance of the English.  
In what might be seen as one of the greatest falls of empire from glory, writers 
and historians have often suggested that the cause was “Spanish decadence.” Historian 
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Henry Lea, in an 1898 article for The Atlantic argued that the attitude and values were 
“blind and impenetrable pride” a “spirit of conservatism which rejected all innovation in 
a world of incessant change,” and “indolence and debauchery.”24  Yet, this persuasive, if 
biased, essay only presented part of the picture. For, while many writers of the nineteenth 
century looked to the break with the “Moorish” (Islamic/Arab) past of Spain to explain its 
downfall, other writers asserted that the Spanish culture was a continuation of the Arab 
legacy.  
Perhaps influenced by the Romantic movement, many authors, including Ford and 
Irving, who chronicled their journeys through Spain, rejected the celebration of the 
industrialized west, and drew instead -- in an orientalist mode -- on the emotions of 
apprehension (if not downright horror), and a titillated attraction to the untamed, and the 
picturesque. Mrs. William Pitt Bryne noted that a noria that she and her party happened 
upon, “was first set up by the Arab predecessors of the present unprogressive 
generation”25 For these writers, the idea of an Arab past provided an aesthetic alternative 
to the west juxtaposed not just by place but also by time. They spoke of sensorial 
experiences and a colonization of the past, much of which they saw as continuing through 
characteristics of the Spanish people and of their diet. 
Ultimately, it was the perceived Spanish decadence and also Spain’s Islamic past 
that created its body politic and individual bodies in the nineteenth century. Thus, the 
convergence of diet and history, presented within Spain through literature and 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
24 Henry C. Lea, "The Decadence of Spain," Atlantic Monthly (July, 1898) 36-46. 
25 Mrs. Wm Pitt Byrne, Cosas De España: Illustrative of Spain and the Spaniards as They Are 
(London and New York: A. Strahan, 1866) 116. 
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cookbooks, and outsiders through travelogues, describe a complete sensorial experience 
within a context of aesthetic taste which celebrated or denigrated national evolution and 
served to ultimately imprison Spain and the Spanish within a defeated past. By 
considering how food and the senses have been tied to cultural constructions of 
nationalism, orientalism, and imperialism, scholars can better appreciate how food, 
cuisines, and aesthetics were used as political and cultural tools.  
Methods of Investigation 
From analyzing a range of sources I ask, did the linking of the Spanish character -- when 
tied to food choice and cuisine -- become an opportunity to frame Spain’s past as limiting 
its future cultural and economic growth? How did writers use sensorial references to 
create knowledge? How are individual bodies and the body politic connected through 
national diets? By using qualitative analysis, I consider how writers discuss food in Spain 
set against the larger context of Spanish culture and European politics.  
From the writings of Aristotle and cemented by Descartes and the scientific 
revolution in the seventeenth-century, a hierarchy of the senses -- with those that allow 
more distance, and thus objective, perspective (sight and audio) -- developed. The lower, 
or base senses which required intimacy and subjectivity, however, regained a position 
very much tied to aesthetics in the nineteenth century, and those who travelled became 
the embodiment of knowledge. That is, by conveying what they saw and heard, but also 
touched, smelled and tasted, individual experience became collective experience. The 
native Spaniard and the traveler became the conduits of cognition that created a cultural 
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construction of reality.26 Therefore, particular attention will be paid to how each group 
used the senses to frame concepts. 
Eating is unique as the only act that employs all of the senses. Boundaries are 
crossed, and the individual becomes part of the collective. With these reoccurring themes, 
I argue that the boundaries of the past, of geography, and the body become ways a 
perceived knowledge and truth about Spain was created. By using a range of sources, 
which include material culture, cookbooks, and travelogues, and by paying particular 
attention to how sensorial experiences are portrayed, we can better understand the 
prominent connection of food and power.  
 The following chapters are arranged thematically. Chapter Two considers cultural 
attitudes toward the senses. It asserts that, by the nineteenth century, the senses had long 
been a part of a cultural consciousness. The subject of the senses, and their constructed 
meaning is present in a range of media from the arts to philosophical treatises to medical 
books. Moreover, due from broader cultural developments, largely — but not exclusively 
—  the scientific revolution, a hierarchy of the senses develop and a philosophical debate 
arises of the universality of the aesthetics.  
 Chapter Three traces development of the field of gastronomy in France, England, 
and the newly formed United States. 27 Food, through the work of the gastronomes, gains 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
26 Beth Forrest and D. Murphy, “Food and the Senses,” Routledge International Handbook for Food 
Studies ed. Ken Albala (NY: Routledge, 2012) 352-­‐363. 
27 Here, I am using the word to mean a cultural field. See Priscilla Parkhurst Ferguson, "A Cultural 
Field in the Making: Gastronomy in 19th Century France," American Journal of Sociology 104.3 (1998): 
597-641.  
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prominence as a meaningful area of investigation. Much like the attitudes springing from 
the Enlightenment, food warrants analysis, comparison, and judgment.  Furthermore, who 
eats what food signifies larger conceptual issues of identity vis-à-vis morality, nation-
state, and connoisseurship. 
 Chapter Four considers the use of food and the senses in forging Spanish identity. By 
tracing both historical developments and cultural memory, I argue that the idea of 
“Spanishness” appeared long before the nation-state of Spain. The role of borders became 
particularly important in creating group identity in a time of reconquest. Soon after, and 
for centuries, when the lands under control of the Spanish monarchs (or “empire”) grew 
food reflected self and community. Cookbooks codified Spanish cooking and a 
developing “national cuisine” and culture at large used historical memory to reinforce a 
shared identity. The chapter concludes with a close examination of olla cocido, the dish 
that, from the sixteenth century to the nineteenth century, would come to represent Spain. 
 While many Spanish drew on a shared collective memory of the past to create 
identity, English and, later, Americans crossed geographic boundaries to convey a 
perceived identity of the Spanish. The popularity of travelogues grew tremendously at the 
end of the eighteenth century, and writers drew on sensory experiences to contextualize 
the foreign land. Because of the political and religious past of Spain, in contrast to the of 
England and the burgeoning United States, the constructed “otherness” gained greater 
traction with shifting attitudes toward aesthetics, in particular refinement and civility. 
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CHAPTER TWO: DREAMING OF THE SENSES 
 
Sensing Change 
 In 1832, one Wm. Elliot, Esq. translated into English and then published in 
Philadelphia, The Visions of Quevedo. The original version, Sueños y discoursos, was a 
biting satire penned in 1627 by the prominent Spanish poet and social critic, Francisco de 
Quevedo y Villegas (1580 – 1645). In it, the book’s narrator dreams of encounters with 
the devil and demons over the course of a week, witnessing the Day of Judgment, 
debating whether demons or constables were more evil than the other, and touring the 
palace of Hell, accompanied by a demon named Curiosity. Elliot incorrectly asserted that 
his version was the first English translation. In actuality, the task had been completed at 
least four times before, all of which had been published in the British Isles. Royalist Sir 
Roger L’Estrange’s translation had enjoyed great popularity, prompting eleven editions 
to be published between 1678 and 1715; John Stevens published an edition in 1707 under 
the title The Comical Works of Don Francisco de Quevedo, Author of The Visions; The 
Works of Don Francisco de Quevedo, translated by Spaniard Sr. Pineda in 1734 and 
reissued in 1798; and Visions: Being a Satire on the Corruptions and Vices of All 
Degrees of Mankind from the King to the Cobler [sic], by a Mr. Nunez, was published in 
1745. 
 As is typical with many new translations, the authors all stressed that their 
understanding of the original would be better than those that had been done previously. 
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For example, in the introduction to Quevedo’s life in the Pineda’s 1798 edition, 
L’Estrange’s 1678 edition is reviewed with some ambivalence. On the one hand, it is 
found to be “sufficiently lively and perspicuous” but on the other hand, “coarse and 
vulgar.” Steven’s 1707 translation was likewise found to be problematic; for although it 
“[rendered] the sense and humor of the original” it was sadly “deficient in the 
characteristic qualities of idiom and style.”28 Thus, the act of translation became a 
representation of the original whereby the author inserted himself into the text, to varying 
degrees. Choosing exactly how to interpret the author’s original meaning — choosing 
which word or phrase would best convey that meaning — became in itself an important 
interpretation of history, an historical artifact, and a reflection of a particular culture in 
both time and place. Each translation revealed biases and assumptions of not only the 
original author, but also of the translator.  
 Elliot’s edition of Quevedo’s Dreams and Discourses becomes an appropriate entry 
from which to begin to consider the cultural implications of how Spanish culture is 
interpreted and represented by English and American travel writers in the late eighteenth 
and early nineteenth century.  Quevedo’s original version, written during a time when 
cracks were beginning to appear in the Spanish empire, was a cautionary tale of the 
pitfalls of pride, greed and power. Elliot’s book, written after both the Napoleonic Wars 
and the loss of most of Spain’s colonies, is an explanatory novel that serves to reveal why 
Spain’s downfall happened. In the preface to the 1832 edition, the publisher noted that 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
28 Francisco de Quevedo, The Works of Don Francisco de Quevedo, vol. 1, trans. Mr. Pineda 
(Edinburgh: Mundell & Son, 1798) xvii - xviii. 
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the themes were as relevant then as they had been when Quevedo first raised them in the 
seventeenth century.29  
 The book, divided into seven chapters, follows Francisco de Quevedo, the 
eponymous protagonist who, while asleep, dreams of Death (being a character rather than 
a state of being), the dead, and Hell.  There, our main character reveals the myriad people 
found in the inferno, as he conveys to the reader the moral conditions of those 
condemned. While Hell might seem like an odd place to begin a conversation on the role 
of Spanish food in travelogues, its themes correspond to themes that abide across time 
and culture for travel writers who engaged the subject of Spanish cuisine: place, identity, 
food and the senses all become ways in which knowledge is framed and transmitted, 
through the written words of a traveler.  To get to Spain and its cuisine, then, it would 
seem, the way was first paved through a particular version of Spanish hell.  
 Quevedo uses the profane — in all of its definitions — as a way to situate his 
broader discourse on political integrity and religious dogma. Elliot, when translating the 
book, made considerable changes to the text, and while doing so further promoted the 
sometimes-intangible mechanisms of power, truth and a perceived or constructed 
identity. Furthermore, Elliot adds considerable amount of content to his translated 
edition, which includes the framework of a travel narrative, a rich discussion about food, 
and vivid use of the senses as a way to consider knowledge. Both versions of the book, at 
their core, bring together themes of exploration and discovery in a time of social and 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
29 Francisco de Quevedo, The Visions of Quevedo, trans. Wm. Elliot (Philadelphia: Literary Rooms, 
1832) 5. 
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cultural change, meaning physical journeys led to mental shifts. By this I mean, Quevedo 
recalls for the readers the story of his dreams, in hope that they, through his cautionary 
tale, will heed his comically apocalyptic warnings.30 He wants his audience to see their 
world differently and change, if not their core values, then specific behavior.31 For the 
nineteenth-century writer and reader, the metaphor of a possible future has become a 
reality. Elliot has added a physical journey to the text that becomes experiential, and a 
sense of wonder has become concrete, observable knowledge. The discourse of firsthand 
authority reigns over a subject whereby considerations of food, the senses, and 
nationalism become obvious ways of understanding a specific place, its inhabitants, and 
the relationships to the larger, worldly context. 
 In the seventh and final chapter of the book, “Reformation of Hell” the culmination 
of these themes is strikingly realized. Here, in Elliot’s version, unlike L’Estrange’s 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
30 James Iffland, Quevedo and the Grotesque, vol. 2 (London: Tamesis Books Limited, 1982) 23 - 28. 
31 Many of these themes appear in Quevedo’s poetry, notably “El Escarmiento”  
“En la que escura ves, cueva espantosa, 
sepulcro de los tiempos que han pasado, 
mi espíritu reposa, 
dentro en mi propio cuerpo sepultado, 
pues mis bienes perdidos 
sólo han dejado en mí fuego y gemidos, 
vitorias de aquel ceño, 
que, con la muerte, me libró del sueño, 
de bienes de la tierra, 
y gozo blanda paz tras dura guerra, 
hurtado para siempre a la grandeza, 
al envidioso polvo cortesano, 
al inicuo poder de la riqueza, 
al lisonjero adulador tirana.” [“In the dark you see, a terrible cave, a tomb of times past, there my spirit 
reposes, entombed within my body, for with my goods lost, alone my fury and groans were left me, 
trophies of jealousy’s glare; but with death I am freed from dreaming of earthly goods, and after grim war I 
enjoy tranquil peace, stolen forever from greatness, from courtly, envious dust, from wealth’s iniquitous 
power, from the flattering, tyrannical sycophant…”] The poem also employs the senses which culminate in 
the line, “Llenos de paz serena mis centavos, y la corte del alma sosegada" [“My senses plush with serene 
peace, and the court of my soul tranquil…”]. Francisco de Quevedo, Selected Poetry of Francisco de 
Quevedo, ed. and trans. Christopher Johnson (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2009) 35 - 41. 
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English 1715 edition or a Spanish version printed in Barcelona in 1798, we find our 
protagonist strolling in his garden considering his previous six nights, which he spent 
engaged in discourse with the devil and in hell, and wondering if he should, indeed, 
reform his life. A demon with the outward features of a gentleman, in both countenance 
and behavior, appears. He offers his service to our narrator, and the two quickly set off on 
an extraordinary journey.  Swept up into the clouds, they travel toward the moon, where 
one could “[gaze] attentively upon those valleys, mountains, and lakes, which are but 
imperfectly perceived from the earth by the aid of telescopes” (147). They arrive back on 
firm ground on the island of Sicily, on top of Mt. Etna, which was covered in hot cinders. 
The two further descend through smoke and flame, rock and bitumen.  “The rocks were 
full of little crevices, from whence issued vapors and sulfurous exhalations, and 
sometimes little gusts of wind” (149) and they continued descending for an hour until 
they reach a great palace, and within that, the great hall of Lucifer.  
 Already the concept of a journey becomes an integral component of the narrative. 
The trip itself and our narrator become intertwined features within a story that highlights 
authority, clarity of knowledge, and a connection with specific geographic locations of 
historic importance. Sicily was the apt gateway to hell; its etymology suggests that the 
volcanic “Etna” was derived from attuna, the Phoenician word for “chimney” or 
“furnace.”32  Moreover, Sicily and Spain had intertwined histories, both being part of the 
Roman Empire, both ruled by Gothic tribes (Vandals and Visigothic), and both were 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
32 According to Isaac Taylor, the Phoenicians also gave the name Hispania, or Spain, from sapan, 
span, meaning rabbits as there were so many found on the Iberian peninsula. Isaac Taylor, Words and 
places: or, Etymological Illustrations or History, Ethnology and Geography (1864; London: Macmillan 
and Co., 1873) 62. 
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occupied and ruled by Muslim Arabs. Spain and Sicily would later be recaptured by the 
Christians, and these victories would inspire far-reaching ideals of conquest, to the 
eastern shores of Jerusalem by the Crusaders, and centuries later, into the Americas.  
Most importantly, however, the politics of the two places had a direct link from the year 
1298, when Frederick of Sicily, son of Peter III of Aragon, ruled over Sicily. Two 
centuries later, when the Aragonese and Castilian joined crowns to create a unified Spain 
in 1479, Sicily came under direct control of the Spanish crown. Thus, Mt Etna was no 
random spot chosen through which our narrator to descend. Rather, it was a naturally 
iconic and culturally important marker that served as the conduit of knowledge, which 
perhaps revealed the precise moment and place when imperial notions arose for the 
Spanish, and served metaphorically as the gateway to political decline.  
 Back in the Hell of Quevedo’s text, themes of politics and power run rampant. We 
find Lucifer holding audience with the disgruntled damned in the large hall, and the 
demon advised our traveller, “listen attentively to what shall be said; examine the events 
that take place, and let what you shall see serve for your instruction” (150). The 
occupants of hell had thought themselves long neglected by their Prince of Darkness. To 
appear as if to appease them, Lucifer had agreed to hear their testimony on why the 
condemned think they were judged mistakenly. Lucifer’s true motives in listening to their 
protests, however, were ultimately to gain more power and conquest. On this, the 
appointed day, Lucifer “was seated upon his golden throne” (152) flanked by Beelzebub, 
the prince of devils, Belial, governor-general of pagan nations, and Ashtoroth, the 
princess devil who “commands all women” (152). We, the readers, are reintroduced to 
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the inhabitants of Hell (who appear in earlier chapters of the text) as they approach the 
council to appeal their case. They include entire groups according to profession and 
religion, as well as prominent historical figures. The first to speak, Julius Caesar and his 
assassins, engage in a debate on justice, tyranny, and betrayal. Ultimately, Lucifer 
decided that Julius Caesar should remain in hell since he, through inflated ego, did not 
heed the warning given to him on the way to the senate that fateful day in March.  
 Alexander the Great spoke next and was immediately called out by Clytus [Cleitus], 
for his inflated boasts, which included his self-proclaimed titles of “lord of the world,” 
“most high and mighty emperor,” and “conqueror of the habitable globe” (157). Clytus 
argued that Alexander had killed him, his most faithful of counselors, “because I had the 
presumption to speak my true sentiments at a feast, [and] he arose from the table and 
inflicted upon me a moral wound” (159). Alexander responded that it was pride that 
killed Clytus.  
 Ultimately, Lucifer kept both in hell; Alexander was rightly condemned for his 
ambition and Clytus for his ingratitude. Lucifer, rather than sit through the tedium of 
hearing each case individually, then collectively calls up all who felt that they had been 
condemned to hell because the favor of princes had changed and that as a result, they had 
been killed.  To them he responded,  
‘The favour of princes is like quick-silver, the motion of which cannot be arrested, and which flies 
[sic] the endeavor to restrain it. If one would sublimate it, it is a vapour that exhales itself; and 
often, if too much is used, it becomes dangerous. If one anoints with it, it penetrates to the very 
bones: those who are accustomed to draw it from the mine, and purify it, contract a malady which 
makes them tremble all their lives. This is the character of princes’ favour: it is inconstant, because 
it depends upon the humour and passion of one who seeks only novelty and the pleasure of the 
moment… your pains, attentions, time, health, wealth all lost, you are at length obliged to return 
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into your humble retreat, there to expect death; which, to your grief, comes not soon enough to 
free you from regret and the remembrance of your follies.’ (165-166). 
 
Thus, he justified that they were all properly sent to hell. Empire, greed, and politics are 
considered and the consequence of such desire for power will poison all souls. Over time, 
all will be lost.  
 Here we might pause to wonder, might this be true for nations as well as individuals? 
How would ideas of democracy and imperialism sit against these themes in the 
nineteenth century as opposed to when they were first penned? Might we delve deeper 
into analysis to consider how Quevedo’s original prose and Elliot’s translation revealed 
the relationship between sensory experience and knowledge, of changing perceptions of 
the world and the self, and what was the relationship between a collective national 
character and history?  
 Next called for their audience with Lucifer were the historians, historiographers, 
journalists and authors of memoirs and chronicles, along with the geographers, 
mathematicians, and astronomers. Lucifer explains that that they belong in hell as 
punishment for writing their opinions.  
‘It is,’ said he, ‘for the public interest, that mendacity should be punished in writers, as in those 
who speak falsely; but it is of equal interest that writers would be permitted to speak the truth, 
without flattery and without fear, to the end, that men by reading the history of their ancestors, 
may learn to become good, and detest the conduct of the unjust. Although it is crime that brings us 
subjects, we wish, nevertheless, that it should be punished in our empire; and it is that which 
constitutes the just of the torments they feel…. The writer who undertakes a history ought to 
divest himself of the sentiments of both love and hatred; he ought to have no partiality for country, 
relations or friends; he is the sole judge of the affairs of which he treats, and the master of princes 
when he describes their actions…. And as a judgment upon the geometricians, geographers, 
astronomers, and mathematicians, we condemn the one party to measure by minutes, seconds, and 
lines, the dimensions of all the provinces, kingdoms, and empires of the earth; and the others to be 
shut up in the planets upon which they have pretended to make observations, to the end that they 
may be instructed by their experience…’ (174-5). 
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For these professions, the way to avoid such an afterlife would have been to be instructed 
exclusively by their experience. Here in these lines, the idea of objective observation as 
an avenue to knowledge is conveyed to the reader. And for the seventeenth-century 
reader, living at a time when longstanding assumptions of truth had been contested when 
faced with the scrutiny of the scientific method.  
 Beginning with Columbus’ “discovery” of the antipodes, filled with lands and 
peoples beyond the torrid zone, the infallibility of traditional authority was now in doubt. 
Copernicus’ 1543 De revolutionibus orbium coelestium and Kepler’s 1595 Mysterium 
Cosmographicum overturned Ptolemaic theory completely reorienting not just earth, but 
man and universe. The residual effects of these geographic and scientific developments 
were palpable in that they were woven with paralleling challenges of traditional religious 
and political authority and a new worldview. For the late fifteenth-century European, no 
longer was knowledge, and authority of that knowledge, based solely on the Bible, the 
Catholic church or the ancient philosophers.  The medieval imagination yielded to a 
Cartesian model constructed on scientific method supported by evidence and the truth of 
experience.33 Two hundred years later, during the Enlightenment, these factors would 
further promote man as a rational thinker, where public consensus was a result of 
discussion and debate based on clarity of arguments using such evidence and experience. 
 These worldly, philosophical debates could only last so long before more material 
concerns must be met; Lucifer was hungry. He demanded that the cooks and 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
33 See Thomas Kuhn, The Copernican Revolution: Planetary Astronomy in the Development of 
Western Thought (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press) 1957. 
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confectioners of hell, the chirurgians (surgeons) and the apothecaries respectively, bring 
him some food. In the great hall, a table of gold, laden with linens and silver platters, all 
made from stolen goods, is set. The first course, which our narrator witnesses, was a heap 
of tailors, who had been spit-roasted. Lucifer, quite fond of this dish, “swallow[s] many; 
and the demons, his table companions, do the same: the subjects always having tastes 
similar to those of their masters, be they good or bad” (176). In fact, tailors were the 
staple food of hell, more so than “cooks, sausage makers, butchers, peruquiers [sic], in 
short, people of the other trades” (176). The simple reason for this was that there were 
such a glut of them in hell, and their supply was replenished daily.34   
 The reason that the high number of tailors resided in hell was due to: 
‘…A very politic reason….. We send among the tailors, young devils without experience; their 
shops are so many academies for our youth. If you had nice eyes, you might perceive more than 
fifty young demons in each tailor shop; some cut the cloth; others the list; these take away the 
superfluous pieces; those put them in the place they call the street; while some do nothing but 
open and shut the place they call the eye. Some carry the cabbage pieces to sell; others make 
complete suits out of the patterns cut from the cloth; in fine, there are many about the women, 
girls, and valets of the tailor, to assist them in stealing the cloth, or stretching the binding. When 
these young devils have finished their diabolical apprenticeships, they are sent to the merchants. In 
that station they abridge all the measures, and sometimes throw themselves into the scale, among 
the merchandise, to make it weigh more: if you could see all their tricks, you would be highly 
amused’ (177-8). 
 
But if more closely considered, it was the tailor whose very job it is to fashion one’s 
identity in very much a conscious way. At a time when social mobility was loosening in 
the seventeenth century, one’s identity was placed against chaotic change, transitioning 
powers of authority and ideas of the self.35 Contemporary moralists argued that excessive 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
34 In an earlier chapter, Quevedo refers to the tailors as both firewood and vomit. 
35 Stephen Greenblatt, Renaissance Self-Fashioning: From More to Shakespeare (Chicago: University 
of Chicago Press, 1981); John C. Dowling,  “A Title of Distinction,” Hispania 41.4 (Dec., 1958) 449 - 456. 
Dowling writes, “At court using don was not unlike wearing fine clothes…” (452). 
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attention, and cost, of fashionable clothing caused Spanish men to become vain, and 
effeminate, and upset the social order, all of which explained Spain’s economic woes.36 
For the nineteenth century, however, the tailors were not so much seen as part of 
promoting individual identity as they were collectively pitted against ready-to-wear 
manufactures. Theirs came to be seen as a profession that reflected an obsolete guild 
system, protecting a privileged group who were anti-progressive and who stood in the 
way of industrial innovation.37 
 The second course at Lucifer’s banquet was also comprised of tailors, but here we 
find that the preparation methods are greatly diversified. Moreover, our nineteenth-
century translator, Elliot, attached ethnic identity to both their preparation as well as their 
seasoning. Of these, some were: 
…roasted upon the gridiron: after that, others, baked in pates, smothered in a pot, fried in a pan, 
and dressed in a hundred different ways, with this only difference, that those of each nation had a 
particular dressing. The French tailors were spitted; the English, grilled; the Holland [sic], fried; 
the Germans, smothered in a pot; the Italians, made into ragout; the Spanish, boiled, because they 
are ordinarily hard; the Polonese, in pates; the Hungarians, salad; the Turks, cooked in rice; the 
Greeks, in wine; the Arabians, dried in the sun; the Egyptians, with onion sauce; the Algerines, 
fried in lard; the Portuguese, preserved in sugar; the Danish, Swedish, and Muscovite; were almost 
all dressed in the same manner; that is to say, baked in brandy; the Tartar, boiled in horse grease; 
the Persian, fricasseed with gravy de demon; the Indians, baked in bananas; the Chinese, and all 
the islanders, were very much seasoned with spices and sugar; the Ethiopians, negroes of Fez, 
Morocco, and Guinea, were baked in black butter; and the Americans, in milk (178-9). 
 
This rich commentary is revealing on three levels. First, it is a complete consideration of 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
36 Elizabeth A. Lehfeldt, “Ideal Men: Masculinity and Decline in Seventeenth-Century Spain,” 
Renaissance Quarterly 61.2 (Summer 2008): 481-482; Saúl Martínez Bermejo, “Beyond Luxury: 
Sumptuary Legislation in 17th-Century Castile,” Making, Using and Resisting the Law in European History 
eds. Günther Lottes, Eero Medijainen, Jón Vi∂ar Sigur∂sson (Pisa: Plus-Pisa University Press, 2008) 93-
108. Sumptuary laws in Castile were common with Philip II issuing eight, and Philip III and Philip IV both 
passing four. In 1623 the law was particularly specific on the outlawing of ruffed collars.  
37 In England, one can see this tension in the protests of the Luddites, 1811 - 1817. See also Philippe 
Perrot, Fashioning the Bourgeoisie: A History of Clothing in the Nineteenth Century (Princeton, NY: 
Princeton University Press, 1994) 66 - 67. 
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cuisine. The passage included the setting of where and how the foods were consumed, the 
prominent ingredient that provided the sustenance, the cooking methods, the flavor 
principles (meaning repetitive minor ingredients that often appear including spices and 
sauces), and the commodity chain (meaning the distance from production to consumption 
of the raw ingredients, in this case, the tailors), we see the cultural construction of how 
one defines “cuisine.”38 Second, Elliot blatantly tied identity to national borders and 
characterized each by specific food-related markers. Finally, this entire passage, within 
which the tailors were divided into nationalities and cooked accordingly is completely 
absent in both the Roger L’Estrange’s fifteenth edition of 1715, the 1798 edition 
translated by Pineda and a 1798 Spanish edition published in Barcelona by Viuda é Hijo 
de Aguasvivas. What this suggests is that its incorporation of the meal was culturally 
relevant to English readers in the nineteenth century.39 Collectively, place, food, and 
national identity were important to Elliot as he built on the cultural and moral themes that 
Quevedo stressed when he first wrote the book more than two hundred years earlier. 
 Quevedo, as the satirical social critic, was, at the core of his writing, attacking sin 
and amoral behavior, on both the individual and the social level. Sueños y discoursos was 
a cautionary tale that considered Spanish politics and society during a time of economic 
and political decline. For example, after the meal, “The dessert served up to this great 
demon, was very pleasant to behold: it consisted of hypocrites, bigots, and apostate 
monks, all preserved in sugar: in the middle of it was a country seat in sugar: one could 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
38 See Warren Belasco, Food: The Key Concepts (NY: Berg, 2008) 15 - 25. 
39 Both the opening scene in the garden and the entire banquet scene is also absent from Roger 
L’Estrange’s 1904 edition. 
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perceive the château, with its fosses, garden, park, wood, closes, vineyards, fish-ponds, 
fountains, jets of water, mill, stables, and farms; the whole being executed in the most 
perfect symmetry of architecture.” (182-3) But all of this wealth, all of this economic 
development which was now preserved within a saccharine prison had arrived in hell 
because it had been obtained through ill-gotten gain.  How much of the wealth of Spain 
could likewise be attributed to the conquest of the Americas, through the taking of land 
and enslavement of people, justified by the church, and returned in the form of a perfect, 
white, sweet sugarloaf? Indeed, in a moment of clairvoyant perception, Quevedo argues 
that it will be the newly introduced commodity of tobacco (and depending on the edition, 
chocolate as well) that will avenge the natives for the atrocities committed by Columbus, 
Cortes, and Pizarro collectively.  
 Elliot, on the other hand, published his edition after the fall of the Spanish empire.40  
The explanation for this decline, for Elliot, becomes a metaphor that includes themes 
pertinent for the nineteenth-century reader, which is that of the role of the environment, 
character and the senses. Not only has the narrator, as was mentioned previously, given 
rather specific directions to where he has landed, but the place is geographically 
revealing. By this, I mean, when our narrator asks why it is that humans are the only food 
eaten in hell, it is succinctly explained that animals do not go to hell. Furthermore, herbs 
will not grow in such a hot environment. The knowledge of place is also described 
through additional sensorial analysis; for example, when animals only arrive via smoke 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
40 Elliot’s translation was more inclusive than any other edition: “After the desert [sic], the Jews and 
Turks brought coffee, tea, chocolate, tobacco, aqua vitae, liquors, and opium” (183) but he makes no 
comment about avenging the atrocities until later in the text. 
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(through idolaters sacrifice to the prince of demons) such miasma is “the only perfume 
agreeable to our sovereign” (180). On the other hand, the scented aromas of the earth 
make Lucifer troubled. He could smell in a woman whether she had been modest, and 
even if she appeared in hell during her menses, or if she attempted to make “everything 
appear smooth” as if she had been sent to the inferno by mistake, he could tell (181). And 
the references do not end there; auditory senses are also highlighted through a post-dinner 
concert.  “‘If he has,’ said I [the narrator regarding Lucifer], ‘the other senses in a similar 
perfection, he well merits the commandery of hell.’” (181) Clearly, the senses as 
pathways to knowledge — even when seemingly hidden in the bowels of the earth — are 
connected to power. 
 The conversation then turns to the question of love. And while it may seem that our 
author has moved away from the question of morality and the senses, he has, in fact 
turned toward the murky waters of, if not determinism, then essentialism. For the women 
who had been condemned to hell, it was precisely because they had acted contrary to 
their destiny and to their natural position. “Illustrious women… a sex so fragile as yours, 
a monarchy so naturally given to tenderness, could not resist the force of men, nor get 
away from an empire so sweet as that of love…. Made to submit, you have desired to 
command… and let all women be convinced, they have no greater enemies than their 
own hearts” (192-3).  
 But Lucifer does not stop his audience only to hear those who felt wronged 
according to the natural disposition of the sexes; nations too, are examined under 
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scrutiny. For this audience, Lucifer was approached by four princes, all who felt they had 
been wrongly persecuted through the custom of war. The final prince was Montezuma 
who, after identifying himself as the “legitimate and peaceful possessor of the Mexican 
states” (200) offered a moving speech on how the Spanish came and massacred them. He 
lamented that this was done despite the fact that the natives had been nothing but kind 
and giving to these visitors. That the Spanish saw themselves as conquistadors, however, 
and waged war with guns and disease, had disrupted the civil law and natural state of 
ownership. Montezuma thusly calls out for Lucifer to be the avenger of the Americas.  
He asked not to be reinstated as king (but instead hoped that, one day, a descendant or 
another native would free the people of the Mexican state from the yoke of Spanish 
tyranny), but rather that all who were Native Americans who had been killed during the 
conquest may “have the liberty to roast upon spits and eat their cruel enemies” (204).  
And with that request, Lucifer agreed to gift the conquistadors to the conquered, with the 
exception of the tailors, whom he kept for himself.  
 This political discourse is situated, for Elliot, against the backdrop of republican 
virtue by playing with ideas that called into question issues of sovereignty. This would 
have been important for an American, for whom the American Revolution was still very 
much a fresh memory. That the overthrow of an unjustified power was to be cast aside, 
the celebration of which would be through a public act of communal feasting was, 
perhaps, not without reference either.  In France, in 1790, the Fête de la Fédération in 
marking the anniversary of the storming of the Bastille, but also as a nod to the National 
Assembly, was a series of celebrations which, on the 18th of July, would culminate in an 
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epic banquet, serving thousands, which was not only public but also fraternal. 
 But for Quevedo and Elliot, the dream, the journey, and the book were all 
converging in one, final point of contemplation. In the end, Lucifer simply berates all 
hypocrites and issues forth his verdict that they remain in hell. And with one concluding 
address to anyone who might be listening, he declared: 
‘Let these places return to their former state; let darkness pervade the whole region; let the prisons 
shut with horrid sound upon all this infernal race; let rage and despair seize upon the damned; let a 
violet fire devour them; let the worm of remorse knaw without consuming” (214). 
 
And as he made this proclamation, a demon returned our narrator home, just at the 
moment when the devil’s palace crashed into ruins, amidst the sound of cries, and a 
deluge of smoke. Thus, it is not just the words that are spoken. The speech is merely 
another part of an entire sensorial experience that becomes tied to both the past (former 
state) but also a future state of being (condemned). The memory of all of the historical 
figures who were cast out of paradise are fused into a cultural legacy that carried on from 
the sixteenth century through to the nineteenth century.  The themes of perceived 
religious hypocrisy, commercial exploitation, and of empire and politics, which were a 
cautionary warning by a concerned Quevedo, become an explanation of what had 
happened to Spain by a demonstrative and interpretive Elliot.  
 Through the original writing of Quevedo’s Dreams and Discourses in the 
seventeenth century and Elliot’s translation of The Visions of Quevedo in the early 
nineteenth century, then, come texts that both reflect the concerns of their readerships. 
For Quevedo, it is the perils of colonialism, abuse of political and religious power, and 
hypocrisy that cause problems for Spain. Los Sueños juxtaposes the “other-worldly” 
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divine [damned] cosmic with human subjects that are further contextualized by scenes 
that are very much part of this world — court hearings, banquets and concerts — all 
made even more relatable by using the senses that the reader could experience. For Elliot, 
however, there is a longer trajectory that of Spain after the fall, cast out of a paradise.  
For in the nineteenth century, Eden had been realized, re-imagined during the 
Enlightenment, the beginnings of which had been fulfilled politically during the French 
and American Revolution, carried out economically through the Industrial Revolution, 
and experienced through new sights, sounds, touches, smells and tastes.41  By using such 
realism that is seemingly impossible, empirical knowledge is bound to reflexivity. By that 
I mean, because Quevedo wrote the original text as a cautionary tale in the early 
seventeenth century the book explains both cause of the downfall of Spain, but for 
anyone reading the text in the nineteenth century, they would have also have seen the 
long-term effects. The framing of the “Other” and the “Us” is conceptualized, 
understood, and explained.42  For those in the seventeenth-century, allegory is discourse; 
for those in the nineteenth-century, travelogue is discourse. 
 Moreover, for those writing about the “Other” and the “Us” during the late-
eighteenth and early-nineteenth century, new theoretical frameworks affected traditional 
beliefs about religion, politics, and economics. With these shifts, the new paradigms 
would be culturally contested and embedded in and reflected from two newly forming 
constructs — nationalism and gastronomy. Through these concepts, the individual body 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
41 Max F. Schulz, Paradise Preserved: Recreations in Eden in Eighteenth- and Nineteenth-Century 
England (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009). 
42 Joseph Koerner, “Impossible Objects: Bosch’s Realism,” RES: Anthropology and Aesthetics 46 
(Autumn, 2004): 73-97. 
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would be the material understanding of conceptual ideas.43 Here, on a base level of 
human experience, the senses, and in particular, food and eating, were tied to nation-state, 
where autonomy of the self was both challenged and reaffirmed by the collective, and 
cultural knowledge was formed by a complete sensory experience.  By this I mean that 
the food that was chosen to be eaten — by individuals as well as by cultural groups, 
namely a national cuisine — became not only a reflection of aesthetics but also signified 
the internal quality of that person. This, in turn, exposed inherent values of the group to 
which that person belonged.44 
The Senses 
 The senses were very much part of the cultural consciousness during Quevedo’s 
lifetime, creatively, morally, and scientifically. For example, José de Ribera’s five-
painting series on the senses allegorically reflected a hierarchy that placed sight, sound 
and even touch considerably higher than smell and taste, through a personification 
linking the sense with both an activity and a prop.   
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
43 Mikhail Bakhtin, Rabelais and His World (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1968). 
44 See: Pierre Bourdieu, Distinction: A Social Critique of the Judgement of Taste (Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Press, 1984). 
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 Figure 2 
 
 Figure 3 
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 Figure 4 
 
“Sight” (Fig. 2) is a serious, cloaked man, with well-combed hair and a well-tended 
beard, aided by a telescope and eyeglasses, “Hearing” (Fig. 3 if it is indeed “Girl with a 
Tambourine” as some have suggested) is captured joyfully playing on her instrument, 
with a bleached-white shirt collar and feather jauntily in her hair and “Touch,” (Fig. 4) 
holding a sculpted bust and seated next to an oil-painted portrait, wears no signs of dust 
or paint splatter in the artist’s jacket and cap.  
 
 Figure 5 
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 Figure 6 
Ribera portrays his last two senses, however, quite differently. True, the figures were 
captured in action, isolated from most of their surroundings, just like the proceeding 
three, but from there, the characters belie, if not a vulgarity, a coarseness, through both 
their appearance and their relationship to the props. The subject “Smell” (Fig. 5) has a 
beard that has not been trimmed in ages, his hat and clothes are tattered, and he is 
surrounded not by flowers or fruit, but by pungent onions and bulbs of garlic. Likewise, 
the corpulent figure, “Taste,” (Fig. 6) strains his rather ill-kempt, dirty, and torn clothing 
and sits in front of a standard fare of eels, bread, olives, salt.45    
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
45 Lisa Vergara, “Il Gusto: José de Ribera’s Personification of Taste,” Gastronomica: The Journal of 
Food and Culture 12.3 (Fall 2012): 10. Gustus presents Bacchus and Ceres as his contributions. 
Images: 
 Allegory of Sight, 1613, Museo Franz Mayer, Mexico City 
 Girl with Tambourine, 1637, Private Collection 
 Allegory of Touch, 1630, Norton Simon Museum, Pasadena, CA 
 Allegory of Smell, 1613, Private Collection 
 Allegory of Taste, 1615, Wadsworth Atheneum, Hartford, CT 
Pietro Paolini’s 1630 painting, Allegory of the Five Senses, does not have the same dichotomy although the 
character of taste, who is finishing a flask of wine, is half-clothed with his shirt falling off. Likewise, Jan 
Brueghel the Elder’s series of five painting of the senses (1617-1618) is lush with contextual detail. While 
the Ribera paintings have stark drama through the use of chiaroscuro, Brueghel’s paintings are each set in 
large, detailed scenes, where wunderkammer inform the senses. 
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 The senses are at the forefront of English poet Richard Brathwait’s 1620 Essays 
Upon the Five Senses. In this moral diatribe, he starkly reminded his readers that while 
the senses can provide pleasure, they could easily lead one down the path toward sin. The 
eye, for example, which was the most “needful,” can rest on a sight of beauty, but love 
was easily confused by lust.  Hearing was open to both “divine discourse” or scandal, 
while touch, perhaps unsurprisingly, might be the “apprehensive hand of judgment” in an 
intimacy that revealed one’s soul.46 Brathwait turned to Eve when discussing taste, 
applying an Augustinian interpretation that the worldly pleasures of the mouth but which 
became remorseful by the time they reached the stomach. 47 It was only experience, he 
explained, that could navigate the difference between being an Epicure or a Pythagorist, 
and if properly addressed, “Let my taste be directed by reason and not by sense” (26). 
The exception according to Brathwait, it should be noted, was that one should “taste and 
see how sweet the Lord is” (28). Likewise, smell provided an opportunity to revel in the 
sweet scent of the savior. Thus, all of the senses were morally corrupting or purifying, 
depending on how they were employed, and from these he branched out to survey what 
he considers other senses, including sin, sorrow, human vanity, misery and future glory.  
 Another apt cultural consideration of the senses appears in the play Lingua, or the 
Combat of the Tongue and of the Five Senses for Superiority, attributed to Thomas 
Tomkis, which was published first the early seventeenth century and reprinted again in 
1744, 1780, and 1810. The allegorical play, albeit far less overtly sermonizing, centers on 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
46 Richard Brathwait, Essays Upon the Five Senses. (1625 London: Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, & 
Brown, 1815).  “Again, hence do I gather the frailty and brevity of all earthly pleasures” (25). 
47 Brathwait 7- 32. 
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the contentious (feminine) tongue demanding that she be considered one of the senses. A 
competition ensues, with Communis Sensus, vicegerent of queen Psyche awarding a 
crown to Visus and a robe to Tactus; Auditus, Olofactus, and Gustus are appointed high 
offices under the queen. A consolatory award is offered to Lingua: women, and only 
women, would have the sense of speaking as a sixth sense. Enraged by this slight of 
being only a “half sense,” Lingua serves forth her sense of justice — by serving poisoned 
wine to the other senses at a celebratory dinner, hosted by Gustus.  Enticed by Somus, 
she betrays herself, by speaking in her sleep. Her punishment is to spend her life “‘to 
close prison, in Gustus’s house… under the custody of two strong dons, and…well 
guarded with thirty tall watchmen, without whose license she shall by no means wag 
abroad.’”48 
 While the hierarchy of the senses can be gleaned from these examples, they cleanly 
divide into two categories by the mid-eighteenth century. Moreover, philosophical 
inquiries on the role of the senses became concerned not simply with moral implications. 
Instead, intellectuals focused on the connection of the senses with principles of aesthetics 
and considered how beauty or the sublime might be based on objective judgment rather 
than a subjective reaction. As part of this new philosophical debate, the word “taste” was 
divided into two meanings: “taste,” the chemical experience of the mouth, and “Taste,” 
the pleasing and refine reception of beauty and art. David Hume, in “Of the Standard of 
Taste,” the last of his Four Dissertations, published in 1757, argued that “taste” depended 
on two components, the first of which was sentiment, which naturally varied from person 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  48 As quoted in The Cambridge History of English Literature, vol. 6, eds. Adolphus W. Ward and A. 
R. Waller (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1910) 315.	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to person, while the second component was critical facility, which could be learned.  By 
stressing, then, that taste was a subjective process he strayed from classical writers who 
understood taste to be a universal, objective, and metaphorical process of learning by 
ingesting and digesting.49  What it also meant, importantly, is that one’s perception of 
taste was also a telling expose of one’s innermost qualities. In a time when outward 
appearances were easily manipulated, and social boundaries were blurring so much so 
that it was difficult, at times, to know who belonged to which social class, this inner 
quality was of the upmost of importance.50 
 By-and-large, however, it was Immanuel Kant, in his 1790 work, Critique of 
Judgement, who firmly split the senses into two distinct categories. The aesthetic, he 
argued, were universal, objective principles, informed by sight and sound, while touch, 
smell, and taste were sensual — they, conversely, were personal, pleasurable, subjective, 
and could only be experienced through close, personal interaction.  Taste had firmly been 
split into two different but, at times, intertwined ideas: “Taste” (capital “T”) was an 
aesthetic construct while “taste” (lowercase “t”) was a physiological process. 
 The extent to which the ideas of Kant and Hume were entrenched in popular culture 
can be illustrated in a slim book on writing intended for students who were preparing for 
examinations for Oxford and Cambridge a century later. After the introductory chapter on 
basic composition rules, the first short essay is  “The Five Senses.”  The entry is notable 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
49 David Howes and Marc Lalonde, “The History of Sensibilities: Of the Standard of Taste in Mid-
Eighteenth Century England and the Circulation of Smells in Post-Revolutionary France,” Dialectical 
Anthropology 16.2 (1991): 128. 
50 As Howes notes, Europe was conflicted between the universal and the selective. Equality, in 
politics, suggests universal experience while in actuality, it was not all men (never mind women) who were 
considered citizens with the same rights, but rather those who met a set standard.  Howes and Lalonde 130. 
See also Smith Consumption and Bourdieu. 
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for two reasons: first, it confirms that sight is “the noblest of all our senses” followed 
closely by hearing. 51 The remaining three senses have a connection to the sensual as well 
as a moral code because, in both cases, they are intimately tied to the person, but also 
show the level at which one could discern qualities and practice restraint (as well as 
ultimately have the ability to transform the body). According to the essay, the gustatory 
“enables us to receive pleasure” but it also becomes the way of “distinguishing between 
wholesome and unwholesome substances…. This is a sense which requires to be 
exercised with judgment and moderation.”52   
 Physiologically, the senses were also scrutinized. Matthew Beare, MD in his 1710 
book, The Sensorium: A Philosophical Discourse of the Senses: Wherein Their Anatomy, 
and their several Sensations, Functions, and Offices, are Succincty [sic] and Accurately 
Describ’d argued that sensation was the process of perceiving or knowing external 
objects.53 The organs of the senses, he further argued, were not “simple conduits” but 
rather had the ability to not only receive motion and impressions but to “qualify and 
modify ‘em for such, or such a perception…” (5) This, according to Beare, ultimately 
leads to knowledge.  
 Arguing very much in a Cartesian model, Beare explained that this knowledge was 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
51 Short Essays: Original and Selected: With Specimens of Letters by the Best English Writers, 
Introductory Chapters on English Composition, a Copious List of Subjects for Exercises, and a Collection 
of Faulty Expressions to Be Avoided (London: Moffatt and Paige, 1885) 40. 
52 Short Essays: Original and Selected 41.  Notably, our author contents that smell is the least useful, 
which is used the least. This is incorrect, as smell is employed in conjunction with taste. Tastes are 
perceived through the papillae (sweet, salty, bitter, sour, umami); while flavor is perceived through the 
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53 Matthew Beare, The Sensorium: A Philosophical Discourse of the Senses: Wherein Their Anatomy, 
and their several Sensations, Functions, and Offices, are Succincty [sic] and Accurately Describ’d 
(London: Sam Farley, 1710). 
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possible due to three components:  the capillary nerves, the nervous channels and the 
brain, from there it traveled via animal spirit, to the soul. 54 He contended that the brain 
was, in itself, incapable of perception, but because it was united with the body, it was 
able to obtain any sensory information. Of particular note, he also argued that to the five 
senses, and the five corresponding organs, with which we are commonly familiar, there 
were a possible three more senses: hunger, which was tied to the stomach, thirst, which 
correlated to the fauces [oropharynx], and the venereal sense, to which he delicately 
avoided appointing any particular organ. Taken completely, the senses could be divided 
into two categories: ones that relied on common sense and the other that relied on 
memory.  Beare explained this difference in that the first is the “perception of an object 
actually impelling the organs; but memory is caused by a secondary reflux of the spirits 
into the same fibres, after the former manner, by which the perception of the same body 
is renew’d afresh.” (12-13)  
 The connection between the soul and the senses that Beare suggested were not new 
in the nineteenth century, but rather can be traced back to ancient philosophers and 
physicians. Writing in the second century, Galen of Pergamon’s (129 - 200) books were 
translated and published throughout the early modern and modern period. They gained 
popularity in the nineteenth century when Karl Gottlob Kühn translated and published 
them between 1821 - 1833, introducing them to a new readership.  In On the Natural 
Faculties,  
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
54 In a later chapter, Beare explains that the animal spirit is made from nitre, better known as 
potassium nitrate, or saltpeter, which is a watery humor; and is found in the lymph and blood globules. 
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Since feeling and voluntary motion are peculiar to animals, whilst growth and nutrition are 
common to plants as well, we may look on the former as effects of the soul and the latter as effects 
of the nature. And if there be anyone who allows a share in soul to plants as well, and separates 
the two kinds of soul naming the kind in question vegetative, and the other sensory… we say that 
animals are governed at once by their soul and by their nature…. (2) [Brock’s emphasis]55 
 
Brock, in the introduction of his later edition of 1916, mentioned that Galen drew on 
Hippocrates, who “[stood] for the fundamental and primary importance of seeing 
clearly,” his emphasis, which was tied to “clinical observation” again, his emphasis. And 
what Hippocrates saw was that the human body, “when exposed to certain abnormal 
conditions — certain stresses— tend to behave in a certain way” (xi). As important was 
the assertion that there was a “keen sense of the solidarity (or rather, of the constant 
interplay) between the organism and its environment…” which he does, in particular in 
his book, “Airs, Waters and Places.” 
 Up to this point, we have only considered how the senses have been considered as 
conscious and within philosophical and medical debates. But of course, that is not the 
predominant way in which cultures or a society interacts with the senses. By this I mean 
that most people spend considerably more time looking, hearing, smelling, tasting, and 
touching in our daily lives than we do scientifically, or even deliberately, thinking about 
the philosophical role of the senses. But it is through these banal experiences that a 
number of scholars have studied the meaning of the senses in history and across cultures. 
In fact, Mark Smith argued that it is precisely the senses which create a link between 
cultural history and social history: “Cultural history tends to favor anthropological and 
literary treatments of meaning, it is perhaps too much to argue that cultural historians aim 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
55 Galen of Pergamon, On the Natural Faculties trans. Arthur J Brock (NY: G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 
1916) 2. 
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to interrogate meaning while social historians focus on questions of causality.”56  It is the 
senses through which the individual becomes part of the social, and that the experiential 
becomes part of the cultural. 
 As a scholarly endeavor, however, the senses were studied in a way that very much 
reflected the same hierarchy that had had been culturally assigned to them. From the end 
of the eighteenth century to the mid-twentieth century, this meant a strong emphasis on 
the role of the visual and the auditory. For example, in 1907, Georg Simmel, in 
“Sociology of the Senses” completely ignored taste, explaining “the lower senses [are] of 
secondary importance.”57  Norbert Elias’ 1939 The Civilizing Process likewise is situated 
in the visual. He argued that how one acts, more precisely how another viewed you 
behaving (often at a dinner table), reflected larger social changes tied to statehood and the 
self as the medieval transitioned to the Renaissance. The eye was not just a window into 
one’s soul, but the eye allowed one actually to see into another’s soul. Perhaps this is 
unsurprising for academics writing in the first-half of the twentieth century, given the fact 
that their own lives and experiences would have been surrounded by all the newly 
invented mass media that emphasized sight and sound, continuing the Kantian divide.  
 An appetite for sensory studies grew through the study of the everyday and the rise 
of cultural history. The Annales school, and notably Lucien Febvre’s 1942 book The 
Problem of Unbelief in the Sixteenth Century — argued that if one were to try to 
understand the mindset of a group of people, one must consider how they understood 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
56 Mark Smith, “Making Sense of Social History,” Journal of Social History 37.1 (Autumn, 2003): 
169-170. 
57 Georg Simmel, Simmel on Culture: Selected Writings (Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publication, Ltd. 
1998) 117. 
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their place in the world and their relationship with the world. For the sixteenth-century 
French peasant, argued Febvre, it was not through the visual relationship to a text, but 
rather, that their total history was their total sensorial experience, where the auditory, 
olfactory, tactile and gustatory collectively informed experience and ideas. Both the texts 
and the context became discursive markers, as word and sense harmoniously created a 
world. Rabelais, who unashamedly had his beloved characters, Gargantua and Pantagruel, 
wallow in an orgy of food, drink, and shit as a way to tie material experiences to 
intangible, theoretical ideas, was also fodder for Mikhail Bakhtin.  But for Bakhtin, it was 
the banquet imagery — a jocular bacchanalian event — that both explored and explained 
the relationship between man and his world. “The merry triumphant encounter with the 
world in the act of eating and drinking, in which man partakes of the world instead of 
being devoured by it…. This victory over the world in the act of eating was concrete, 
tangible, bodily.”58  All three men, then, found a way to extrapolate the ephemeral, which 
is a key feature of studying the senses. As Alain Corbin notes, the most difficult part for 
historians who wish to study the understanding of the senses in the past, “… lie in the 
transience of the evidence.”59 
 Yet despite this difficulty, academic consideration of the senses has blossomed in 
more recent years, resonating with Karl Marx’s assertion that “…sensuous consciousness 
is not an abstractly sensuous consciousness but a humanly sensuous consciousness….”60 
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Because consciousness is knowing, based on one’s surrounding (both cultural and 
natural), the “forming of the five senses is a labor of the entire history of the world down 
to the present” making it serious study in the humanities.61  It was intuitive of Marx to use 
the progressive tense, both in its suggestion of a collective act and because the 
understanding of the senses shift, from culture to culture, and from era to era. Within the 
last several decades, anthropologist including Paul Stoller, Constance Classen, David 
Howes, David Sutton have built upon the works of Marshall McLuhan and Walter Ong 
(who largely looked to the visual), and have used multi-modal sensorial experiences in 
order to understand cultural shifts, morphing ideas, and complex and new understanding 
of people and their worlds. They smoothly integrate all of the senses and not only dismiss 
artificial boundaries between the senses but extend out from the five senses to include 
consideration of more senses, including sense memory and synesthesia.62  
 Historians, too, have broadened their examination of the senses in order to better 
understand past experience, or as E. P Thompson explained in relation to a growing 
English class-consciousness in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, “the way in which 
these material experiences are handled in cultural terms….”63 Looking at a completely 
different time and circumstance, Carolyn Bynum, for example, contemplated not the 
traditionally understood five senses, but rather the sense of religiosity of medieval 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
61 Marx 141, author’s italics. 
62 See: Paul Stoller, The Taste of Ethnographic Things: The Senses in Anthropology (Philadelphia, 
PA: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1989); David Sutton, Remembrance of Repasts: An Anthropology of 
Food and Eating (NY: Bloomsbury, 2001); David Howes, Sensual Relations: Engaging the Senses in 
Culture and Social Theory (Ann Arbor, MI: University of Michigan Press, 2003);  Constance Classen, The 
Book of Touch (NY: Bloomsbury, 2005); David Howes and Constance Classen, Ways of Sensing: 
Understanding the Senses in Society (NY: Routledge, 2013). 
63 Edward P. Thompson, The Making of the English Working Class (Magnolia, MA: Peter Smith 
Publishing, 1999) 10. 
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mystical women in Holy Feast, Holy Fast. Likewise, Simon Schama looked to the 
physical landscape of the Netherlands, the unique feature of which exposed the complex 
relationship of bounty and Calvinist sensibilities for seventeenth-century Dutch culture in 
what he termed the “moral geography.”    
 The moment, or period of change, be it transforming landscapes and/or a 
developing relationship between people and technology also provide the backdrop to 
consider the senses to several of the most well-known works on the senses, including 
Wolfgang Schivelbusch’s The Railway Journey: The Industrialization of Time and Space 
in the Nineteenth Century and Disenchanted Night: The Industrialization of Light in the 
Nineteenth Century, Alain Corbin’s Village Bells, and Time, Desire and Horror: Toward 
a History of the Senses, and James Johnson’s Listening in Paris: A Cultural History.64 
These last suggestions are particularly strong as social and cultural works because they 
reveal contrasting values between the old and the new, be it concretely tangible, 
constructed worlds or conceptually changing relationships between social classes, 
modernity, and even statehood. They capture moments when, “…there are abrupt 
confrontations of systems of perceptions and emotions, antagonistic configurations 
[which] sometimes emerge with valuable precision.”65  
 Perhaps it is not so surprising that so many of these vanguard books by historians 
are situated in the eighteenth and nineteenth century Europe, for it was during this time 
that change had happened both rapidly and pervasively.  Transformation occurred at all 
levels and throughout society including how their world now looked, with the growth of 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
64 See also: Forrest and Murphy 352-363. 
65 Corbin, “Charting” 132. 
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cities and use of artificial light, but also how their world felt, with the introduction of 
steam engine trains that altered perceptions of time and space. And while the visual and 
auditory are clearly not left behind, they also do not hold a monopoly over the remaining 
senses, as is clear with Corbin’s seminal work The Foul and the Fragrant: Odor and the 
French Social Imagination. The importance of smell, taste, and touch in post-
Revolutionary France, he argued, become increasingly important when previously 
understood social boundaries dissipated, when a new political idea and the social 
experience became simultaneous. It is precisely this reason — when physical boundaries 
are crossed and mental ideas are confirmed, challenged, or created that the senses in 
travelogues become particularly informative for it is the intersection of sensorial 
experience and knowledge.   
 If we, for the moment, limit the senses to the five widely recognized ones in the 
west, there are only two activities in which all of the senses are employed: eating and sex. 
These two, in addition, share similar traits in that they are both needed for survival (the 
individual and the group) and they both are potentially pleasurable or painful (and we 
could really extend this from ecstasy to the dangerous).66  And while one may choose to 
abstain from the latter, eating must be done. Moreover, when traveling, it is not just that 
one traverses a physical boundary, but that a cultural product (food) must not just come in 
close contact but become fully part of the diner. While on a short sojourn, perhaps once 
could bring enough victuals to avoid contamination, but this would be an impossible feat 
for anyone traveling for an extended period of time.  Thus, it is the act of eating, by way 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
66 Sex, at least in relation to sensorial experience falls outside of the purview of this work, but of all of 
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of having a complete sensorial experience, from which we can gain insight into how 
travelers perceived crossing boundaries in many forms. But in the late eighteenth and 
through much of the nineteenth century, the role of food would become much more than 
sustenance to keep the body alive. Instead, food, placed at the intersection of the cultural 
field of gastronomy and the rise of nationalism served as a conscious participation with 
and display of aesthetics and cultural groups, of the material and of the imagined, and of 
the objective and of the subjective. 
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CHAPTER THREE: GASTRONOMY AND CUISINE IN ENGLAND, THE 
UNITED STATES, AND FRANCE 
 
Gastronomy 
When respected travel writer Elizabeth Nicholas reviewed Elizabeth David’s 
cookbook, Mediterranean Food, for the London Sunday Times in June 1950, she 
remarked, “As for the testimony of the unusual quality of this book, it should be added 
that it contains not one reference to Brillat-Savarin.”67 Elizabeth David, in the preface to 
the book’s subsequent 1988 edition, responded to Nicholas’ review, noting that the 
omission of Jean Anthelme Brillat-Savarin was quite deliberate. The British cookbook 
author reasoned that when she had first written it in 1950, with the memory of WWII 
food rationing and food deprivation still being felt so strongly, before concerning oneself 
with judging how good and complete a meal was, one had to consider a much more 
practical question. Simply put, one must wonder, could a meal be made at all?68 By both 
contemporary authors noting the apparent absence of the nineteenth-century French 
gastronome from a cookbook that had been written over one hundred years later, their 
commentaries serve to signify the vast influence that the French gastronomes had had on 
English food writings or, at the very least, the numerous cameos that Brillat-Savarin had 
made in literature and in culture, since the publication of Physiologie du Goút in 1826.  
David wrote in the preface of the 1988 edition of Mediterranean Food, 
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This book first appeared in 1950, when almost every essential ingredient of good cooking was 
either rationed or unobtainable. To produce the simplest meal consisting of even two or three 
genuine dishes required the utmost ingenuity and devotion. But even if people could not very 
often make the dishes here describe, it was stimulating to think about them. (Preface, my italics) 
 
Three important points resonate here, the first of which is that dishes and entire meals, 
the result of cooking, could be assessed according to qualities perceived or real. That she 
chose to use the word “good” as opposed to “flavorful,” “fresh,” or “tasty” places a moral 
proclivity on both the action of the cook and the final result, and situates diametrical 
opposites of food: it is either “good” or it is “bad.” 
The second point David stressed is that dishes and meals could be genuine, which of 
course, also suggests the opposite, therefore again choosing vocabulary that is equally 
specific and meaningful.  The Oxford English Dictionary suggests the word “genuine” is 
understood linguistically four possible ways. The first definition reads,  “Natural, not 
foreign or acquired, proper or peculiar to a person or thing, native.” The second 
interpretation speaks to generations of ancestry when it states, “Pertaining to the original 
stock, pure-bred.” The OED’s third definition of genuine reflects back on origin, taking 
us back even further, “really proceeding from its reputed source or author; not spurious” 
while the final entry is “Having the character or origin represented; real, true, not 
counterfeit, unfeigned, unadulterated” but which also has a second interpretation, 
“Properly so called; that is such in the proper sense.”  In her introduction to the original 
edition, David turned to the celebrated French chef, restaurateur and cookbook author 
Marcel Boulestin, known for owning the most expensive French restaurant in London 
from 1927 until his death in 1943, “‘It is not really an exaggeration’ [said Boulestin]‘to 
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say that peace and happiness begin, geographically, where garlic is used in cooking.’…. 
[All along the sea, one finds] Mediterranean cooking, conditioned naturally by variations 
in climate and soil and the relative industry or indolence of the inhabitants.” (David, XV) 
Thus, food and dishes are tied to place, people, and cultural knowledge.69 
Of all of the dishes and recipes that are offered in Mediterranean Food, less than 
fifteen of them are specifically identified as being Spanish or from one of the Spanish 
regions. One of the first of these Iberian recipes that David did include was “Gaspacho,” 
[sic] for which she included a lengthy and “disparaging” description by Frenchman 
Théophile Gautier from his 1840 book, Un Voyage en Espagne. Ironically, Gautier does 
mention Brillat-Savarin, the presumably absentee gastronome, while giving the soup, and 
some Spanish ladies, a weak, backhanded compliment: 
 
Our supper was of the simplest kind… and we had to be content with a mere gaspacho [sic]. This 
gaspacho is worthy of a special description, and we shall here give the recipe, which would have 
made the hair of the late Brillat-Savarin stand on end. You pour some water into a soup tureen, 
and to this water you add a dash of vinegar, some cloves of garlic, some onions cut into quarters, 
some slices of cucumber, a few pieces of pimiento, a pinch of salt; then one cuts some bread and 
sets it to soak in this pleasing mixture, serving it cold. At home, a dog of any breeding would 
refuse to sully its nose with such a compromising mixture. It is the favorite dish of the 
Andalusians, and the prettiest women do not shrink from swallowing bowlfuls of this hell-broth of 
an evening. Gaspacho is considered highly refreshing an opinion which strikes me as rather rash, 
but, strange as it may seem the first time one tastes it, one ends by getting used to it and even 
liking it. (23) 
 
David simply introduces this passage by saying, “like all good Frenchmen he was apt to 
be very suspicious of foreign food,” and follows it by offering “another rather more 
sophisticated version.” Yet she neither contradicts nor offers an alternative to Gautier’s 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
69 Similarly, the authenticity, when conceptually connected to food incorporates both place and 
cultural knowledge. Concepts of terroir or the goût de terroir, likewise tie the influence and unique-ness of 
environmental factors and cultural heritage to food. See Allen Weiss, “Authenticity,” Gastronomica: The 
Journal of Critical Food Studies 11.4 (Winter 2011): 74-77; and Amy Trubek, Taste of Place: A Cultural 
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opinion of the dish, leaving the reader to wonder just how good it really is (23). The 
remainder of the dishes in A Book of Mediterranean Food that are explicitly Spanish, by 
name or description, are heavily skewed toward Catalan foods, which make up a full third 
of those included. A quarter of the dishes are variations of paella and mutton, and the 
balance includes one egg dish, Huevos al Plato á la Barcino (eggs cooked in a sauce of 
onion, pork leg, ham and tomatoes), one dessert, torrijas, of which David notes that “in 
France it is called Pain Perdu” thereby reinforcing French superiority once again, and 
quince paste. (173) She also includes two Spanish sauces, if we are being generous, for 
the first of which is Sauce Espanol, one of the five mother sauces of French classic Haute 
Cuisine. The second sauce is Sauce Catalane, made with lard, flour, while wine, garlic, 
lemon and ground almonds. Of note, she includes a chickpea recipe explaining that the 
legume is also known as “the garbanzos of Spain, where they figure in a great many 
stews and soup.” (139) Perhaps surprisingly, however, she does not feel obliged to 
include any of these additional recipes and simply does not. As a whole, the Spanish 
recipes are far outnumbered by those specified to be not only French, specifically 
Provençal, and Italian. By presenting these recipes collectively as “Mediterranean Food,” 
even though she remarks that it is but a selection, David reduced good, genuine Spanish 
food to a paltry handful of dishes. Moreover, she has constructed from an entire country, 
rich in culinary diversity, a limited representative cuisine that might be seen as reflective 
of the character of, if not the people who consume it, then the culture in which it is 
consumed. 
David’s final self-reflective passage from the 1988 preface remembers that, “it was 
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stimulating to think about them,” and thus completes the circle back to Brillat-Savarin. 
For it was he, along with the rest of the gastronomes in the early nineteenth century, who 
articulated that there was an intellectual component of food, and who illustrated that food 
needed to be considered, analyzed, and judged. Food becomes a cerebral and scholarly 
pursuit, one that asked moral questions in relation to eating as well as what comestibles 
were natural and proper for anyone’s disposition and income. Lastly, food was a source 
of knowledge; through the sensorial experience of eating, food could physically 
transform the diner. By encouraging perspicacious judgment, the studied act of eating 
could reveal qualities of those who chose to eat the food as much as it could reveal a 
nuanced analysis of the very food being consumed. 
 Through the very act of authoring the book Mediterranean Food, David, who was 
born and raised in Sussex, England, became the arbiter of the “other,” having chosen 
which dishes she deemed both “good” and “genuine” to include in her book. And so we 
leave 1950s post-war England, and a woman who traveled to Spain and the wider 
Mediterranean, in attempt to discover how did these answers become the answers?: How 
did certain dishes become to be seen as genuine, good food (what we might understand in 
its entirety as cuisine) in Britain and Spain? How did something so seemingly parochial 
become tied to geopolitics? And how did people think about food, on an intellectual level 
rather than a purely functional level, in the early nineteenth century? 
In order to consider how writers used food as a tool of power not just within the 
nation, but also outside of it, this chapter comparatively analyzes how food was 
contextualized during the age of nation-building.  Before considering England (and 
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briefly, the newly formed United States), I begin with a brief discussion of France, in the 
late eighteenth and nineteenth century, since it was the epicenter of both political 
revolution and gastronomy.  The ideas disseminated by the French gastronomes 
paralleled new institutions that were created at the very same moment in which ideas of 
state and aesthetics were also re-imagined.  The culinary professionals would emigrate in 
search of job opportunities shortly after the revolution of taste and politics and the 
downfall of the aristocracy. On the other hand, England and the United States share a 
different trajectory from France. They were rooted much more in the practical than the 
dramaturgic, but they nevertheless saw the role of food (really food production), as 
tangible evidence of progress, within the Industrial Revolution.  
 Spain, conversely, enjoyed little to none of these achievements, as we shall see in 
the next chapter. Moreover, its people suffered from the indignity of being invaded by 
Napoleon and the French during the Peninsular Wars (1808 - 1813), only to be “rescued” 
by Wellington and the English. To make matters worse, Madrid experienced the 
catastrophe of a large-scale famine in 1812.  My central question remains: how did these 
three nations experience food leading up to and surrounding new displays of power and 
impotence, and how did they create a shared understanding of it? 
The acknowledgement of Nicholas and David, that food being an intellectual pursuit, 
was part of a much longer narrative that returned to a pivotal moment in English 
gastronomic history, and more broadly, to the development of gastronomy as a field of 
inquiry.70 The early nineteenth-century was the moment when the consideration of food 	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shifts, in France first, followed by England and the United States.  For although food 
clearly had been written about in English (and American) cookery and domestic books 
before 1826 — including some written by “doctors” — the authors’ emphases remained 
within the boundaries of food preparation and household management71; after the 
influence of the Enlightenment, and the French gastronomes, however, the topics would 
become something very different, focused on the art and science of good eating and 
drinking, which incorporated less tangible inquiries into aesthetics, perception, and taste. 
 In the last thirty years, with the growth of Food Studies, scholars have 
investigated the role of food and identity, and more generally the role of food, as a 
powerful cultural symbol. Specific foods, their preparations, and the material culture and 
spaces around which they are consumed reveal cultural ideals. Just as “the senses” 
illuminated changes in the eighteenth and nineteenth century, so too is food a rich area of 
inquiry during a time when change reveals tensions between established understanding of 
cultural structures and developing new ideals. Single food products and commodities can 
reveal such changes. Cultural Anthropologist Sydney Mintz argued in his groundbreaking 
Sweetness and Power: The Place of Sugar in Modern History that when sugar became 
part of the English diet, its meaning shifted from an exotic import to a representation of 
morality and imperial power in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Several scholars, 
including Louise Tilly, E.P. Thompson and Steven Kaplan, all looked at the 
interconnectedness of grain, bread and politics, namely the moral economy of crowds and 
the relationship with bakers, access, and the perception of justice during time of growing 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
71 See, for example, Alexander Hunter, Culina Famularix Medicinae: Receipts in a Modern Cookery 
with a Medical Commentary (London: J. Mawman, 1806). 
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political discontent and riots in the eighteenth century.72 
Food is thusly symbolic for a cultural group, and the same holds true if we move from 
a single item to a constructed aggregate of foods, under the banner of “cuisine.” Even if 
we limit those scholars, across disciplines, who have looked at the intersection of food 
and nationalism, the list is long and growing. One of the first scholars to do so was 
folklorist Charles Camp, in the 1989 seminal book American Foodways, which became a 
larger discussion of the role of food in pan-American identity. In turn, his work built on 
essays concerned with more localized, regional identities presented in Ethnic and 
Regional Foodways in the United States, which he had published five years before.73   
The year before, in 1988, Arjun Appadurai, argued that cookbooks, which created a 
united “Indian” cuisine, were used as a tool by the bourgeoise class for giving a 
fragmented, and highly regionally diversified India one, cohesive identity in the 
nineteenth century.74 Further, Jeffrey Pilcher contended, in Que vivan los tamales!: Food 
and the Making of Mexican Identity, that it was also a collective cuisine that drew from in 
both the domestic sphere as well as official discourse that forged a nascent Mexican 
identity, separate from its colonial Spanish legacy.75  And according to James McCann, 
one pivotal meal organized and hosted by the soon-to-be Empress Taytu and her husband, 
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the future Emperor Menilek in 1887, “sought to build a new political culture and claim a 
new national identity both within Ethiopia and for the benefit of the nation’s new 
emergence on the international scene.”76 Carol Helstosky, in Garlic and Oil: Food and 
Politics in Italy, argued that this practice continued more recently, in the still-fledgling 
united Italy of the late 1920s and 1930s, when Fascists and liberals alike tried to use food 
and food policies to shape national values.77     
The use of food as a cultural signifier makes practical sense on several levels. At the 
most essential, everyone must participate in the act of eating in order to live, making it a 
concern on the most visceral of levels, where the potential for engagement can happen 
several times a day. At the same time, except in circumstances that include famine, 
forced confinement and following social rules of acting as a good house guest, choosing 
exactly what one will consume is autonomous, and the very act of the decision of what 
one will eat aligns the diner with existing or developing cultural groups.78 Meanings can 
be assigned easily, meaning that are fluid, flexible, and can extend beyond the object that 
acts as a signifier in relation to its context.79 More spectacularly, occasional events that 
are punctuated as extra-ordinary can showcase food, especially as symbolic or tied to 
power, whereby they are heightened in importance and consideration. Food and 
gastronomy, according to Brillat-Savarin:  	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[rule] over our whole life; for the cries of the newborn babe beg for his wet nurse’s breast’ and the 
dying man still receives with some pleasure his final potion, which, alas, it is too late for him to 
digest! 
 It concerns also every state of society, for just as it directs the banquets of assembled kings, it 
dictates the number of minutes needed to make a perfectly boiled egg. 
 The subject of gastronomy is whatever can be eaten; its direct end is the conservation of 
individuals; and its means of execution are the culture which produces, the commerce which 
exchanges, the industry which prepares, and the experience which invents means to dispose of 
everything to the best advantage.80 
 
This, of course, aligns with Benedict Anderson’s seminal work on nationalism in that 
an integral component of a nation-state is that it is first imagined, and later realized. As 
part of this process that moves from the conceptual to the experienced, he sees a shared 
culture as one of the three key defining features of nation-states, along with autonomy 
and stable borders.81  But beyond what is sometimes seen as a limited interpretation, Don 
Mitchell understands that the community cannot simply be imagined, but rather there 
must be active participation, through which such communal bonds are produced, 
reproduced, and even “forged.”82 While these might be elaborate, public performances, 
however, everyday markers or practices serve an equally important function, for “banal 
does not imply benign.”83 Food and cuisine fall into this understanding.  
Indeed, David Hume argued this very point in 1758; shared national culture includes 
a shared food culture. “An eminent writer [Sir William Temple] has remarked, that all 
courageous animals are also carnivorous, and that greater courage is to be expected in a 
people, such as the English, whose food is strong and hearty, than in the half-starved 	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commonalty of other countries.”84 But this is not simply because of the food, but rather, 
he would later argue, because that the food was emblematic of the culture. “But the 
English government is a mixture of monarchy, aristocracy, and democracy. The people 
are composed of gentry and merchants. All sects of religion are to be found among them. 
And the great liberty and independency, which they enjoy, allows every one to display 
the manners, peculiar to him. Hence the English, of any people in the universe, have the 
least of a national character; unless this very singularity may stand for such.”85 The very 
process by talking, writing, and engaging in collective experience created what Jack 
Goody calls “sense data” whereby the representation of experiences seems to create a 
perspective of how one sees the world. Taken as such, the construction of aesthetics and 
anti-aesthetics becomes the acceptance or rejection of what other cultural groups value or 
understand to be good and beautiful.86 
 “To make the nation is to make people national” argue Fox and Miller-Idress, and 
this process is both unconscious and consciously performed. 87 Everyday symbols and 
rituals are incorporated into citizens’ daily practices and actions creating a discourse that 
shapes choices, tastes and preferences.  “Nationhood does not only define their talk; it is 
defined by their talk” (540) which makes them active participants in creating national 
discourse. “The nation in this sense is a way of seeing, doing, talking and being that 
posits and sometimes enacts the unproblematic and naturalizing partition of the world 	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into discrete ethnocultural units (Fox, 540 [Brubaker, 2004]).  It can explain 
predicaments and order social difference. (Fox 540 [Gamson, 1992]) In relation to food 
choices, then, ideas of nationalism shape which foods look, smell, and taste “good” and 
eating foods of the nation reaffirm one’s identity as part of that nation. 
 The late eighteenth and early nineteenth century in France and England, 
specifically, but in the west more generally, experienced the intersection of two 
developing concepts: gastronomy and nationalism.  Both constructs became ways in 
which the “us” encountered the “other” on numerous levels, internally and externally, 
where the body and the body politic sensationally met. Politics and aesthetics are 
combined in the hand and the mouth, the latter of which, is “the loci of an ethico-political 
battle of geopolitical proportions.”88  When eating, the diner is faced with what Davide 
Panagia terms “narratocracy,” referring “both to the governance of narrative as a standard 
for the expression of ideas and to the rules that parse the perceptual field according to 
what is and is not valuable action, speech, or thought.”89 Therefore, the burgeoning 
cultural field of gastronomy, by consciously thinking and writing about food, makes it 
politically important. The cultural acceptance, by cooking and eating a dish or a set of 
dishes — and detailing how they are perceived on the table, how they smell, feel, and 
taste as they cross the threshold into the mouth, and then affect the body — allows the 
conceptual, in this case aesthetic and nation — to move beyond the material. By the very 
nature of food and eating the act is both completely sensorial and completely embodied.   	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Robert Burns’ 1786 celebratory ode to a steamed sheep stomach filled with oats, 
sheep offal and spices, “Address to a Haggis,” offers remarkable clarity in defining the 
intersection of food, descriptions of national characteristics, and the larger national body:  
Fair fa’ your honest, sonsie face,  
Great chieftain o' the pudding-race!  
Aboon [above] them a' yet tak your place,  
Painch, tripe, or thairm: [stomach, tripe, or small intestine] 
Well are ye wordy o’a grace [we are worthy of your grace] 
As lang's my arm.  
 
The groaning trencher there ye fill,  
Your hurdies [buttocks] like a distant hill,  
Your pin was help to mend a mill  
In time o'need,  
While thro' your pores the dews distil  
Like amber bead.  
 
His knife see rustic Labour dight,  
An' cut you up wi' ready sleight,  
Trenching your gushing entrails bright,  
Like ony [any] ditch;  
And then, O what a glorious sight,  
Warm-reekin', rich!  
 
Then, horn for horn [spoon for spoon], they stretch an' strive:  
Deil tak the hindmost! on they drive,  
Till a’ their weel-swall'd kytes belyve [To all their well swallowed bellies by-and-by] 
Are bent like drums;  
Then auld Guidman, maist like to rive,  
Bethankit! hums.  
 
Is there that owre his French ragout  
Or olio that wad staw [sicken] a sow,  
Or fricassee wad make her spew  
Wi' perfect sconner,  
Looks down wi’ sneering, scornfu' view  
On sic a dinner?  
 
Poor devil! see him owre his trash,  
As feckles as wither'd rash,  
His spindle shank, a guid [good] whip-lash;  
His nieve a nit; [fist is useless] 
Thro' blody flood or [before] field to dash,  
O how unfit!  
 
But mark [Without coin/money] the Rustic, haggis-fed,  
The trembling earth resounds his tread.  
Clap in his walie nieve a blade, [His fist is like the blade of a mill] 
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He'll mak it whissle;  
An' legs an' arms, an’ hands will sned,  
Like taps o' trissle [thistle] 
 
Ye Pow'rs, wha mak mankind your care,  
And dish them out their bill o’ fare,  
Auld Scotland wants nae skinking [watery] ware 
That jaups in luggies;  
But, if ye wish her gratefu' prayer  
Gie her a haggis! 
 
He brings together, through the use of specifically Scottish language (dialect), nation, 
food, and character.  It is the French Ragout, the Spanish Olla, that would not only 
temporarily sicken the diner but absolutely affect his all-around heath and disposition, 
leaving him unable to fight and defend. The haggis, conversely, not only inspires but 
causes the highlander to be ready for battle. You are what you eat, indeed. 
 This theme was not a one-off for Burns, who also notes food as a signifier in “The 
Two Dogs, A Tale,” which appears in his 1786 collection, Poems, Chiefly in the Scottish 
Dialect. Not surprisingly, the two dogs come to represent political, economic, and 
cultural divides during the historical tension between Scotland and England vis-a-vis the 
Industrial Revolution and the Disruption of 1843, whereby a religious schism challenged 
what was seen as a growing threat to political autonomy. The first dog, whose name was 
Caesar, was of lofty pedigree, from far-off lands which lacked pride; while the other was 
a ploughman’s collie, Luath,90 who was “honest, sonsie.” And through these two dogs, 
we see a considered comparison between the life, values, and impact of the affluent 
British landowner and the strapped, Scottish tenant-farmer.  
 In this poem, food, together with travel, is essential to the character formation of a 	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cultural group. On the one hand, we see Caesar’s companions who: 
 
Frae morn to even it’s nought but toiling, 
At baking, roasting, frying, boiling; 
An’ tho’ the gentry first are steghan [cramming] 
Yet even the ha’ folk fill their peghan [stomachs] 
Wi’ sauce, ragouts, an’ fic like trashtrie [trash] 
That’s little short o’ downright wastrie. 
Our Whippin-in, wee blastet wonner, 
Poor, worthless elf, it eats a dinner, 
Better than ony Tenant-man 
His Honor has in a’the land’: 
An’ what poor Cot-folk pit their painch in, [poor folk put in their stomach] 
I own it’s past my comprehension.91 
 
These elite are the same people who will spend their time roaming around Europe, from 
country to country, city to city on The Grand Tour, where they will play the guitar and 
fight with bulls in Spain, drink muddy water at spas in Germany to try to attain a fair 
complexion, and learn how to act as part of the bon ton in Paris and Vienna. And 
throughout it all, Luath exclaims “Nae cauld nor hunger e’er can steer them; The vera 
thought o’t need na fear them” (19). Conversely, Caesar reports that while it was true that 
they did not experience physical labor, or even ever being cold or hungry, their days were 
dull, they enjoyed no taste, and ultimately had no joy. It is the working man, rather, who 
through his experience became the contented one. And through these poems of 
Scotland’s “National Poet,” we return to the reflexive senses, which inform with 
knowledge and through shared experiences that Hume notes, created the characteristics.    
 More explicitly, the impact of food, the sense, and the collective is discussed in The 
Handbook of Dining: Or How to Theoretically, Philosophically, and Historically 
Considered, the 1859 translated and heavily edited version of Brillat-Savarin’s 1826 
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seminal work. Here, the revisited book devotes a chapter entirely on the role of the 
senses, which when approached in a scientific manner, intersected with gastronomy: “But 
as all these sensations have the soul as a common centre— the especial distinction of the 
human species— and the ever active cause of a striving toward perfection, they became 
modified, swayed by judgment and comparison, and soon all the sense came to the aid of 
each other for the benefit of the sensitive being or individual.”92  Moreover, our authors 
argue,  
…we shall endeavor to show how sensations from repetition and reflection have perfected the 
organ, and extended the sphere of its powers; how the want of eating, at first only an instinct, 
became a passion of influence which has assumed a marked ascendency over every thing else 
connected with society….Finally, we shall see how by the combined power of time and experience 
a new science arose, which nourishes, restores, preserves, persuades, consoles, and not satisfied 
with strewing flowers by handfuls along the path of man, contributes also powerfully to the 
strength and prosperity of empires.93 
 
Sociologist Stephen Mennell, in All Manners of Food, argued that the European diet 
had been relatively similar in the medieval period, where differences were marked by 
social class rather than by geography. By the eighteenth century, however, varieties of 
cuisine according to place were evident, strikingly so. By examining England and France 
as case studies, he attributes this divergence to structural differences that had been 
institutionalized in the arenas of politics, religion and culture. Why this became important 
was that food was imbued with values and became an expression of the very cultural 
group in which it was produced and consumed. Thus food became a tool of reaffirming 
identity, which in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century, gained greater 
importance against the backdrop of the creation of nation-states and, with it, burgeoning 	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nationalism.   
 In order to understand how the English diet developed, Mennell traced the roots of a 
divergent political system, and thus culture, back to the Magna Carta of 1215. He argues 
that the English nobility, with a constitutional monarchy, had secured their legal role in 
society, visible through the upper chamber of Parliament.  Conversely, the French 
aristocrats’ power had waned with an increasingly centralized absolute monarchy, which 
employed bureaucrats to oversee the government and largely displacing the upper class 
from the political realm. Comprised by a burgeoning middle class, these French 
“upstarts” contested the traditional power with growing financial influence and 
heightened civic involvement. With the French kings avoiding of calling the Estates-
General from 1614 - 1789, which had been purely advisory, the traditionally powerful 
families had lost an important political and cultural symbol, one that marked them as 
distinctly separate from the third estate. As such, food consumption became important as 
cultural capital in maintaining increasingly challenged status and group identity. 
Moreover, the court society was highly limited to Paris and Versailles, and its restrictions 
marked it as much more rigid than the position of the English Aristocracy. English 
gentlemen could retreat to their country estates more frequently, where the mingling of 
all levels of society was met with less disapproval, as it remained clear who belonged to 
the upper echelon. In order to remain distinct, then, the increasingly insecure French 
aristocracy employed chefs who excelled at haute cuisine, which emphasized refined 
foods that highlighted acute technical skills and constant innovation, in the kitchen and 
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displayed a wealth of resources through using a wide range of luxury ingredients.94  
In addition to political differences between the English and the French, Mennell 
argues that religious institutions also promoted divergent values in cuisine. Protestant 
culture, especially the rather austere Calvinists, encouraged a certain simplicity, if not 
downright plainness of their food, as consistent with a strong sense of community. The 
question of a moral economy, in this case how much money was being spent on food, 
became a potential sign of amoral behavior and sin, and this could be problematic for the 
entire community.95 As we will see, even the very presence of a sauce was seen as 
suspect. Conversely, Catholicism, the sanctioned religion of the French, embodied an 
understanding of society based on a strict hierarchy, where a sense of wonder and 
majesty played out through a weekly mass as resplendent as a completely sensorial 
theatric performance.96   
To the south of the English channel, in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth 
century, Parisian cuisine and dining had experienced a radical transformation on many 
levels. Prior to the French Revolution, the finest of foods were served primarily in the 
great houses of the elites. Thus, the haute cuisine of the French was quite different that 
that sought by the English, who ate plain, country fare. This division lasted until the end 	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of the Napoleonic Wars, when mistrust of the English lessoned; French food was seen as 
corrupting, but still inferior. Food was reflective of identity, both for the self and a nation. 
If we turn to Spain, it would appear that structurally, both Catholic and with a strong 
monarchy at the end of the medieval period, it might develop a cuisine parallel to France. 
But it did not. And this begs the question what were the very different — real or 
perceived — contexts in which food did develop. 
 
France 
Before turning to England, a brief survey of France is necessary since with the 
intersection of food and politics, in particular, how they intersected meant the creation of 
an entire, defined, and self-aware field of cultural interplay.97 Three components 
overwhelmingly defined food in France in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth 
century: what was served, where it was served, and how it was discussed. These three 
interconnected points reflected a shift in power, toward a more egalitarian understanding 
of society, as promoted by the Enlightenment. In this era, the intertwining of politics, the 
coffeehouses, and civil discourse, became de rigeur. These same trajectories, of politics, 
place and substance, and consideration together were emblematic of the larger 
development of national food culture.   
For an example of this intersection, as many scholars have shown, coffee became the 
new beverage of the philosophical man. One’s background mattered less than did one’s 
comportment while in the new institution of the coffeehouses, which began popping up 	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mid-seventeenth century. Instead, physiological properties of the coffee, namely caffeine 
and the lack of alcohol, would led to an alert sobriety, one that encouraged the thoughtful 
discussion and debate of new ideas based on rational thinking and evidence, rather than 
strength and emotion. Ideas were spread through the networks of personal conversations 
and The Republic of Letters, and the sphere of influence — politically, economically, 
philosophically — radiated out from these networks to form new ways of understanding 
the world.98 
Perhaps most notably, in terms of visible culture in relation to food, the dining 
landscape itself had changed. The “invention” of the restaurant, along with the earlier 
coffeehouse, was clearly most encompassing as a new institution.  As a place of business, 
its humble beginning was that of an establishment one would frequent when feeling in 
need of a restorative broth. Made from meat bones cooked down in a bain-marie, this 
restaurant was easily digested, seen by many as aiding in bodily circulation and 
increased liver function. In order to serve his clientele, M. Roze de Chantoiseau, who first 
opened these establishments, welcomed his ailing clientele at all hours of the day.  After 
the dissolution of the guilds, additional food options were offered at these establishments 
so that consumers could best decide their diet based on their personal needs. “Menus” 
were drawn up with corresponding prices so that personal economy might also be better 
recognized and appreciated. After the Revolution, displaced chefs, from aristocratic 
houses, began working in these new establishments and brought with them the techniques 
and experience of cooking refined food. 	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Restaurants, seen as a new institution that reflected modern, revolutionary ideals, 
brought the consumption of food out of the private sphere and firmly into the public 
sphere, based not on common utility and convenience, as had the two other options: the 
tavern and the cookshop. Instead, these new spaces were a political and philosophical 
continuation of coffeehouses, in that they too melded public consumption and political 
consciousness. With this newly christened space, eating became openly politicized and 
the very experience of eating was a practical application of the democratic spirit of eating 
at the proverbial round table.99 As if this were not enough cultural weight, the food itself, 
along with eating, became integral to the health of not only each individual body, but of 
the body politic.  
New ideas and values circulated pre- and post-revolution in an attempt to restore 
values, in the minds of the more conservative, or for the more radical, to compose an 
entirely new diet of social ideals that one might find more palatable and easily digestible. 
This was seen as important in attempt to establish a French vitality that had been lost to a 
Pantagruelian crown, seen through years of political indigestion: losing the Seven Years 
War, a bankrupt treasury, and a seemingly impotent king. This was both metaphorical as 
well as literal. Cookbooks geared toward a more democratic diner included La Cuisinière 
républicaine published in 1794/5 (Republican year III) and Leçons élémentaires sur la 
choix & la conservation des grains. 
The most notable chef at the turn of the nineteenth century, Antonin Carême, insisted 
that his food was an easier preparation, lighter and entirely modern and French. Termed 	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“Nouvelle Cuisine,” it included fewer courses and he replaced spices, seen as 
representative of a more barbaric, pre-Enlightened time, with the lighter, more subtle 
flavor of herbs100.  He also noted, in the first pages of The Royal Parisian Pastrycook and 
Confectioner: From the Original of M. A. Carême, of Paris, that this nouvelle cuisine 
would: 
…throw additional lustre on our national cookery so long and so justly esteemed by foreigners. It 
was always valued and encouraged by the French nobility, the delicacy of whose taste rendered 
them so truly capable of appreciating fine-flavoured and excellent dishes; and to this cause, 
especially, may be attributed the well-known fact that our modern cookery has become the model 
of whatever is really beautiful in the culinary art. It has for ever eclipsed all that the sensual 
nations of antiquity were able to devise toward promoting the luxury of the table; and the art of 
French cookery, as practiced in the nineteenth century, will be the pattern for future ages.101 
 
In 1829, Lady Morgan, an Irish writer, seemed to agree. She wrote of her experience after 
enjoying a dinner prepared by Carême, and although a long passage, it reveals several 
key points on modern food, the senses, knowledge, and character:  
 
To do justice to the science and research of a dinner so served, would require a knowledge of the 
art equal to that which produced it. Its character, however, was, that it was in season, that it was up 
to its time, that it was in the spirit of the age, that there was no perruque in its composition, no 
trace of the wisdom of our ancestors in a single dish; no high-spiced sauces, no dark-brown 
gravies, no flavor of cayenne and allspice, no tincture of catsup and walnut pickle, no visible 
agency of those vulgar elements of cooking, of the good old times, fire and water…. 
 ‘On tepid clouds of rising steam,’ formed the fond of all. Every meat presented its own 
natural aroma; every vegetable its own shade of verdure. The mayonese was fried in ice… and the 
tempered chill of the plombiére… anticipated the stronger shock, and broke it, of the exquisite 
avalanche, which, with the hue and odor of fresh gathered nectarines, satisfied every sense, and 
dissipated every coarser flavor. 
 With less genius than went to the composition of this dinner, men have written epic poems… 
[and an award should be bestowed upon Carême] for this specimen of the intellectual perfection of 
an art, the standard and gauge of modern civilization! On good cookery, depends good health; on 
good health, depends the permanence of a good organization; and on these, the whole excellence 
in the structure of human society. Cruelty, violence, and barbarism, were the characteristics of the 
men who fed upon the tough fibres of half-dressed oxen. Humanity, knowledge, and refinement 
belong to the living generation, whose tastes and temperance are regulated by the science of such 	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philosophers as Carême…102 
 
 Carême and Lady Morgan were two of many who were thinking and writing about 
food. The French gastronomes, namely Alexandre Balthazar Laurent Grimod de la 
Reyniére and Jean Anthem Brillat-Savarin, cultivated the changing ideology of food as a 
“cultural field” blending both literature and practical application. Their texts were 
indispensable, for they preserved a discourse of the ephemeral (food), and also reached a 
greater patronage beyond the dining table. Their works were disseminated far beyond the 
city limits of Paris. Moreover, the gastronomic and culinary texts reflected a new 
understanding that the topic of food was part of a much broader intellectual pursuit rather 
than merely fulfilling a biological need. Coinciding with the French Revolution, the topic 
of food and gastronomy went so far as to encompass topics as consequential as ideologies 
surrounding burgeoning notions of nationalism, class consciousness, political economy 
and the free market, and the place of one’s self fully formed and informed. When Brillat-
Savarin wrote that gastronomy is “the consideration of everything related to the 
nourishment of man” he was referring to intellectual satiation as much as nutritional 
needs. 
 As if this were not enough to make the ideological serving table groan under the 
weight of consequence, the gastronomic texts provided a vehicle for the consumer-citizen 
to extend rational liberalism to critical analysis of food and dining. Alexandre Balthazar 
Laurent Grimod de la Reyniére’s Almanach des Gourmands (1803) became, along with 
his tasting juries, the first notable group to taste food as a test in regards to sensory 	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analysis, and also as reflective of aesthetics, and to share their findings with the reading 
public through written guidebooks. As if taking a page from Francis Bacon, these 
gastronomes gathered the evidence, compared notes, arrived at consensus, and published 
their findings. Moreover, many of the illustrations from the book are set in a library, with 
the books replaced with food items — food items were now the new texts (Fig. 7).103   
Figure 7 
 
Broadly, with the publication of such texts, we might note that The Republic of Letters 
had become, in a sense, the Republic of Tasters and the conversation quickly spread 
beyond the city limits of Paris and, as we shall see, across the channel and shaped the 
interpretation and representation of food and eating in England. The writings of Grimod 
codified ideas about food, and guided tours through Parisian arrondissements offered a 
sensory map meant to affect the adventurous. In the introduction he states,  
We will… take a few Nutritional Walks in Paris and we will stop willingly in the stores best 
designed to excite the appetite with their selections and to satisfy by their reasonable prices.  
 We will, on this small Voyage, simultaneously offer something new: the exact addresses of 
and particular details about the most famed Artists who create sought-after foods. (Introduction)104 	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 In 1808, Grimod delved deeper into the consideration of the culinary arts, which he 
saw as encompassing “all questions of moral philosophy, all societal considerations as 
well” of which everything was intertwined in one degree or another. He urged that 
“common minds” who see only pots for cooking and dishes for dinner look beyond the 
“superficial.” Instead, he argued, myriad connections could be made with food, spurring 
analogies and contemplation. By way of an example, he offered the similarities of 
comparing blond and brunette women with a Blond Dinner and a Brown Dinner. He 
continued,  
Let us try to define what is meant by a Brown Dinner and a Blond Dinner even if common minds 
do not grasp this, for only a true devotee possesses that insight, that inner feeling — one might call 
it a seventh sense — which combines whatever is most subtle and diffuse in the other senses, and 
which enables him to recognize, and above all to feel what for most men shall always remain an 
incomprehensible puzzle.”105 
 
Brown dishes, he imagined, would largely be ragouts, “stews, roux-based compotes, 
hashes, stewed turnips, hots pots” among many other options. Grimod classified these 
dishes as belong to “popular cooking,” “inferior,” and “easier to make” in part because 
dark sauces would cover a multitude of mistakes, “just as a painter can do so much more 
readily within the darker tones of his composition.” Alternatively, the blond dishes are 
“dainty and subtle,” “complex” and include “Béchamels, quenelles, chicken fricassees, 
cucumber émincés” among others that “rank at the top of any hierarchy of fine fare.” 
Women, according to their coloring, could likewise be categorized: light suggested 
“distinguished ancestry; a subtle mind; and soft delicate skin.” These were “sweet” ladies 
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who would “ask for your heart humbly; [while] a brunette tries to steal it.”106  Might these 
categories extend beyond these simple ones in order to consider entire cuisines?  
  
England and the United States 
 While the French adjusted to their revolutionary society, so too in England did the 
social landscape change drastically during the late eighteenth and mid-nineteenth 
centuries, less with political revolution than technological revolution. The population 
experienced unprecedented growth, doubling from nearly nine million people in 1800 to 
eighteen million people by 1850. Urbanization, industrialization and agricultural reform 
radically changed demographic distribution from 4/5 of the populace living in rural areas 
to 4/5 inhabiting urban communities by the close of the century. The subsequent rise of 
poverty, hunger, destitution and descent into “moral depravity” plagued the lower classes 
of London, as reflected by passage of the 1834 Poor Laws, immortalized in the narratives 
of Charles Dickens, and illustrated through the moral concerns as depicted in by 
Hogarth’s and Cruikshank’s prints of the Gin Palaces. Amidst this backdrop, the middle 
class grew in both size and power, and food was but one form of communicating new 
cultural values.  
 Modernity altered the tenor of society, gastronomically. In England, transportation, 
in particular the railroad, increased the influx of foodstuffs into the city and provided a 
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greater variety of commodities for those with money.107  In the United States, diet became 
less tied to seasonal fluctuations, with luxury goods from warm climates supplementing 
the leaner winter months.108 Industrial workers and urban dwellers who had neither the 
land nor the time to cultivate their caloric intake increasingly purchased household 
staples including beer and bread, which quickly became a large percentage of a 
household’s budget. Conversely for the poor in society, the diversity of their diet 
decreased, often including only bread, tea or coffee, potatoes with butter, and a small bit 
of pork on Sundays.109 
 For those who could afford it, however, the nature of cuisine was changing in both 
content and structure. Stockbreeding by agriculturalists Thomas Coke and Robert 
Bakewell, in the late eighteenth century, made meat fattier and more flavorful, and fish 
was now shipped on ice, providing a fresh alternative to smoked or salted varieties. 
Fashionable hot houses made tropical fruits available as well as supplying a greater 
selection of seasonal produce.110 The changing dinner hour (as the main meal of the day) 
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was pushed increasingly later to accommodate altered hours of parliament and offices, 
commute time and the growing practice of men not returning home mid-day. High tea 
allowed women to visit and snack with each other in the late afternoon, and both 
practices of tea and the dinner party escalated in importance and provided an opportunity 
for the middle class to display their wealth, gentility and sensibility.111  
 While conspicuous consumption and lavish gatherings became more commonplace, 
the emphasis was on surroundings and the number of dishes rather than the complexity of 
recipes. For most English, at least thorough the first half of the nineteenth century, the 
idea of “plain cookery” continued to resist adopting continental or “French” cuisine. 
England had for centuries been at war with France — and the Napoleonic Wars would 
reinforce this antagonism. And if that were not enough, the garish popery and theatrics of 
Catholicism provided yet more evidence of patriotism and morality being linked to one’s 
choice of nourishment.112 To the English, continental cuisine, with its sauces and spices, 
was suspect. The exceedingly popular cookbook by Eliza Smith, if not outright 
denouncing it, suggested that French cuisine verged into the offensive, and she instead 
promoted the plain joint of meat as most satisfying. Smith, in The Compleat Housewife: 
or Accomplish’d Gentlewoman’s Companion, first printed in 1727 and reprinted 
throughout the 18th century, included such recipes as those which were: 
 
dressing after the best, most natural, and wholesome manner, such provisions as are the product of 
our own country, and in such a manner as is most agreeable to English palates…. And since we 	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have, to our disgrace, so fondly admired the French tongue, French Modes and also French 
messes, to present you now and then with such receipts of French cookery as I think may not be 
disagreeable to English palates.113 
 
But Smith does not just choose dishes based on taste and fashion alone. Instead, “These 
receipts are all suitable to English Constitutions and English Palates, wholsome [sic], 
toothsome, all practicable and easy to be perform’d. Here are those proper for a frugal 
and also for a sumptuous Table.”114 Food is clearly tied to issues of morality.115 
 In Europe, where wheat and meat (beef, lamb and pork) are common ingredients, 
cooking methods are similar, and even etiquette is fairly standard. It is then the flavor 
principles that culturally separate one cuisine from another. These are reoccurring 
ingredients that predominately lend taste and flavor that are frequently found in the form 
of seasoning, sauces and condiments.116 Their presence is driven neither by caloric 
necessity nor by nutritional consideration, and thus, they strongly reflect aesthetics and 
morality.117 These enhancers become diverse and varied across cultures, and reveal 
national identities, regional differences, socio-economics, and ideas of cosmopolitanism. 
William Kitchiner, in his 1825 Cook’s Oracle, advocated a portable “Magazine of Taste,” 	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which he describes as a “pyramidical Epergne for a Dormant” or as a “Travelling Store 
Chest” which included an array of “flavouring materials” so that each person could 
choose according to their palate. Containing 28 vials of three different sizes, he suggests 
a range that illustrate a variety of uses (Figure 8): 118 
Salad Sauce Salt Ragoût Powder Pickles 
Pudding 
Catsup  
(a sweet sauce) 
 
Curry Powder 
 
Pea Powder 
Sauce 
Superlative 
Soy Zest Brandy 
Walnut Pickle Lemon Juice Essence of 
Celery 
Mushroom 
Catsup 
Essence of 
Anchovy 
Sweet Herbs Curaçao 
Vinegar Pepper Lemon Peel 
Oil Cayenne Eshallot Wine Syrup 
Mustard Soup-herb 
Powder 
Powdered Mint 
                  Figure 8 
 
His advice is to put out the sauce box in the middle of the table, whether at home or 
dining out, and to him, it matters little whether one is an invalid or an epicure in order to 
showcase this variety of offerings.  
 Although the contents of the box seem rather cosmopolitan with its inclusion of 
curry powder, Curaçao and cayenne, it in fact, remains decidedly British.   The 
discussions of non-native sauces are, perhaps, the most interesting, for they become a 
metaphor of power. It is no mere coincidence that the flavors of India, America and the 	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West Indies are represented as geographic reminders of colonization and imperialism. As 
Kitchiner introduces these foreign ingredients to the reader, he frames them in terms of 
cultural dynamics, and in each case, English sensibilities temper the foreign flavor. 
Cayenne is the most problematic when Kitchiner introduces it to his readers. The Indian 
Cayenne, he suggests are prepared “in a very careless manner” when the peppers are 
being dried, they look “decayed” and they have a “dirty brown appearance.” Well 
prepared cayenne, however, should be a clear, red color, and he cautions to be aware of 
Indian cayenne that is adulterated or can be dangerous if pounded in a mortar. English 
chilies, however, do not suffer from the same problem. (245-6) “We advise those who are 
fond of Cayenne not to think it too much trouble to make it of English Chilies —a there is 
no other way of being sure it is genuine, — and they will obtain a pepper of a much finer 
flavor, without half the heat of the Foreign.” (246) Thus the condiment, even when not 
indigenous, had been culturally appropriated and improved from the original which, 
according to Kitchiner, was sensorially unpleasant, unrestrained and potentially 
dangerous. Likewise, the ragoût powder is recommended to give flavor, but the doctor 
advises to not let it become a “predominant one” (260). The relation is what becomes 
important when the French ingredients are mixed with the English ones. The power 
relationship becomes important again, when discussing the third of the exotic spices, 
curry powder. Here, Kitchiner suggests a mixture that will please any palatician, in that it 
comes from a friend of the editor in East India and is a “perfect copy” which suggests it 
may seem to be the same, but it is not, although with authority and English ingenuity it is 
flawless, nonetheless. The final foreign flavor is soy, which he mentioned many times as 
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an ingredient in numerous other recipes, but he seems rather perplexed as to what it 
actually is. He thus makes several recommendations as a substitution, including strong 
gravy or walnut catsup both of which “will hardly be told from what is commonly called 
‘genuine Japenese [sic] Soy” (222) which in a note he suggests might be the fermented 
farina seed of the Dolichos. Kitchiner never suggests using straight soy sauce but rather 
only in small amounts into others including Mackerel Roe Sauce, Liver Sauce for Fish, 
Savoury [sic] Salt Beef Baked, and Fish Sauce. 
 Historian Troy Bickham suggests that it was foreign foods, such as these flavorings, 
that helped create perceptions of nation and empire. He argues that tobacco and tea, as 
commodities, became tied to imperialism specifically because they were foreign goods, 
for three particular reasons. First, these goods were not produced within England and the 
result of that was that no regional or local identity could be placed on them; they were 
goods that could be seen as belonging to the entire nation rather than one smaller locale. 
Yet with greater transportation, namely the railroad, the goods could now be shipped 
across England. Furthermore, these goods were available to demographics that fell across 
socio-economic levels so that all citizens — elite and common — could purchase and 
consume them. Both tea and tobacco came in varying degrees of quality which meant 
that, depending on one’s income, everyone could participate in its consumption, while the 
classes could still maintain their distinct identity.119 Finally, visual images became a 
standard feature through the use of trade cards, as a form of advertising. The cards, which 	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usually depicted people or places that looked very different from the English landscape, 
highlighted the exotic nature of the commodity. It also meant that against the backdrop of 
imperialist notions, the consumption of these goods made each citizen a player in the 
larger realm of geo-politics.120  
 Historian T. H. Breen, when considering foreign commodities in colonial America, 
suggests that such commodities served the same purpose but to very different ends. The 
conscious rejection of “British” tea, along with other goods, became a way that the 
colonialists — across geographic, socio-economic, and occupation — and, after the 
passage of the 1765 Stamp Act, created a broadly embraced “social metaphor of political 
resistance.”121 Thus, what a group collectively decides to include within or exclude from 
their cuisine can become part of their social and political psyche.  
 This same resistance appears in early American cookbook, as opposed to English 
cookbooks published in the colonies. Amelia Simmon’s American Cookery, 1796, was 
the first cookbook both penned and published in the United States. Its subtitle explained 
that its contents were, “Adapted to this country and all grades of life,” was an important 
marker of the intersection of food, culture, and national identity in the early formation of 
the United States.  One of the most distinct features of Simmon’s cookbook is the 
inclusion of ingredients particular to the American larder and table, specifically corn 
meal, pumpkin pudding, crookneck squash and spruce beer, as well as the inclusion of 
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pearlash for leavening, molasses gingerbread in cake form rather than the English 
traditional flat, crisp version, and uses of specifically American vernacular language.122  
The second edition, published four years later in 1800, reflects the cultural confidence of 
the new nation with the addition of “Election Cake,” “Independence Cake,” and “Federal 
Pan Cake.”  Even cake then, became an edible symbol of nationalism through which to 
acknowledge, celebrate, and embody the young nation.123 In the introduction to the 
original 1796 edition, Simmons draws on two particularly important ideas. The first is 
that change does occur, and when tied to fashions of the day, taste included not only food 
but also “dress, language, manners, etc.” Second, this expanded definition of taste reflects 
upon one’s character, and promotes the connection between aesthetics, food, and nature. 
More expansively, she continues, her recipes are “calculated for the improvement of the 
rising generation of females in America,” and they span the range from the “Imperial 
plumb” to “plain cake,” as well as a stuffed and roasted 16 pound beef round, to a cheap 
rice pudding.124 Finally, she notes that, especially when dealing with spices, recipes are 
flexible due to tastes of either the cook, or better yet, the diner, and allows for adding 
relishes at the table. This democratic approach acknowledges the importance of 
individual choice and the responsibility of sensibility on behalf of both the cook and the 
eater. 
 We return to England where we see all of these ideas — of food, nation, and 	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critique — meld. In the July 1835 issue of Quarterly Review, the essay “Gastronomy and 
Gastronomers” presents a brief history of the evolution of cooking up to its current age, 
and discusses the “literature — for it has a literature” suggesting that the idea of eating 
and dining as topics worthy of discussion was still evolving in England. Early in the 
piece, the anonymous writer quickly states that in the field of gastronomy, “… the 
French… excels [beyond] the rest of Europe….”125 It continues to record the various 
reasons why the Revolution was integral in spreading gastronomy to the greater public 
and the public sphere, through the advent of the restaurant and the relocation of chefs 
from private to public kitchens. It lists the best of these chefs, and the top restaurants in 
Paris in which to find the new cuisine of Carême and his prodigies. Of one restaurant, 
Grignon’s, however, while the author supposes most of its popularity arrived from having 
“two damsels of surpassing beauty [that preside] at the comptoir,” he writes that it also 
had “…other merits, of a kind that will be most particularly appreciated by an 
Englishman. All the simple dishes are exquisite” implying that despite the opportunity to 
consume excellently prepared continental cuisine, the Englishman will still search out 
plain cookery.126 
 After condensing where one could find good food in the rest of Europe into one 
paragraph, the author states, “we have now cleared the way for England…. It seems 
allowed on all hands that a first-rate dinner in England is out of all comparison better than 
a dinner of the same class in any other country…. We have cultivated certain national 
dishes to a point which makes them the envy of the world.” The article stresses this point 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
125 “Gastronomy and Gastronomes” Quarterly Review (July 1835): 115-116. 
126 “Gastronomy and Gastronomes” 133. 
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when it lists the menu from a dinner at the house of Lord Chesterfield. Of the releves 
course there was offered: “Filet de bœuf a la Napolitaine; dindon a la chipolate; timbale 
de macaroni; haunch of venison.” It continues, “the reader will not fail to observe how 
well the English dishes, turtle whitebait, and [of this course] venison, — relieve the 
French in this dinner; and what a breadth, depth, solid, and dignity they add to it.”127 
 The essay accomplishes three essential objectives. First, it critiques the writing of 
Brillat-Savarin and by doing so presents the works to a greater reading audience. 
Secondly, it overtly follows the structure of Grimod’s Almanach des gourmands and 
present the author’s personal recommendations on restaurants and food (as represented 
by the royal “we”) and by doing so extends the practical application of gastronomy to 
tasting panels and written analysis in England. Thirdly, the author openly champions 
Brillat-Savarin’s theory “as our theory” while negotiating the identity of “French” and 
“English.” While it was acceptable to recognize the excellence of French cooking, it was 
the English dishes that provided the grace and virtue of the meal. This practice, of taking 
French theory and structure and applying English sensibilities indeed becomes a frequent 
convention, as illustrated by Abraham Hayward’s The Art of Dining (1852), William 
Jerrold’s The Epicure’s Yearbook (1868), and Eneas Sweetland Dallas’ Ettner’s Book of 
the Table (1877) to mention but a few.  
 Yet gastronomy was something different, for it was not just eating. For the 
gastronomes it was an art and a science, dependent on variables that surrounded and 
influenced what was eaten and how it was eaten.  For Brillat-Savarin, it was “whatever 	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can be eaten; its direct end is the conservation of individuals; and its mean of execution 
are the culture which produces, the commerce which exchanges, the industry which 
prepares, and the experience which invents means to dispose of everything to the best 
advantage.”128 More personally, it considered, “the action of food on man’s morale, on 
his imagination, his spirit, his judgement, his courage and perceptions.”129 One’s best 
advantage, judgement, and perceptions are, of course, subject to interpretation. 
 In England, perhaps the most well known gastronome was Thomas Walker. In 
1835, he began publishing the weekly paper The Original. His essays (he was the only 
contributor) were published promptly at noon, on Wednesdays, for 29 consecutive weeks.  
He took what was to be a brief hiatus from publishing, assuring the reading public that he 
would resume again, but unfortunately died before doing so. He left, however, a rich 
source suggesting the zeitgeist; his topics range from government affairs and pauperism 
to health and dining. From the latter, Felix Summary collected the nine essays on 
gastronomy and, in 1881, published them under the title, Aristology: or the Art of Dining. 
For us, what is particularly interesting is that Summary pondered whether Walker had 
read Brillat-Savarin and concluded that he “probably did, as there are strong analogies” 
and included the Frenchman’s list of aphorisms as Appendix B. 
 Walker traveled throughout the continent, was well informed on the cabinet 
particulars at the newly “invented” restaurants of Paris, and spoke with authority on the 
differences between French and English cuisine. Indeed, the motifs that overlap in his 
essays and those of Brillat-Savarin prove so uncanny as to render impossible for him not 	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to have read the French gastronomes. For instance, Walker writes, “Anyone can dine, but 
very few know how to dine, so as to ensure the greatest quantity of health and 
enjoyment.”130 And “the legitimate objects of dinner are to refresh the body, to please the 
palate, and to raise the social humor to the highest point.” These are two sentiments that 
appear prominently in The Physiology of Taste. How each author thought that would be 
achieved, however, takes two different paths. 
 While they agree that all classes of society could, and should, participate in 
gastronomy their attitudes are quite different. For example, while they both agree that 
women ought to have a role at the dinner table, they differ as to the reason. From the 
Frenchman: 
Nothing is more agreeable to look at than a pretty gourmand in full battle-dress: her napkin is 
tucked in most sensibly; one of her hands lies on the table; the other carries elegantly carved little 
morsels to her mouth, or perhaps a partridge wing on which she nibbles; her eyes shine, her lips 
are soft and moist, her conversation is pleasant, and all her gestures are full of grace; she does not 
hide that vein of coquetry which women show in everything they do.131 
  
The woman is there for scenery, amusement, and for flirting. For the pragmatic Walker, 
women should be involved because it “comes peculiarly within the providence of 
domestic economy.” Brillat-Savarin celebrates the seduction and display of the female 
while Walker condemns it as well as their “inconvenient love of garnish and flowers, 
either natural or cut in turnips and carrots, and stuck on dishes, so as greatly to impede 
carving and helping.”132 Walker restrains the pleasures of the table, enjoying without 
overindulging and, as a host, always anticipating what one’s guest should want, be it a 
mustard sauce, a slice of lemon or a refill of champagne. Indeed, simplicity and 	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practicality frame every aspect of the dining experience, from the size of the dining room, 
to the number of attendants serving the meal, to the menu. He even goes so far as to 
dismiss flowers as a centerpiece, opting instead for a basket of bread, which he finds both 
attractive and with purpose. 
 Walker’s writing is like his choice meal, simple and well done, without the poetry. 
A well-cooked meat, without sauce, he finds optimum, with the side dishes varied 
according to the seasons. Part of his distaste for sauce derives from his preference to 
know what he is being served and eating, and a proper host should always let his guests 
know what will be served, so to not have any disappointment, but the reason is deeper, 
more visceral. “I do not think, from my own experience and observation, that the French 
mode of cookery is so favorable to physical power as the English. If I might have my 
choice, I should adopt the simple English style for my regular diet, diversifying it 
occasionally with the more complicated French style.”133 Thus the choice of one’s meal, 
be it English or French, in part determined one’s corporal temperament, which in turn, 
influenced one’s greater self. 
 In 1859, Leonard Francis Simpson translated and edited Physiologie du Goût, 
presented as The Handbook of Dining, both condensing and even omitting sections that 
he felt, “not suited to the present tone of society.”134 In the translator’s introduction, 
Simpson introduces Gasterea, the Queen of Gastronomy, into the pantheon of Gods, who 
laments while in audience with Jupiter in 1859, that there is a race of bold islanders who 	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134 Leonard Francis Simpson, The Handbook of Dining: Or How to Dine Theoretically, 
Philosophically, and Historically Considered. Based Chiefly on Upon The Physiologie Du Goût by Brillat-
Savarin (London: Longman, 1859).  
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worship her, and continuously burn fires of coal in her honor, but sadly, do “not know 
‘How to Dine!’” Jupiter orders her first to leave England alone for it is, in the God-of-
Gods eye, “the last refuge of Liberty” and “the compensation balance of the political 
world.”135 But, shortly after, since the “fate of nations depends on how they are fed,” he 
agrees to send Mercury to touch with his wand the magic spirit of Dinner Reform, and 
from that point onward, England had resolved itself to learn how to dine. When Gasterea 
returned to thank Jupiter, she requests one final favor, which was to have one of her most 
devoted of worshippers to be introduced to the English — Brillat-Savarin.  
“But as all these sensations have the soul as a common centre— the especial distinction of the 
human species— and the ever active cause of a striving toward perfection, they became modified, 
swayed by judgement and comparison, and soon all the sense came to the aid of each other for the 
benefit of the sensitive being or individual.”  
 “Hitherto we have examined taste only in the light of its physical constitution, and we have 
kept to the level of science. But our task does not end here, for it is especially in the moral history 
of this repairing sense that its importance and its glory ought to be sought.” 136  
 
It was no less than the will of the Gods, then, that the boundaries of the west and 
gastronomy were to be redrawn, incorporating the political, geographic and the 
corporal.137 
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136 Brillat-Savarin, The Handbook of Dining 48, 57. 
137 Gasterea suggests that Mercury point his want toward Londoners residing in the newly drawn 
districts of S and SW. See Principal streets and places in London and its environs : as divided into postal 
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CHAPTER FOUR: THE BUILDING OF NATIONAL FOODWAYS AND A 
SPANISH IDENTITY 
Introduction 
 Henry Fielding’s play, Don Quixote in England, was written in 1728 (notably, in 
the midst of the Anglo-Spanish War of 1727-9) and performed for the first time in 1734, 
at the Haymarket Theatre in the city of Westminster. Just as we saw with Elliot’s 
translation of Quevedo in the first chapter, here we find another author whose 
interpretation of an original work spans time and jumps culture, thus becoming a rich 
source of cultural comparison. Fielding, seen as one of England’s first modern novelists 
by literary scholars, translated for his audience the most famous of all Spanish texts, Don 
Quixote. But he did not simply translate the text. Instead, he completely rewrote it, so 
much so that it becomes a thoroughly alternative version of the adventures of Don 
Quixote and his squire, Sancho Panza. For this new version of the tale, he did not 
physically place the characters anywhere near La Mancha, Barcelona, or even “Ínsula 
Barataria,” the fictional island given to Sancho Panza. Rather, the duo find themselves 
booted rather across the Bay of Biscay and the English Channel in the British Isles. 
Fielding’s play was not necessarily unique, as several other authors, such as Charlotte 
Lennox with The Female Quixote (1752), Richard Grave with The Spiritual Quixote 
(1773),  and Charles Lucas with The Infernal Quixote (1800), also explored ideological 
issues of morality and character by using Quixotic-inspired characters.138  
 Fielding, however, instead of using Cervantes’s characters as inspirational models 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
138 Susan Staves, “Don Quixote in England,” Comparative Literature 24.3 (Summer 1972): 193-215. 
Staves argues that over the course of eighteenth-century England, Quixote is used by British authors to 
“replace someone else’s illusion with his own reality” in three waves: first, as comic buffoon, second as a 
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for new characters of his own creation, uses Cervantes’s own characters as themselves. In 
Fielding’s work, the transplanted characters, Don Quixote and Sancho Panza, are well 
aware that they are not at home, but are instead out of context, just as the supporting cast 
of English characters in the play are well aware of who these infamous Spanish men are. 
Fielding understood his brash decision to kidnap the Spanish figures as a strategic one. 
His straightforward borrowing of the iconic figures permitted him to retain inherent 
qualities he viewed as universal. In his preface he explained that: 
I soon found it infinitely more difficult than I imagined, to vary the Scene, and give my Knight an 
Opportunity of displaying himself in a different manner from that wherein he appears in the 
Romance. Human nature is every where the same. And the Modes and Habits of particular Nations 
do not change it enough, sufficiently to distinguish a Quixote in England from a Quixote in Spain.139 
 
Yet, as we will see, despite his skepticism that individuals had much capacity to alter 
their behaviors across varying contexts of nation, he did believe that food, on the other 
hand, could have a profoundly catalyzing effect — on individuals and even on entire 
nations.  
 Early in Fielding’s play, our knight-errant sets out to save a young lady/princess, 
Dorothea, from what he thought was forced captivity at an inn/castle. In order to free her, 
he began to try to knock down the walls that imprisoned her. Sancho sees this act of 
disillusioned vandalism as ruining a good thing. The squire implores Dorothea to not 
send him home to Spain, for he is — first and foremost — very much enjoying the local 
fare.  
If your Princess-ship could but prevail on my Master, that I might not be sent home after my Lady 
Dulcinea; for, to tell you the Truth, Madam, I am so fond of the English rost [sic] Beef and strong 
Beer, that I don’t intend ever to set my Foot in Spain again, if I can help it: Give me a Slice of rost 
Beef before all the Rarities of Camacho’s wedding. (14) 	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 Sancho then breaks out into song, dedicated to the merits of English food in what 
may be the most enduring of all of the songs included, “The Roast Beef of Old England”:  
When mighty roast beef was the Englishman’s food, 
It ennobled our hearts, and enriched our blood, 
Our soldiers were brave, and our courtiers were good. 
 Oh the roast beef of England, 
 And old England’s roast beef! 
  
Fielding was evidently quite taken with this song, as he had also used it in another of his 
works, The Grub-Street Opera, which was written in 1731. Fielding tailored part of the 
song to the different focus of the plays, replacing the second stanza. From The Grub-
Street Opera it reads: 
But since we have learnt from all conquering France, 
To eat their ragouts as well as to dance, 
Oh what a fine figure we make in romance! 
 Oh the roast beef of England, 
 And old England’s roast beef! 
 
For the more cosmopolitan Don Quixote in London, however, he has cast a wider net of 
comparison: 
Then, Britons, from all nice Dainties refrain, 
Which effeminate Italy, France, and Spain; 
And mighty Rost Beef shall command on the Main. 
 Oh the Rost Beef, &c. 
 Oh the Rost Beef, &c.140 
 
Here, we have not an Englishman singing, but Sancho Panza, who declares not only that 
the food was tastier than the finest foods available in Spain, but he also was 
acknowledging that it effected one’s character, and that of entire nations.141  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
140 Fielding, Don Quixote 14.  Fielding also slightly altered the first stanza by adding “Old” to the line 
“Oh the roast beef of [Old] England.” 
141 In Grub Street Opera, in another scene the cook, Susan, sings: 
An Irishman loves potatoes; 
A Frenchman chew. 
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 Toward the end of Don Quixote in London, however, what had at first been seen as 
a good thing, namely roast beef, had been problematized. Sancho, in attempt to avoid 
doing battle, steals away to the pantry of the inn in which the play is set. He thinks aloud: 
I have made a shift to escape this Bout, but I shall never get out of this cursed fighting Country 
again as safe as I came into it. I shall leave some Pounds of poor Sancho behind me; if this be the 
effect of English Beef and Pudding, would I were in Spain again, I begin to think this House or 
Castle is enchanted… No good ever comes of minding other Mens Matters… I’ll e’en take this 
opportunity, and while all the rest are knocking one another on the Head, I’ll into the Pantry and 
stuff both Guts and Wallet as long as they’ll hold.”142 
 
Sancho is not fit to be British, and he perceives the connection between food and the 
characteristics of a country; he yearns to return to the land he knows, albeit with a full 
belly and extra resources.  
 Quixote, who is rarely found eating at the table, however, remains the Spanish 
philosopher. In England, just as in Spain, he represents “the eternal discrepancy between 
the aspirations and the occupations of man, the omnipotence and the vanity of human 
dreams.”143 Indeed, even writer Sarah Fielding, Henry’s sister, argued in 1734 in The Cry, 
“…that strong and beautiful representation of human nature, exhibited in Don Quixote’s 
madness in one point, and extraordinary good sense in every other, is indeed very much 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
Sallads and ragouts; 
A Dutchman, waterzuche; 
The Italian, maccaroons; 
The Scotchman loves sheeps heads, Sir; 
the Welse with cheese are fed, Sir; 
An Englishman’s chief 
Delight is roast beef; 
And if I divide the ox’ sirloin, 
May the devil cut off mine.  
Henry Fielding, The Works of Henry Fielding Vol. 2 (London: A Millar, 1766) 233-234. 
142 Fielding, Don Quixote 54-55. I will discuss the role of beef in chapter 4, but for a particularly good 
discussion of the connection between roast beef and English politics, see: Rogers, Ben. Beef and Liberty: 
Roast Beef, John Bull and the English Patriots. London: Chatto & Windus, 2003. 
143 Ernst Dolder, Henry Fielding’s Don Quixote in England (Zurich: Buchdruckerel Geb. Leeman & 
Co. 1907) 37. 
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thrown away on such readers as consider him only as the object of such mirth.”144  
Sancho Panza must continue to dream about his banquet, but settle for the simple and 
plain fare. Don Quixote must continue to fight for his causes, no matter the consequence. 
On the broader level, the English, without the roast beef, will lose their fighting spirit, 
that same spirit that fought to gain and keep liberty. In the end, all men are mad, in one 
form or another, perhaps for thinking that they were destined to be one kind of man rather 
than another.  
 Fielding dedicated his play to Philip Stanhope, the 4th Earl of Chesterfield. The 
respected statesman, ambassador to the Netherlands, and associate of Voltaire and 
Montesquieu was lauded in his opposition to the growing power of Robert Walpole, who 
would serve as Prime Minister from 1721-1742. Notably, it was Stanhope’s opposition to 
the Excise Tax and his position in the general election that cost him the position of Lord 
Steward. Choosing freedom over personal profit, his efforts toward maintaining political 
liberty and freedom of the press (and freedom of the stage) Stanhope became a symbol of 
virtue.145  At a crucial moment when the playwright saw money being used to corrupt 
politics and, more specifically, being used to purchase elections, he saw Spanish history 
(or the Spanish decadence) as an appropriate reminder of the potential consequences. 
Returning to the introduction of Don Quixote in England, Fielding writes, 
The most ridiculous Exhibitions of luxury or Avarice may likely have little Effect on the 
Sensualist or the Miser; but I fansy [sic] a lively Representation of the Calamities brought on a 
Country by general Corruption, might have a very sensible and useful Effect on the Spectators….. 
There are among us who seem so sensible of the Danger of Wit and Humour, that they are 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
144 Sarah Fielding, The Cry Vol. 2 (Dublin: George Faulkner, 1754) 169 
145 Thomas R. Cleary, Henry Fielding: Political Writer (Waterloo, Ontario: Wilfrid Laurier University 
Press, 1984) 68-70. 
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resolved to have nothing to do with them: And indeed they are in the right on’t; for Wit, like 
Hunger, will be with great Difficulty restrained from falling on, where there is great Plenty and 
Variety of Food.146 
 
Fielding had turned to Cervantes because the latter presented, “the history of the world in 
general, at least that part which is polished by laws, arts, and sciences; and of that from 
the time it was first polished to this day; nay, and forwards as long as it shall so 
remain.”147 
Scholar Ernst Dolder argues that, for Fielding, it was a mad man from Spain who 
ultimately became the one rational voice, at a moment of English political delusion. And 
together with his sidekick, the Spanish visitors illustrated the vice perpetrated by greed, 
of power and money, — at a moment when England was at war with Spain — by being 
morally superior.148 But more importantly, the larger understanding of both Fielding’s 
interpretation and Cervante’s original text reminds the reader that men not only create 
their own narratives, but that they create their own histories. But for the English, unlike 
the Spanish, there was still time to rectify the situation. In Fielding’s world it was broadly 
understood that Spain’s history had already been decided upon and written down, while 
England’s was still in process. Thus, Don Quixote, Sancho Panza, and Spain remain at 
the center of what was fundamentally a cautionary tale, of those who are eternally 
disillusioned and eternally hungry. Put into philosophical context, historian John Crow 
asserts that Quixote represents the “wider reality of human belief,” while Sancho Panza is 	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“reality of the senses and of the moment.”149  
 For our purposes, what we also can draw from both Fielding’s version, as well as 
Cervantes’s original text, is the connection between food and identity, and the larger 
cultural implications of both. Many of these same themes, including dichotomous food 
symbolism, run through Cervantes’s Don Quixote. Published between 1605-1615, the 
novel follows the journey of the knight errant, at a time when the ideals of both the 
reconquista and discovery of the Americas were fresh fodder. It oscillates between 
themes of desire and excess, on many levels, including the notions of morality and 
opportunism. Don Quixote, or the Knight of the Sorrowful Figure, with his fantasies of 
saving damsels in distress and righting wrongs, metaphorically opposes Sancho Panza, 
his squire, who has grand dreams of governorships or of founding a dynasty. The polarity 
of these characters is laid out at the table. The long, lean knight needs little food to 
sustain him and, even when he does sit down at the table, instead of eating much, 
nourishes himself with tales of adventure and chivalry. Sancho Panza, or “Fat Belly” 
squat and round-faced, conversely, is always thinking or dreaming of food and his next 
meal.  
 Sancho Panza’s experience with food in Spain in the early seventeenth-century, as 
portrayed by Cervantes, is just as complex as it is in Fielding’s play. Camacho’s 
wedding, to which Fielding references, clearly illustrates this. In the scene, Sancho 
happens across the cook as he is preparing the wedding feast, which includes spits of 	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steers, stuffed with suckling pigs. There are several large pots, ollas, of lamb, chicken, 
geese, hares and rabbits stewing in broth. There are also “snowy white loaves of bread,” 
gallons of wine, and spices, purchased not by the pound but by the arroba, which was a 
much sturdier twenty-five pound measure. The feast and all of its provisions were 
provided by the wealthy Camacho for the young, beautiful Quiteria. Influenced by her 
parents, she was to be his bride due to his considerable social status and wealth, despite 
her true love for another.  
 The plot of the wedding scene thickens, however, when the young, poor, and 
lovelorn would be suitor, Basilio appears and, in Shakespearean fashion, stabs himself 
over the possibility of losing Quiteria, and their mutual love. Understanding that Basilio’s 
life was to be now short-lived, Quiteria readily agrees to marry him (for this is what she 
had wanted all along, despite her parents’ insistence that she marry for wealth rather than 
love), and after the hasty ceremony is over, Basilio reveals that his wounds are not so 
mortal, after all. Camacho, although embarrassed and seeking vengeance, listens to an 
imploring speech by Don Quixote and agrees that, in the end, love should triumph. 
Camacho insists that the wedding feast should still take place, but the wedding couple 
and our knight retire to the groom’s village without eating, and Sancho sadly follows. 
 Sancho, by doing so, “left behind the cauldrons of Egypt, though he carried them in 
his heart, and his almost entirely consumed and eaten skimmings [the impurities and fat 
that rise to the top of a stock pot and are “skimmed”], which he carried in the pot, 
represented for him the glory and abundance of the good he was losing; and so, grieving 
and pensive, though not hungry, and without dismounting the donkey, he followed in 
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Rocinante’s footsteps.”150   
 And while the end of the wonderfully visceral scene speaks to lost hope and 
desires, it also illuminates a moment when traditional, medieval culinary practices are 
changing. The preferred heavy use of spices reflected the medieval aesthetic and visible 
signs of lavish expenditure. Yet, at the same time, narrative concern for culinary skill in 
food preparation, and an emphasis on quality over quantity, as well as the reference to 
what will be the Spanish national dish, the olla podrida is more illustrative of the 
aesthetics of the early modern world.151 
  We see the interplay between old and the new attitudes and practices, both in terms 
of food and politics, again, late in the book. This is when Sancho is finally named 
governor of his own island, a position he had coveted since the very beginning of the 
book. Tellingly, at the moment of his appointment, the culinary metaphor again has a 
strong presence when he describes his desire for leadership as wanting to “see what it 
tastes like” (728). As the scene demonstrates, one of Sancho’s abiding characteristics is 
that he channels life experience as gustatory longing, pleasure, or distress. 
 And before his leaving, Don Quixote in advising Sancho Panza on several matters 
both philosophical and banal, also references food and eating. He begins by telling 
Sancho Panza that “you must look at who you are and make an effort to know yourself,” 
“take more pride in being a humble virtuous man than in being a noble sinner,” and 
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“never be guided by the arbitrariness in law” (730-731). These principled 
recommendations clearly speak to the politics of governing, and the sweeping arcs of 
virtues. Don Quixote’s advice, however, does not stop there. He continues: “do not eat 
garlic or onions lest their smell reveal your peasant origins,” “eat sparingly at midday and 
even less for supper, for the health of the entire body is forged in the workshop of the 
stomach,” and, “be careful… not to chew with your mouth full or to eructate in front of 
anyone.” Which means, Don Quixote then patiently explains to the rustic squire, “belch” 
(733). Here, we are reminded of the sharp distinction between the social classes, and the 
social expectations that are tied to behavior. And within these concerns, it is the role of 
food, eating and the senses that reveals such classifications and even the broader 
architecture of social class structure. 
 The interplay between social class, food and the senses, and sixteenth-century 
Spain culminate in one, fantastic scene: 
 
 The history recounts that Sancho Panza was taken from the courtroom to a sumptuous palace, 
where, in a large hall, a royal and extremely clean table was set; as soon as Sancho entered the 
hall, there was a sound of flageolets and four pages came out with water to wash his hands, which 
Sancho received with great solemnity.  
 The music ceased, and Sancho sat down at the head of the table because that was the only 
chair and the only place laid on the entire table. A personage, who later proved to be a physician, 
came to stand at his side, holding a rod of whalebone in his hand. They lifted the fine white cloth 
that covered the fruit and a wide variety of dishes holding different foods; one man who looked 
like a student said the blessing, and a page put a bib trimmed in lace on Sancho; another who was 
performing the duties of a butler placed a dish of fruit in front of him; he had barely eaten a 
mouthful when the man with the rod used it to touch the dish, and it was taken away with 
extraordinary speed, but the butler placed another dish of different food in front of him. Sancho 
was about to try it, but before he could reach it and taste it, the rod had touched it and a page 
removed it as quickly as the fruit had been taken away. When he saw this, Sancho was perplexed, 
and looking at everyone, he asked if the dinner was to be eaten like a conjuring trick.152 
 
The scene is particularly rich in sensorial representation, not only in appearance, but also 	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aurally. In addition to the rich visual presentation of the loaded table, there is the melodic 
trill of fipple flutes and of the water being poured. Further, the hard wooden table 
contrasts with the delicate lace-trimmed covering cloths blanketed over what we would 
imagine to be colorful fruit and swaddling the newly appointed governor’s neck. Finally, 
readers are reminded also of the variety of aromas from the comestibles that had been 
laid out. Even the juxtaposition between the law of justice and the dining room of the 
ruler’s palace reinforces the interplay of the senses, so that what we observe here is not 
on display, not just food but the more complex and building  sensibility of food and 
politics. By framing the scene for the reader with multiple layers and vivid descriptions, 
Cervantes is presenting a way in which knowledge, including moral and aesthetic, is 
obtained through material objects and the self.   
 This dynamic continues when the man, who identifies himself as the doctor, 
responded and began a conversation with Sancho, the governor: 
 
“It must be eaten, Señor Governor, according to the traditions and customs of the other ínsulas 
where there are governors. I, Señor, am a physician, and on this ínsula I am paid to tend to its 
governors, and I care for their health much more than I do my own, studying day and night, and 
observing the governor’s constitution and temperament in order to successfully cure him if he 
should fall ill; and the principal thing I do is to be present at his dinners and suppers, and allow 
him to eat what seems appropriate to me, and to take away what I imagine will do him harm and 
be injurious to his stomach; and so I ordered the dish of fruit removed because it was too damp, 
and the other dish as well because it was too hot and had a good number of spices, which increase 
thirst, and if one drinks too much, one destroys and consumes the radical humor, which is to say, 
life.” 
 “So that means that the dish of roasted partridges over there, nicely seasoned, it seems to me, 
won’t do me any harm.” 
 To which the physician responded: 
 “The governor will not eat them as long as I am alive”…. “Because our master Hippocrates, 
the plaster and light of medicine says… ‘A full stomach is bad, but a stomach full of partridges is 
very bad’” 
 “If that’s true,” said Sancho, “then see Señor Doctor, which of the dishes on this table will do 
me the most good and which the least harm, and let me eat it without you tapping it, because by 
my life as a governor…. I am dying of hunger, and denying me food, no matter what you tell me, 
Señor Doctor, means taking my life instead of lengthening it.” 
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 “Your grace is correct…. And so it is my opinion that your grace should not eat the rabbit 
stew over there because it is a long-haired animal. You could have tasted the veal, if it hadn’t been 
roasted and marinated, but it’s out of the question now.”153 
 
 The quality of the food itself, as tied to the humors reflected the medieval world’s 
continued adherence to both Hippocrates (whom Renaissance writers saw as the first to 
promote humoral theory) and Galen, physician to Marcus Aurelius, retained popularity in 
the late medieval and early modern period, with his advice on medical theory of the 
humors. Both medical and moral converged throughout much of the medieval period as 
one can see through the writing of Catalan friar Francesc Eiximenis in his 1384 Terç del 
Crestià, the third volume of his encyclopedic Lo Cristià and again in his 1388 Llibre de 
les dones, both of which deal with topics of gluttony, drunkenness and table behavior. 
Included is a letter in which a monk wrote to the friar asking for his advice. The monk 
lists a considerable number of dishes that he enjoys: fat hens, capons, partridges, pigeons, 
dear, roe deer, goats, rabbits, cranes, geese, sauces mixed with cloves and green ginger. 
The monk paired these rich dishes with fine wines and fine women. These are all 
consumed in great luxury, and then flushed out with frequent enemas.154 Not surprisingly, 
the monk rebukes the monk and his behavior, sends him back to live with his parents and 
live like his parents, eating a diet of barley bread, onions, garlic, a small amount of salt 
pork and drinking water. As literary scholar Donna Rogers notes, “the doctor’s advice on 
what not to eat is: everything” (her emphasis). 
 Between the years 1450 - 1650, there was a perceptible rise in the number of 
dietary treatises that were printed. In part, this may be attributed to Gutenberg’s printing 	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press and Renaissance self-fashioning. Historian Ken Albala observes the proliferation of 
dietary scholarship happening in three distinct phases. In the first period, 1470 - 1530, the 
dietary treatises targeted the courtier and included commentary on which foods a 
gentleman might choose in order to support good health. In particular, he notes, 
Savonarola’s Practica major tied healthy citizens to a successful political state, as the 
intended audience was the nobility and elite.155 Some foods, including hare, was “not a 
meat for Lords”156 This can also be seen in Savonarola’s De regimine, where the 
physician states that mothers can greatly influence the womb, as he advises: “Beware of 
using cold water: it is not good for the fetus and it causes the generation of girls, 
especially here in our region: so keep drinking wine.”157 Texts written between 1530 - 
1570 were more adamant in tone, with certain foods that were seen as beneficial were 
those advised by medical “experts,” rather than anecdotal and based on personal 
experience. Finally, in the third period, 1570 - 1650, when Cervantes was writing, dietary 
advice emphasized local traditions, and spread to consider not only the well-being of 
aristocrats at court, but also common members of the population. These writers also 
attempted to reconcile high-minded advice with an acceptance of the food that people 
were actually eating, perhaps because they recognized that individual choice was often 
severely limited.  	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 Interestingly, Spanish dietary advice differed from that found throughout the rest of 
Europe because it relied heavily — and uniquely in European context — on Arabo-
Hispanic medical texts well into the sixteenth century.158 Considering Sancho Panza’s 
meal, Galen was not the only physician to warn against the various foods that had been 
denied him. Avicenna (981-1037), in The Canon of Medicine, written in 1025, also wrote, 
“fruit should be taken before a meal – but it is better to regulate oneself by using other 
articles of food than these, for they render the blood too watery, and so it is apt to 
ferment.”159 Avicenna also warned of particular types of meats and cooking techniques, 
“the flesh of partridge is dry and constipating” and “fleshmeat should not be taken with it 
has been roasted over live coals (with certain herbs).”160 Moreover, drinking water needed 
to be regulated around mealtimes. One needed to avoid drinking much water after a meal 
“for it causes the food to leave the coats of the stomach and float about,” and only a small 
amount should be consumed – not during the meal but after one has finished eating – and 
just enough “as will spread over and moisten the food, and therefore not be injurious.”161 
Thomas Salmon writes in 1745 that due to “want of schools and academics where the 
sciences are taught in the modern way,” the Spanish are “slaves to the ancients,” and in 
Spain “he would be thought a poor physician who did not follow Hippocrates, Galen or 
Avicenna.”162 This theme, of the Spanish experience remaining distinctly different after 
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1500, appears repeatedly in relation to food, culture and history. 
 
 The acknowledgement that local food traditions varied across Europe by dietary 
experts fits well into the historical understanding that foodways were diverging across 
geographic lines, but the fact remained that ones social position remained important, even 
for reasons of health. Back in Cervantes’ Don Quixote, we find Sancho, in desperation: 
 
 “That big bowl steaming over there looks to me like olla podrida, because those stews have 
so many different kinds of things in them, I can’t help but come across something that I’ll like and 
that will be good for me.” 
 “Absit,” [By no means!] said the physician “May so wicked a thought be far from us: there is 
nothing in the world less nourishing than an olla podrida; Let olla podrida be for canons or rectors 
of colleges or peasants’ weddings, and keep them away from the tables of governors, where all 
things exquisite and elegant should be present; the reason is that simple medicines are always 
more highly esteemed than compound ones, everywhere and by everyone, because there can be no 
error in simple medicines, but there can be in compound ones, simply by changing the amounts of 
the things of which they are compounded; but I know that what the governor must eat not in order 
to preserve and fortify his health is a hundred rolled wafers and some very thin slices of quince, 
which will settle his stomach and help his digestion.”163 
 
This dialogue is then interrupted by the arrival of a page, carrying the warning of a plot to 
kill Sancho. The doctor was an immediate suspect (for trying to kill Sancho by means of 
hunger) and all of the lavish food on the table was considered likewise suspect (as it had 
all been provided by nuns). The olla is even bad by description. In the end, Sancho leaves 
the cornucopia behind and instead survives on bread, grapes and an onion, with the 
promise from the zealous physician that supper would make up for the shortcomings of 
dinner. While Cervantes was certainly mocking such overly critical and excessively 
medicalized understandings of food, health and the body, the scene here speaks to the 
pervasiveness of such topics in popular culture.  
 As Hispanic Studies scholar Carolyn Nadeau argues, food and its surrounding 	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contexts in Don Quixote become “signs of an unfolding social and culinary history that 
offer a greater understanding of early seventeenth-century Spain.”164 The medieval world 
and attitudes were transformed and Renaissance and humanism altered philosophical 
understandings of the world, promoted the self over the collective, and saw the world as 
perceptively different from the medieval period. As part of this new understanding, food 
preference also changed. The heavy use of spices was being largely, but not entirely, 
abandoned, and sensibilities called for attention to the quality of the food over the 
quantity of food. The foodways and cuisine of Spain, morphed from a common pan-
European cuisine in the medieval period into a decidedly “national cuisine” in the late 
nineteenth century. As it transitioned through time in terms of ingredient, preparation and 
presentation, just as it came to illustrate a shifting zeitgeist for Cervantes. As Spanish 
food and cuisine became distinct, they more clearly reflected the cultural values of 
Spanish society. Uniquely in European history, Spain’s political, religious, and culinary 
identities melded together and forged out of a triangulation of medieval Spanish, 
invading Moorish, and conquered American influences, all of which were shaped by a 
tension between conservatism and change. 
 As we shall see, both Spaniards and outsiders cemented the idea of Spain as a 
“hungry and thirsty” country by the nineteenth century. This cultural notion of identity 
and nationalism, as shown through food and consumption, was forged by centuries of 
gradual decline from power and prosperity. In terms of political power, Spain (as a 
cultural construct) was subjugated by a foreign power — more than once — but it was 	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also a subjugator over lands that spanned a length and width greater than her own 
geographic boundaries, across Europe under the ruling of the Hapsburgs, and more 
thoroughly in the Americas. In terms of religious culture, the seven-hundred years of 
Arab/Muslim rule left a legacy seen as problematic to the Catholics, and whose existence 
created a cultural memory, one by which was “maintained through cultural formation and 
institutional communication.”165  
Spanish Institutions and its Foodways 
 By 1492, Spain had reached unforeseen heights of success through the reconquest 
and the discovery of the Americas. Land, wealth, and power were gained through 
“cunning and good luck, rather than superior wisdom,” if Machiavelli is to be believed.166 
But, of course, this empire did not last, and social critics and historians alike soon after 
began to explain just what had caused the first global empire, on which the sun never set, 
to collapse. “The causes of her decadence,” according to noted historian Henry Charles 
Lea, writing in 1898, “… were internal; they were numerous, but may be roughly defined 
as springing from pride, conservatism, and clericalism. There is a pride which spurs 
nations on to great achievements, which reckons nothing done while aught remains to do, 
and with wisely adapts means to ends. Such was not the pride of Spain.”167  
 While it is outside the purview of this study to consider the merits of such historical 
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interpretations, the broad sweeping political developments in Spain become quite 
relevant. For, if we compare the Spanish experience to that of England, the United States 
and France, in attempt to understand structurally how cuisine developed as a result of 
Spanish institutions, as Stephen Mennell has done for England and France, an interesting 
pattern emerges. Simply put, the exact same events — the arrival of the Muslim Arabs 
and the colonization of the Americas — are the exact same events that caused Spain to be 
perceptually different from the rest of Europe. While in the late nineteenth-century Lea 
had argued that the reconquest and the conquering of the Americas caused “unfettered 
pride,” these events also catalyze a shift in Spanish foodways away from the rest of 
Europe.  New foodstuffs brought from the east and from the Americas were cultivated in 
Spain and then were consumed by Spanish subjects. Quite literally, then, culinary 
influences fortified Spanish bodies and the Spanish body politic. Simultaneously, and 
deeply intertwined with these culinary experiences, Spanish institutions, political and 
religious, would also shift in ways that impacted social history and shaped cultural 
values, resulting in a “national” cuisine. 
  The monarchies of France and England had been consolidating their authority with 
the dynastic rise of the House of Valois and Louis XI (1461 - 1483) and the Tudors under 
Henry VII (1485 - 1509), despite limited power dating from the signing of the Magna 
Carta in 1215. While the crowns of Castile and Aragon may have been wedded with the 
marriage of Ferdinand and Isabella in 1486, by no means did that mean that Spain had 
politically, economically or culturally united into one, homogenous entity. Regional 
differences would plague the concept of “Spain” for centuries. Legal and cultural 
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practices remained traditional, according to each kingdom. For example, the New World 
colonies belonged to Crown of Castile, not Aragon, and with that stipulation, emigration 
from Spain was limited to Castilians. Furthermore, all economic trade was conducted 
through the port of Seville, and profits filled (at least short term) the Castilian coffers. 
Moreover, Ferdinand and Isabella differed from other absolutist monarchs for several 
reasons including the such political challenges as not having a set capital, having no 
standing army reading to do their bidding, lacking a set, reliable income, nor having a 
strong theoretical model. 
 In Aragon, local power and traditions were valued and structurally perpetuated. Most 
notably, the monarchy was constitutional. In 1480-1, Ferdinand revived the medieval 
political institution of the Observança, which placed constitutional limits on the crown, 
along with the provision that the Generalitat was to act if the king overstepped his limits 
of power. Ferdinand also spent much time in Castile, leaving Aragon and Catalonia to be 
ruled by viceroys from 1479 and 1482, respectively. This was a practice that been used in 
Mallorca, Sardinia and Sicily throughout much of the fifteenth century, and in all 
instances it had allowed for stronger local voices to emerge. The medieval institution of 
the Curia Regis, became the Council of Aragon in 1494, which included five regents, 
who oversaw the viceroy and advised and served as intermediates with the king. Given 
the maintenance and even proliferation of localized forms of governance under 
Ferdinand’s rule, then, even had he added to his kingdom, a sense of local identity would 
have been kept intact, thereby challenging the construction of a strong, unified identity.  
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 In Barcelona, a model for cities in the eastern regions, an urban patriciate was 
comprised of longstanding aristocrats, the landed gentry, and educated professionals, and 
it became part of a “qualified oligarchy” with noble status in 1510. These “honored 
citizens” within the patriciate wielded significant power, and admittance was relatively 
open, allowing for some social mobility.168 This was made even more apparent with the 
insaculación, a lottery for filling public offices. In addition, the remença peasants, who 
historically had been tied to the land in a serf-like bond, engaged in protests against their 
condition beginning in 1462. Based vaguely on a “Christian egalitarian doctrine,” but 
more specifically that their condition as serfs ran amok with ideal understanding of 
Catalan tradition and Christian liberty, the nobility sporadically had supported their 
cause.169 In 1496, the peasants were granted freedom through the Sentencia de Guadalupe 
of 1486 and became the de facto landowners. Together, these practices differed greatly 
from the British and French models of power, or even those extant in the rest of Spain. 
Here, class was relatively flexible and based on behavior more than bloodline, and then 
across the class spectrum, all levels of society wielded at least some form of institutional 
and cultural power. 
 Castile, conversely, moved toward an absolutist monarchy through the 
implementation of institutions, old and new.170 The War of the Castilian Succession, 1475 
- 1479, left Spain in civil turmoil. By at the end of the 1470s, violence was controlled by 	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the hermandades, or “brotherhoods” that patrolled the lands and which send their 
representatives to the Junta General that was charged with governing their policies. In 
1495, the Catholic monarchs enacted a decree that ordered that “‘all our subjects, of 
whatever rank, should each possess suitable offensive and defensive weapons.’”171 This 
fraternity weakened the traditional position of the nobility, and it extended its power to 
include tribunals, or courts that oversaw the trials of crimes that occurred in the 
countryside or when the crime was aimed toward the government. While the 
hermandades were short-lived in power and prestige, lasting just until 1498, they had 
provided the Catholic King and Queen with needed resources. They allowed the new 
monarchs to restore order after a tumultuous War of Succession, offered manpower to 
fight in the final stages of the reconquest, and their considerable legal power replaced 
longstanding aristocratic influence. These last two objectives also gained support when 
Ferdinand was named Grand Master of the Order of Santiago, religious and militant. The 
Order of Santiago, along with the Orders of Calatrava and Alcántara, oversaw 
encomiendas comprised of more than one million vassals, with substantial wealth and 
land, and by 1523, they were all consolidated into one over-arching order, which was 
controlled by the crown.  
 The Council of Castile, modified from the much older royal council of the kings of 
Castile, became much more bureaucratic. Its traditional role included advising the crown, 
the supreme court, and overseeing local government, and not surprisingly, consisted of 
noble families of considerable wealth and influence. To neutralize this consolidated 	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power, Isabella and Ferdinand reorganized the council to include royal secretaries who 
were loyal but who were not nobility. Tax collecting became more efficient, and the 
cities, which had for years enjoyed considerable freedom, were reigned in, and overseen 
by a corregidor. This new position was filled by the crown, had a limited term, and 
became the intermediate between the local and the centralized government. He kept 
records of all special privileges, and ultimately replaced the older civic oligarchy, which 
again, both strengthen the central power of the crown while lessening the traditional 
power of the nobility.  
 Thus, the unification of Spain remained uneven and fragile, even as additional 
kingdoms of Galicia in 1480 and Navarre in 1515 came under the control of the crown. 
But two all-encompassing events would both promote and challenge the identity of 
Spanish unification. The first of these would be the final reconquest of Granada and the 
explosion of the Muslims and Jews that, in cultural terms, continued through the 
Inquisition and the rebellion of the Alpujarras; while the second was, broadly the scope 
of imperialism, which included the colonization of the Americas. Together, these 
defining experiences would dramatically shape Spanish identity and culture even as they 
would also shape the recurring question of this fractious age: ultimately, in this culture 
divided by localized politics and multi-layered class structure, who or what was 
‘Spanish’? As it turned out, the answer to this query into the nature of identity would play 
out in the contested arena of food.  
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Islamic Spain and the “Moorish” Legacy 
 The history of Spain, of course, is unique from the rest of the European nation-states 
in one dramatic way: the role of the Muslim Arabs and Berbers politically and culturally 
dominating the peninsula for a sustained seven hundred years. Starting in 711, their 
legacy remained far after the final conquest of Granada, in 1492. Even if we put aside the 
scholarly debate of exactly how peaceful convivencia played out in reality, the Muslim 
impact on Spanish culture is undeniable and culturally pervasive. The Umayyad Dynasty 
as well as its succeeding polities introduced technologies that included papermaking, 
water-lifting machines for irrigation, sugar refining, and distillation. In Muslim controlled 
areas of Spain, broader understanding of the scientific world would change. As examples, 
one might mention the revival of Greek astronomy, improved astrolabes, more accurate 
astrological tables and “new” mathematics including algebra and the Indian system; and 
in botany, the translations of Dioscorides’ Materia Medica and the subsequent The 
Comprehensive Book on Materia Medica and Foodstuffs by botanist Ibn al-Baytar in the 
thirteenth century. 
 New food crops and agricultural practices, collectively known as Indian agriculture 
(filaha hindiyya), were introduced by Arabs and Berbers in Islamic Spain.  During the 
Caliphate Period, under the rule of Abd al-Rahman III (912 - 961) and his son, al-Hakam 
II (961-976), the Hispano-Arabic (Andalusia) Agronomic School prospered until the 12th 
century, and the Calendar de Cordoba by Arib ben Said, documented the variety of food 
crops under cultivation. Among the cultivars listed that was new to Spain were a range of 
citrus fruits, including oranges, pummelos, and lemons. Other important crops included 
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artichokes, bananas, apricots, melons, licorice, watermelons, eggplants and safflower, in 
addition to fruits and vegetables that had been cultivated by the Romans.172 Hard or 
durum wheat, rice, alfalfa, and sugar cane become particularly important crops in terms 
of economy and nutrition. Both durum wheat and rice, for instance, could be stored 
longer than soft wheat before succumbing to decay, while the introduction of sugar added 
needed calories to the diets of many Spaniards. After the reconquest, sugar would shape 
foreign policy, when economic and imperial goals merged in the Canary Islands and, in 
1484, the first sugar mill was built.  
 While some of these ingredients were challenging to grow under the climatic and 
geographic conditions of the Iberian peninsula, nonetheless, they did prosper under the 
direction of the Muslims. The reasons that these new food crops could prosper in Spain 
were due to a combination of factors. All of the citrus, rice, sugar, etc. were grown in 
India under monsoon conditions; in the Mediterranean they needed to be artificially 
irrigated. Muslim agriculturalists excelled at both revitalizing Roman practices and 
introducing their own new advances to the region— in the form of soil management, 
technology and tools from the East.173 Experimental gardens excelled at hardening plants 
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to the new environment. Olive groves were complemented by huertas, irrigated fields, 
and the noria, a water wheel, in particular, allowed irrigation to the naturally arid land 
and allowed individual farmers to move from subsistence farming to cash crops.  French 
courtier Henri Cock noted the continued practice of the Muslims in 1585, “They confirm 
that its cultivated gardens are also the work of Moors, for in many parts of Spain I have 
seen that these people are more inclined to cultivate and plant than any other.”174  
 In some areas, these agricultural practices remained long after the expulsion of the 
Muslims in 1609. Alexandre comte de Laborde, in his 1809 A View of Spain; Comprising 
a Descriptive Itinerary of Each Province, noted that Murcia, which had been founded in 
825 by Abd al-Rahman II, “has never been thoroughly repeopled since the expulsion of 
the Moors; its population has hardly ever varied.”175 Moreover, the land itself could be 
divided into two parts: the campos, or plains, which are “parched” and the huerta, 
irrigated lowlands, which were in the valley, and was “uncommonly fertile.” He 
continued, “The Campos are no doubt of as good a soil, and might be rendered as fertile; 
but water is so scarce here, that it is frequently wholly wanting, and therefore a very 
small portion only can be fertilized. These plains are absolutely dried up, and appear 
almost burned by the intense heat of the sun.” (214) “There remains, in this province, 
other monuments of the industry of the Moors, in the art of keeping water in a body, 
conveying it, and making use of it in watering lands. Two grand reservoirs, so solidly 	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constructed as to have resisted the attacks of time for ages, from six to seven hundred 
years, are preserved entire, near the town of Murcia: these are also some of their canals 
remaining, which are still made use of in watering a part of the Huerta….” (215)  
 Yet in areas around Seville and Cordoba, the period after the reconquest would 
experience a decrease in agricultural production, not just returning to pre-Islamic crops, 
but a dramatic shift toward sheepherding. This was caused, according to historian 
Andrew Watson, by several factors, not least among them changing property rights. 
Under Christian Spain, land rights were shared by both lord and tenant, which led to a 
preference in animal production over cultivation, and when land was maintained under 
the plough, there was little motivation for innovation. Furthermore, agricultural 
knowledge spread orally through peasants, and unless there was prolonged and extensive 
interaction among the Arabs and the Christians, the diffusion of such knowledge would 
be greatly diluted, if present at all. Indeed, Thomas Glick asserts that during the Islamic 
period, “The new vision of irrigation [differing from Roman agricultural models] in Al-
Andalus is one highly conditioned by peasant social organization and peasant aptitudes” 
in that water, as an essential resource, fit into a larger understanding of access equity and 
tribal organization over centralized political entity.176 Simply put, land use and production 
models reflect culture. As the frontier of the Christian ruled land moved south, the 
Muslim population decreased: some Muslims migrated to North Africa, as Christian 
forces retook cities, especially with the fall of Granada in 1492. In 1504, the Spanish 
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Crown mandated that all Muslims convert to Christianity or be expelled from Spain.177  
This last and most extreme measure was repeated again in 1609 under the reign of Philip 
III, and as had happened before, many of their agricultural knowledge and practices went 
with the Muslims as they left.178 Thomas Glick, however, argues that depending on the 
location, some Arab practices did continue quite strongly. For example, after the second 
Alpujarras revolt ended in 1571, all Muslim were expelled from the Kingdom of Granada 
and their land became property of the crown. Royal order stipulated that agricultural 
practices continue as they had done prior to the revolt, including irrigation methods.179 
Valencia was the stark outlier, where the huerta landscape was preserved, but even there, 
prominent cultivation centered on grain, legumes, and grapevines, rather than the great 
variety of foodstuffs introduced by the Arabs.  
The Impact of Islamic Foodways 
 The Arab agricultural legacy certainly appears in cuisine, as we can see from the 
cookbook, Llibre de Sent Soví, which is the oldest culinary text written in Catalan, dating 
back to 1324. The recipes included illustrate how many of the agricultural products 
brought by Muslim culture were adopted into the evolving Spanish culinary canon. While 
we can not be sure as to when most recipes were first created, their inclusion in a recipe 
book remains a good indicator of the culture in which the book was created, as either 
what one does consume, or recipes which are aspirational, and therefore associated with 
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cultural capital. The manual contains first and foremost recipes for sauces, a particularly 
important component of cuisine because they reveal local and hierarchical nuances. They 
are infrequently the centerpiece of a meal, but are instead served with a more prominent 
foodstuff, and nor are they a major nutritional component (except, perhaps in terms of 
calories). Yet, their existence becomes a pathway along which issues of morality 
(values), aesthetics (judgment of goodness), and relationships (as sauces are never 
consumed alone) could be considered and defined. Collectively, sauce as a consumed 
construct, becomes intimately connected with the culture, the body and knowledge. 
 Indeed, the very first recipe in Llibre de Sent Soví, “Peacock Sauce,” is indicative of 
one of the most prestigious recipes of all medieval and Renaissance dishes, found in 
many cookery books across Europe, including Excerpts from Apicius (5th century), the 
French Le Viandier (14th century), Platina’s De honest voluptate et valetudine (1474) and 
the German Koch und Kellermeisterey (1596). As was typical, the peacock itself was bled 
and its feathers plucked, leaving them on the neck, head and tail, which were wrapped 
with linen cloth before the carcass was roasted on a spit. In the version from the Sent 
Soví, halfway through the cooking process, the peacock is larded with salt pork and 
oranges. The sauce to accompany the bird is complex: begin with chicken stock or a 
broth made from mutton shanks and salt pork. After it has reduced, add almond milk, 
which was made by pounding peeled almonds. Meanwhile, fry diced chicken and its 
innards, rabbit heart, salt pork and slices of oranges. When finished, pour off the fat and 
add a mixture of lemon, orange, bitter pomegranates, or vinegar to make verjuice, 
balanced with sugar or honey. Season it with a number of spics: “nutmeg, grains of 
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paradise, and cloves, with the largest portion of cinnamon, ginger and saffron, and other 
spices to give it the desired flavors” (43). The sweet and sour, spiced fried mixture is then 
mixed with the broth to make the sauce, which is served along the peacock, which was 
displayed with its protected plumage intact and garnished with a garland. What we see 
clearly is the prominent use of citrus fruits and sugar, with the salt pork, making the 
entire dish a blend of Arab and Christian legacies— itself a theme that runs throughout 
the cookbook.180 Of the 58 initial recipes in the Sent Soví, twenty-one call for sweetener, 
or sugar in particular, and more than thirty dishes include almonds or almond milk 
(although, ironically, the recipe “Almond Broth” does not use either). Five of the dishes 
call for either the generic “citrus” or a particular citrus fruit, and there is a recipe each for 
spinach, eggplant, melon and pomegranate. At the same time, however, twenty-one of the 
dishes call for the use of a pork product, clearly marking the dish to be both prepared and 
consumed by Christians. 
 One can appreciate the influence on Islamic foodways on Spanish cuisine by 
considering the continuation of culinary practices. Turning to specifically Hispano-
Muslim cookbooks, there are two that we might look at comparatively, in order to note 
the continuation of culinary practices. Fudālat-al-Hiwan fi Tayyibat al-Ta’am wa-l-
Alwan, written 1243-1328 by Ibn Razin al Tujibi, who was born in Murcia, but then 
moved to Cuenca in 1248, and Kitāb al-tahīj fi l-Magrib wa-l-Andalus fi ‘asr al-
muwahhudin li-mu’allif mayhul (Treastise on Cooking from the Maghib and Al-Andalus 	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during the Almohad period), written during the same period, by an unknown author. 
Scholars have noted the similarities of these cookery books to those written under the 
Abbasid Dynasty and through it, the same ingredients — saffron, rice, eggplant — appear 
with great frequency, the later appearing in 22 recipes.181 The second feature that appears 
with great consistency is the number of recipes that use a combination of cinnamon, 
ginger, and saffron. This spice combination is in fact the most common found in Sent 
Soví, for recipes of sauces as well as general recipes.182 
 Geographic and temporal differences appear when comparing Sent Soví with Libro 
de Arte Coquinaria, a mid-fifteenth-century cookbook by Martino de Como. Maestro 
Martino, as he was known, was chef for Ludovico Trevisano, the Cardinal Patriarch of 
Aquileia and the papal chamberlain. The later Italian cookbook contains considerably 
more recipes, and its breadth of types of dishes ranges far beyond the Sent Sovi, including 
far more tarts and pies, ways to cook meat, and instructions on how to cook specific types 
of fish. There are sauces, but they appear later in the book, and while the author still 
frequently includes saffron as an ingredient, the use of sugar in what we might consider 
“savory” dishes appears less often. Oranges and lemons are both used, and rice and 
almonds have a marked presence. In fact, two recipes are listed as “Catalan”: 
“Blancmange in the Catalan Style” (included twice) and “Squash in the Catalan Style” 
which is carbassa simmered for four hours with lard. After the squash becomes soft, it is 	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mixed with broth, which has turned yellow from saffron, along with sugar, sweet spices 
and balanced with verjuice. This dish is then finished with egg yolks and aged cheese. 
Blancmange in the Catalan Style differed from the generic version, which is listed just 
before it in the cookbook, by including considerably fewer ingredients. Both versions of 
the dish use pounded capon meat, sugar and rose water, but the Catalan version omits 
almonds, apple, egg and saffron, and instead includes goat milk and rice flour.  
 Multiple versions of Libro de Arte Coquinaria exist, the most common of which is 
held by both the Library of Congress and the Vatican, but it is in two additional versions 
where the Arabic produce appears: recipes that include spinach and eggplant only appear 
in the Riva del Garda version while the Neopolitan version includes recipes for melon 
and pomegranate. Overall, with the exception of sugar and rice, irrigated produce 
introduced by the Arabs appears in relatively few recipes. But one type of product does 
point to Arab influence — dates and prunes — that were used frequently in sauces. Luigi 
Ballerini, professor of Italian literature, asserts that this “undoubtedly reflects practices 
fundamental to Arabic cooking,” which could have spread through Italy through their 
occupation of Sicily up through much of the eleventh century. Alternatively, the use of 
these products— especially both dates and prunes (which are easily shipped when 
dried)— might have begun via a more circuitous route, arriving with the Aragonese, who 
ruled over both Naples and Sicily from the thirteenth century.183  Arboriculture featured 
prominently on Muslim-governed lands, and included almonds, dates, figs, and 
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mulberries. After James I annexed Mallorca in 1230, this practice continued, and 
orchards comprised 30.35 percent of cultivated land, 30.37 went to vineyards, and 32.13 
was used for irrigated crops.184  
 Thus, in multiple ways, the influence of Arabic foodways was entrenched in the 
cultivated environments and daily lives of those living in southern and eastern Spain, and 
Spanish-owned lands in Italy. By the end of the fifteenth-century, the culinary arts, along 
with an array of cultural expressions — music, dance, architecture — had diverged from 
the rest of Europe. This noted historical — cultural and religious — difference posed 
both a problem and an opportunity for the Catholic King and Queen in regard to their 
growing institutionalized power. They had two prominent threats to their sovereignty and 
they would creatively deal with both of them in one, collective manner. The War of the 
Castilian Succession, 1475 - 1479, largely lay in the contest between Joanna la 
Beltraneja, daughter of Henry IV (unless rumors were true that his wife had had illicit 
relations with an advisor, and thus she was illegitimate) and the wife of Alfonso V of 
Portugal on the one side; and Isabel, Henry IV’s half-sister, and wife of Ferdinand of 
Aragon. The other threat was the remaining Muslim kingdom of Granada and the Nasrid 
Dynasty.  
 When Henry IV died in 1474, he was perceived as a largely ineffectual king. He had 
sired no male heir, the campaigns to recapture Granada were unresolved, and even his 
attitude toward Jews and Muslims were seen as ambiguous. Equally problematic was his 
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suggested transgressive homosexuality. Taken together, such actions and behaviors were 
perceived to have simultaneously thwarted possibilities of potential lineage, and became 
a focal point for larger concerns of Islamic culture’s influence over Spain. When 
Bohemian nobleman and pilgrim Leo of Rozmital passed through Castile in the mid 
1460s, he noted, “The inhabitants are for the most part heathens. The old King [Henry] 
has many at his court and has driven out many Christians and given their land to the 
heathen. Also he eats and drinks and is clothed in the heathen manner and is an enemy of 
Christians.”185 Isabel would use such propaganda “to impose on other heterogeneous and 
fractious subjects the patriarchal values of unity, homogeneity, and centralism that she 
considered essential to building a strong nation-state and imposing her absolute authority 
over it.”186 
 Alfonso de Palencia in his Crónica de Enrique IV suggested the exotic nature of 
Enrique by describing him as having a “great similarity to a monkey.” More interesting, 
however, are how his senses are framed; he “sniffed with delight the stench of 
putrefaction, and the stink of the shaved hooves of horses, and of burned leather so that 
by the sense of smell one could judge the others.” Palencia also noted that Henry also 
was “enamored of the darkness of the forests, only in the deepest ones did he find rest.”187 
These preferences, suggested the chronicler, not only put his marital relations in peril but 
also put into question his religious affiliation. Palencia then went so far as to assert that, 	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“even in his walk, in his food, and in his manner of reclining when eating, and in other 
secret and more indecent excesses, he had preferred the customs of the Moors to those of 
the Christian religion.”188 This extended to a vague charge of “abominable vice” which 
would lead to the “corruption of all humanity.” Perhaps, indeed, it was why Henry was 
physically emasculated, with one German doctor, Hieronymus Münzer, decades later 
writing that not only was his penis “thin and weak” and his semen “thin and watery” but 
he also suffered from erectile dysfunction.189  
 This charge of weakness also appeared during the siege of Granada, when Henry 
refused to destroy crops and orchards. And when an effete attack was unsuccessful, 
according to Palencia,  
what surrendered instead was the honor and the glory of our people, at obeying a king who 
accepted or requested secret interviews with the Moors with the greatest pleasure, and who with 
insolence and avidity savored whatever Arab delicacies in the fashion of Mohammed’s sect were 
offered to him. One the Moors thus knew of his habits, far from wanting to shorten his life with 
poison, they wished to dilate it with all kinds of attentions; on the marches by previous 
arrangements with his guard of Moorish horsemen mentioned before, they would come out to 
meet him with figs, raisins, butter, milk, and honey, which the King savored with delight, sitting 
on the floor in the Moorish fashion, adapting himself in everything to their tastes.190  
 
Henry conformed to Moorish preferences, and many of the ways in which his body 
experienced (or was understood by his detractors to do so) the world were through a 
Muslim lens, which then informed his mind and his soul.  By consuming milk, honey and 
butter (the later of two which would be eaten in conjunction with another food, thus 
becoming a sauce), foods that were clearly used with frequency in medieval Arab cuisine 
and understood as Muslim, in addition to his suggested behavior that erred on the side of 	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sin, food choice and morality were became one in the same in the popular critique of this 
ruler as unfit. Later, in 1618, Jaime Bleda in Coronica de los moros de España, argued 
that the consumption of such “vile” foods justified the expulsion of the Muslims.191  
Maurophilia, sensed as both exotic and erotic, was clearly transformative and dangerous.  
 Isabel, conversely, was imbued with qualities that not only de-feminized her, but also 
suggested the extension masculine properties to her character, especially in relation to her 
political power. For example, in an elaborate procession through Segovia in 1474, she 
was announced by an aristocrat wielding a sword, as opposed to the scepter, a visible sign 
of military strength that was erect with phallic symbolism. Less obvious, but more 
pervasive, was Isabel’s use of an Saint John the Evangelist’s eagle to the Crown of 
Castile’s royal arms, and the metaphoric use of it in a published sermon by Hernando de 
Talavera, a Jeronymite prior. In it, he preaches that Isabel and the eagle are symbolically 
one in the same.  Talavera noted that the eagle’s humoral temperament was hot and dry, 
male properties, yet it was also, he contended, the “queen of the birds”— such was the 
obvious tactic through he could negotiate the gendered conflict.  
 The eagle was understood to be a sign of renewal, with sharp intellect, and never 
idle, all of which work to legitimize her rightful place of rule, contrast her morality to 
Henry’s questionable one, and suggest that Christian Spain would once again soar.192 
Thus, it was one’s constitution, very much influenced by one’s diet, and displayed 
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through one’s behavior, that became the essence of being. Furthermore, Hernando del 
Pulgar in his 1545 Crónica de los Señores Reyes Católicos Don Fernando y Doña Isabel 
de Castilla y Aragon describes her as “mediana estatura… muy blanca é rubia: los ojos 
enter verdes é azules, el mirar gracioso é honest…” (37). There was no question as to her 
religious affinity, in that she “Era católica é devota,” and unlike Henry who frittered the 
days away by hunting, she worked to learn how to read and write Latin, and visited 
monasteries.193 
 In the end, Isabel and her supporters successfully defended her claim of sovereignty. 
She, along with Ferdinand, also succeeded where Henry had failed militarily. With their 
army, the Christian Spaniards defeated the final Muslim dynasty, the Nasrids, in 1492. 
On February 6, 1492, the last Muslim sultan, Boabdil surrendered the Alhambra and the 
city of Granada, once again uniting the peninsula under Christian rule. As part of the 
negotiations for surrender, The Treaty of Granada, with its sixty-seven articles, was to 
ensure the safety of the Moors and to even treat them “affectionately.”  Yet, as is well-
known and well-considered by historians, this did not last long.  
 The Tribunal of the Holy Office of the Spanish Inquisition, an institution established 
in 1478 and, unlike the Papal Inquisition, fell under direct control of the Spanish 
monarchs. Established to root out heretics, they concerned themselves predominately 
with conversos and the moriscos, converts who, perhaps, had not been quite so thorough 
in their conversion. With the Edict of Expulsion, in March 1492, moreover, the potential 	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for false converts became all the more likely. The Edict mandated that all Jews were to 
leave Spain within a three-month period, and that no Spaniard may receive any Jew, no 
matter the rank or station. The reasons for the decree are traditionally seen by historians 
as either an extension of growing popular anti-semitism or as a way to continue 
consolidating centralized monarchial power.194 In either cases, however, the central 
question remained, who was Spanish? 
 Internally, to become cohesive, and externally, to be seen as part of Christian 
Europe, Spain denounced both Moorish and Jewish identities.195 While Spaniards might 
have easily delineated the population along religious lines, this was not as clear from 
beyond the Spanish border. As Barbara Fuchs notes, “the repudiation of the Spanish as a 
race of marranos or secret Jews goes hand in hand with the stigmatization of its 
“Moorish” culture.” The court doctor in Naples, Antonio di Ferraris, in his 1504/5 treatise 
De Educatione, blamed “the Spaniards for introducing a whole range of emasculating 
behaviors to Italy, including excessively refined food, a wan and tearful mode of singing, 
soft beds, the use of ointments and perfumes, and so forth.”196 Thus, for both insiders and 
outsiders, it was different sensorial influences, including food, which highlighted the 
indivisible understanding of culture and religion.  Which culture and which religion these 
practices were actually reflective of became the question.  	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 The determination of which foods were categorized as specifically Muslim and 
which were not was rather ambiguous and, in the end, it was perhaps the less specifically 
sourced foodstuffs that were seen as problematic.197 Both the entire cuisine and the ways 
in which the foods were eaten — on the floor, with ones’ hands — became explicit signs 
that the Muslims were uncivilized. And the concern with one’s behavior, perceived to be 
civilized or not, was very much in the consciousness of European philosophy.198 As a 
byproduct of Humanism and the Renaissance more generally, this was no banal topic, but 
had far reaching implications for not only what was, but what could be. To the Christian 
Spaniard, Muslims were “definitively ‘other’ and inferior to Christians, set apart by being 
uncivilized, unhygienic, un-refined, and un-European.”199 The Jews, too, were similarly 
maligned, and ultimately both groups were seen as “others.” If Spain were to reach its 
potential, it needed to be purified, which would happen repeatedly, up until the final 
expulsion in 1609. And despite there being seven hundred years in which a hybrid culture 
had developed, the narrative of reconquest was always framed in binary opposition.200 As 
Lucas A. Marchante-Aragón argues, “The expulsion helped fashion the ethnic self-image 
of the nation in unambiguous terms. The members of this nation, whose limits were set 
by the colonizing movements of the previous centuries, were now represented in 
opposition to the ‘Other’ who had been colonized. As a result, the border culture of 
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Spain’s early modern frontier society was officially eliminated.”201 
 For the Spanish Christian, there was one simple test that would clearly illustrate if 
one were a Christian or a member of either of these “impure” groups.202 In trial transcripts 
of the Spanish Inquisition, dated February 7, 1494, Catalina López, a sworn witness, was 
questioned regarding her neighbor, the conversa Marina González. Catalina stated that 
she believed that Marina was a Christian because “she saw her go to Mass and saw her 
rest on Sundays and Church feast days” (35).203 This testimony contradicted that of 
another neighbor, Bartolomé de Badajoz, who, although he considered González to be an 
Old Christian, “ had heard that she did not eat pork, cuttlefish or rabbit.” (36)  
A third witness, Pedro de Teva, testified that he was good friends with Francisco de Toledo and 
“many times he ate with him in his house, consuming pork, strangled partridges, and other things, 
and Francisco’s wife Marina did not eat any of it. One day, when he was eating a piece of wild pig 
with her husband, this witness said to her, ‘Lady, aren’t you coming to eat?’ and she said, ‘I 
cannot eat now.’ Her husband said to her, ‘I swear to God, woman, you are tempting fate.’ And 
she said to him, ‘Leave it alone, afflictions may come.’ From this point on, this witness watched 
her carefully, and though he saw her many times, when she never ate pork or strangled partridges. 
If they ate pork, she did not eat at the table, nor [when] they brought the pork would she eat 
anything that was cooked with it. If her husband ate pork, she did not want to drink out of the 
same glass that he did.” Her husband later testified [there was no spousal privilege for Inquisitorial 
trials] that his wife, “sometimes refused to eat pork when they had it. And because this witness 
scolded her for not eating it, she certainly only stopped eating it out of concern for her health, not 
on account of any religious ceremony. She ate everything that was cooking in the house, and even 
ate pork sometimes.” (37-38) 
 
One after another, witnesses took the stand to testify as to the daily and weekly 
habits of Marina Gonzalez. Certainly what stands out is that there is no mention of any 
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religious rituals or ceremonies, either to attest that she was Christian, or that she was 
actively practicing any other faith. Instead, all of the testimonies center on two points of 
prospective Jewishness: did she eat pork, and did she perform any work on Saturdays? 
Behavior— significantly behaviors centered around food — betrayed belief, and belief 
connoted otherness. 
 Yet a distinction between an Arab culture and the religious identity of Islam 
complicated the issues of the other — for what did it mean to be “Spanish”? Was it 
religion, or was it culture, or was it both together? At first, a distinction between the two 
aspects was made, and concern leaned heavily toward the question of religion. For 
example in Granada, Archbishop Hernando de Talavera, in his attempt to convert 
Muslims to Christianity, encouraged conversion by faith, rather than by force, thus 
showing considerable cultural sensitivity. During Mass, he substituted Arabic for Latin, 
and for the Corpus Christi procession he incorporated the Arab zambra (predecessor of 
Flamenco).204  
 This negotiation of identity between the boundaries of what constituted “Arab” or 
“Muslim” was also evident in the stipulations of the Capitulations of February 26, 1501.  
These terms of peace resulted from a series of uprisings in Granada that had begun a year 
prior. On one side, Arabic would still be accepted as a valid language for all legal 
documents, and baths houses and hammams were permitted to remain open. Other points, 
however, sought to increase assimilation of the mudéjars, as traditional Arab-style 
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clothing could continue to be worn until it was no longer usable, after which Spanish 
Christian clothing would be required to be purchased and worn. Muslims could likewise 
continue to employ their fishmongers and butchers as long as they slaughtered according 
to Christian practices rather than those followed under halal. Even less accommodating, 
however, were the inclusions that to call anyone a “Moor” was a punishable offense and 
that there would be appointed clergy to teach the Christian faith to Muslims.205 Muslims 
attempted to live within these rules while still maintaining their faith. A fatwa issued in 
1504 by a mufti, or Islamic scholar, stated that if one could not bathe, “you should make 
some slight pointing motion with your hands or face toward clean earth or stone or a 
tree.” Moreover, “if they [Christians] oblige you to drink wine, you may do so, but let it 
not be your intention to make use of it,” and “if they force pork on you, eat it, but in your 
heart reject it, and hold firm to the belief that it is forbidden.”206 
 Over the course of the next decades, the rules became increasingly exclusionary. In 
Granada in 1511 and again in 1526, the junta extended their reach to legislate against 
practices that suggested “Moorish” behavior. The edicts at this point came to prohibit the 
wearing of traditional dress and applying henna to hands. The later edicts prohibited not 
just the use of Arabic in legal documents, but the use of Arabic in any form or forum, 
whereas in the earlier 1511 edicts, Arabic had still been tolerated. Those tasked with 
enforcing these new laws were instructed to find evidence of outlawed practices that 
might have been occurring in private. In particular, they were encouraged to enter the 
houses of Moriscos during meal-times in surprise raids, looking for signs of a Muslim 	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diet — dishes and meals without pork products or wine, Muslims who were fasting, or 
the Arab practice of sitting on the ground while eating.207 The concern over false converts 
became so pervasive that on feast days new Christians were required to leave their front 
doors open to surveillance so that no lingering Islamic practices could be continued. 
Finally, in 1514 Fernando de Toledo proclaimed that “The public baths are not to be lit 
[or “heated’] on Sundays, nor feast days nor Fridays…”208 Bathing, and notions of 
cleanliness “were in direct conflict with those of sixteenth century Catholic Spain,” 
particularly bathing with water, instead of dry, and doing so naked, as it “might indicate 
unorthodox proclivities,” again blurring the lines between culture and religion, and the 
dangers of pollution.209 
 This “otherness” was created by interrogating, managing, and obliterating cultural 
practices. Doing so emphasized the consideration of boundaries, either through their 
maintenance, restructuring, or removing, all of which were worked out on the grounds of 
sensorial knowledge. As an example, we might consider clothing as a cross-sensorial 
modality. It is both visible to the non-wearer and tactile to the wearer even as it also 
reveals the individual’s discrete connections to society. For the representation of Arab 
culture, which was by default, Islamic, the body emerges as not only the “boundary of the 
individual as a biological and psychological entity but as the frontier of the social self as 
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well.”210 Clothing, and the body that signifies, becomes a point of contact of the 
individual and the collective. The issue of clothing as being representative of politics and 
religion continued in the sixteenth-century. In Seville and Madrid, the female fashion of 
veiling, el tapado (seen as a legacy of Islamic-Christian contact), was seen as problematic 
at the court of Philip II and as an affront to both God and the kingdom. Here again, then, 
the motif of state, religion, and culture repeats.211 Likewise, the sound of Arabic lilted 
through the air, invading the public spaces of reconquered lands. The tactile experience 
of touching of the floor while eating contributed to moments in which a group was not 
experiencing the world as a Christian Spaniard would. And, further the missing aromas 
and tastes of wine and pork products were all physical rejections of both culture and 
religion. At the root, the pressure applied by Christian rulers, insists that anyone in Spain 
must adhere to the Spanish-Christian norm. This was in order to ensure, in the words of 
Mary Douglas, “the ideal order of society [which] is guarded by dangers which threaten 
transgressors.”212 Spanish Jews had integrated more easily into Christian society. 
Employed in trade and as artists living in urban areas, they more easily assimilated 
through shared language and dress.213 For both Jews and Muslims, though, state control 
of the corporeal, eating self and sensing identity was notably vigilant, tense, and 
determined. 	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 Legal mechanisms were likewise needed when boundaries were contested in public 
spaces where Christians and Muslims coexisted, and this is so even if we put aside the 
role of the Inquisition. In Motril, a town in the province of Granada, the Muslim 
sugarcane farmers and new Christian immigrants who were herdsmen became embroiled 
in legal dispute over land rights. Between 1512-1519, the latter had their pigs glean the 
fields after the harvest, while the former protested that the animals destroyed irrigation 
channels and plants’ roots, thus defiling the land both on religious and economic grounds. 
The town council attempted to reconcile the issue by limiting the number of hogs that 
each farmer could graze, but it did not ban the practice. Conversely, when moriscos 
entered Christian spaces, namely taverns, and assimilated through alcohol consumption, 
strict measures were taken. In 1515, Queen Juana instructed law enforcement to bring 
each New Christian who was drunk “to the prison of the place where he is found.” This 
practice was seen as necessary “…Because of the great amounts of wine which they 
drink, [they] become so intoxicated that they fall down in public in the street, so that the 
Old Christians mock them.” It seems that this did not put an end to the issue, for in 1521 
in Baza, officials passed an ordinance that prohibited wine from being sold in taverns.214 
 Throughout the sixteenth century, then, Christians, Muslims and Jews populating the 
Spanish landscape comprised an uneasy social mix that was made even more stressful by 
the imbalanced application of Christian power. In 1525, under the direction of Charles V, 
Muslims in the region of Aragon were forced to convert to Christianity. Under his edict, 
Arabic and traditional dress would be banned. With a large payment of 80,000 ducats to 	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the crown by the moriscos however, these laws were not be enforced for another forty 
years, at which point, in 1566, Philip II’s decree swiftly activated the restrictions. The 
terms of his Pragmática banned Arabic from being written, spoken, or read. It also 
prohibited the use of names that were not considered Christian or Spanish. In protest of 
these restrictions, the moriscos who lived in Granada and the Alpujarras revolted. After 
three years of battles, the Christians were again victorious. Philip II ordered the expulsion 
of the morsicos from the province of Granada, with hopes that they would disperse 
throughout Spain where they would finally acculturate and assimilate.  
 Despite what seems to be austere restrictions on moriscos, however, some insular 
communities did resist assimilation. When Philip II journeyed through Aragon in 1584, 
the captain of the royal guard, Enrique Cock, noted that the inhabitants of Muel were in 
fact a large population of moriscos. The village, near Zaragoza, had long been regarded 
for its ceramics. There, Cock observed that the locals abstained from eating pork or 
drinking wine and, tellingly, they broke any pottery that they had used with guests, if 
such visitors had been Christians. Dryly, he concluded wrote that the local inhabitants 
were more likely to “go on a pilgrimage to Mecca than to Santiago”215 
 The final steps toward a religiously-united Spain took place between 1609 - 1614 
during the reign of Philip’s successor. It was then that Philip III expelled upwards of 
300,000 moriscos from Spain. The particulars of the mandate varied according to regions 
in the kingdom. For example, those in Valencia were given a hasty three days to vacate, 
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while those in Castile, Extremadura and La Mancha were given a more manageable sixty 
days. In attempt to stop any act of retaliation by those who had been cast out, it was 
stipulated that anyone who attempted to destroy “houses, crops or other property” would 
be sentenced to death. And in an act of sheer audacity, it was also mandated that, for 
every one hundred houses inhabited by moriscos, six families were required to remain in 
the community in order to teach Christians who were repopulating the area how to 
cultivate crops using the irrigation systems already in place and how to process cane by 
using the sugar mills constructed by those who had been cast out.216 
 Yet, as historian Henry Kamen notes, while those in power might have been 
constructing Spanish identity as emphatically Catholic, that did not mean that the Spanish 
population shared an ideological understanding of orthodox belief. With the 
precariousness of food supply and disease, a Christian God was but one avenue through 
which to seek security. “Religion ended up… as an extension of social discourse rather 
than a system of faith; it was, in other words, what you did rather than what you 
believed…. It was the sum of inherited attitudes and rituals relating both to the visible 
and to the invisible world.”217  And, indeed, this would certainly explain, in part, a core 
problem of Islamic belief: its lack of hierarchy and sacramental ritual. Without it, Islam, 
by default, dismissed the Spanish monarchs.218 By extension, the moriscos, and the Jews 
before them, were not seen as just threatening a religious community, but the community. 
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The community became a microcosm of the kingdom, and the threat of disunity was 
equally concerning to both. The Catholics and the Catholic monarchs rejected the notion 
that Muslims and Jews were a part of the community. Furthermore, both the structure and 
the practice of Catholicism reaffirmed the institutional powers of the crown and cross. 
Thus, how the Spanish experienced their identity, daily and intimately, was as profoundly 
important as was the sensing of a unified kingdom. First, with Isabel, whose succession 
was contested in Castile, next for Ferdinand and Isabel as they united the disparate 
regions of Spain. While the boundaries of Spanish identity were slowly emerging, two 
new developments challenged this construction: the Habsburg dynasty beginning with 
Charles V and the conquest of the Americas. Succinctly put: was Spanish identity tied to 
a culture or to a national state? 
 
Spain as Empire 
 When Charles V took direct control of the Spanish throne in 1516 and became 
Emperor of the Holy Roman Empire in 1519, he had one inescapable problem with 
regard to his Spanish subjects: his identity. He had been born in Ghent and raised in the 
Burgundian Low Countries, only setting foot in Spain for the first time in 1517. Perhaps 
not surprisingly, his Spanish subjects viewed him as an outsider, who was often absent, 
and who favored Burgundians over Spanish when appointing advisors.  
 That he did not follow Spanish customs was clear in his personal preferences, 
including the very public practice of speaking French.219 Chroniclers noted that his early 	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tendency of suffering from gout were increased over time by his indulgences at table, 
which generally far exceeded his feeble powers of digestion. Such habits did not escape 
the notice of Roger Ascham who was secretary to Sir Richard Morrison, the English 
ambassador to the court of Charles. While at Charles’ court in Germany, Ascham noted 
that the King wore, “a furred night-cap on his head, Dutch-like.” At the imperial table at 
the feast of the Golden Fleece, he watched with wonder the Emperor’s progress through a 
four course meal which included “beef very good, roast mutton, baked hare: these be no 
service in England.” Charles also “fed well of a capon,” and drank “the best that ever I 
saw; he had his head in the glass five times as long as any of them, and never drank less 
than a good quart at once of Rhenish wine.”220   
 Even toward the end of his reign, retiring to Yuste, Charles’ household still included 
numerous Flemings. These employees were noted by the Castilians as looking “fair and 
fat, and [they] fed voraciously on the ‘hams and other bucolic meats’ of Estremadura, a 
province still unrivaled in swine and savoury preparations of pork.”221 The abdicated 
emperor was apparently not much different, still suffering from reoccurring bouts of gout, 
no less than fourteen times between 1528 - 1548.222 Eating copious amounts of red meat, 
organ meat and alcohol, especially beer, may have contributed to his medical condition.  
His diet, and the frequency of his meals impressed Federico Badovaro, an ambassador 
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from Venice, so much that he included such commentary in letters home. Badovaro 
conveyed that the Emperor’s palate was worn out, just as was his stomach. In addition, 
Charles apparently complained that the dishes at his table suffered from sameness, and 
the meats were insipid. His chamberlain, Monfalcone, apparently responded that he 
“knew not how the cook was to please his master, unless he were to gratify his taste for 
culinary novelty and chronometrical mechanism, by sending him up a pasty of watches.”  
Charles continued to be disappointed by much of the Spanish food, lamenting at various 
points in his reign that the trout were too small, the olives too large, that the partridges 
were not as good as the Flemish ones, and only wanting to eat sausages that were made 
according to Flemish culinary practices.223 
 In his bloated, overindulgence and in his picky dissatisfaction, Charles appears as the 
transformative monarch reigning over Spain’s transition from state to empire. While 
Columbus had introduced Spain to the Americas decades earlier, it was through the 
subsequent “conquest” of Cortés — in the very same year that Charles, the grandson of 
Maximilian I, had inherited the title Holy Roman Emperor — that the vast magnitude of 
the lands held by a singular monarch was realized. Early on in his reign, the combination 
of being sensed as an outsider (he did not look, sound, or eat the same), gaining the 
position of Holy Roman Emperor, and implementing a set of new taxes backlashed in a 
series of Spanish revolts against Charles in 1520 -1. Much of this early wariness toward 
him lessened during the rest of the decade as he spent more time in Spain, as he came to 
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be perceived as more “Spanish” and when he married Isabella of Portugal, who then 
produced the Spanish heir, Philip II. Even better in 1531, Pizarro conquered Peru thereby 
adding more land and silver to the crown. Still what Charles’ fractious tenure provides is 
a return to the larger question of what was meant by “Spanish identity.”  
 If Charles’ identity remained questionable and fluid, Philip’s was decidedly 
“Spanish” from his birth. As nineteenth-century historian John Lathrop Motley succinctly 
described Charles’ son and heir, “The Burgundian and Austrian elements of his blood 
seemed to have evaporated.”224 Motley went on to suppose that “he was by birth, 
education, and character, a Spaniard, and that so exclusively, that the circumstance would 
alone have made him unfit to govern a country so totally different in habits and national 
sentiments from his native lands.”225 Robert Watson, in his 1777 book, Philip II of Spain, 
noted that, 
The Flemings observed, with anxiety, that there was a striking contrast between the father and the 
son. Charles was courteous and affable, but Philip, they perceived, was distant, haughty and 
severe. The former could speak with facility the principal languages of Europe, and used to 
discourse familiarly with all his subjects; the latter had declined learning to speak any other but 
the Spanish tongue, conversed little with the inhabitants of the Low Countries, and was almost 
inaccessible to all, but the Spanish nobles. He lived in every respect as he had been wont to do in 
Spain, wore a Spanish dress, and refused to conform, in any thing, to the modes and customs of 
the Netherlands.226 
 
Philip II also used his identity when negotiating the Portuguese Succession in 1579. In a 
letter to his ambassador in Lisbon, Pedro Téllez-Girón, Duke of Osuna, he both offers 
concessions and talking points for negotiations. Notable, toward the end of the letter he 
argues:  	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There must not be any room for my opponents’ misconception that I am a foreign prince, since I 
have so much Portuguese blood in me, much more than of any other place; moreover, as is known, 
it is the nature of princes that they are not restricted to one place or kingdom as private citizens 
are, but rather are part of the entire breadth of their states… 
 You may also tell him [Cardinal Henry] that he knows full well that this difference between 
Portuguese and Castilians has no more substance than a vain and false man does, for the one and 
the other are equally Spanish, and they differ so little in language, in manners, and in 
customs….227 
 
The second layer of consideration, again dovetailing with politics and culture, asks who 
or what was ‘Spanish’ during the age of empire? Historian Henry Kamen argues that the 
very idea of “Spanish empire” when used to describe Spain in the sixteenth-seventeenth 
century is a misnomer. He argues that the label was a construct of nineteenth-century 
narratives used by Liberals and Conservatives alike to promote or criticize political 
agendas. He suggests, instead, that there was not one central identity that was identifiably 
“Spanish.” This was due to the fact that concept centered on a monarchy that oversaw an 
area comprised not only of Spain and much of the Americas, but also what is now the 
Netherlands, Belgium, parts of Germany, Sicily, Sardinia and a third of the Italian 
peninsula; all of which lacked collective and cohesive cultures and structures. He does 
concede, however, that the term is useful when referring to the multiple lands that were 
linked through the Spanish monarchy and the relative power of the state. Moreover, he 
concurs that the word “empire” becomes a convenient description, and accurate in its 
moral underpinning.228  
 Most importantly, however, the term “empire” is appropriate to use when thinking 
about how Spain contextually became the center of collective ideas and the physical core 
in relation to power. While not all people under the mantle of the Hapsburgs dynasty 	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considered themselves Spanish or even, perhaps, part of a Spanish empire, if we look at 
just the concept of identity for those within Spain, the term becomes much more valid. 
For example, the imagination of such a commonwealth might well be revealed by the 
poet Hernando de Acuño, who had yearned for “one monarch, one empire, and one 
sword” during the reign of Charles V. Moving from the theoretical to the concrete, the 
shift from Ferdinand and Isabella not having a fixed capital, to Philip II establishing 
Madrid as the capital in 1561 was a visible, and symbolically potent transition. The fixed 
capital became the point from which all lands emanated — even as they were tied to a 
monarchy, which, as we already established, was “Spanish.” Madrid was the geographic 
center, not only of Spain, but it was also the topographical center of the ruler’s lands as 
they extended across the Americas to the west and to the Netherlands and Italy to the 
east. Spanish historian Luis Cabrera de Córdoba, in his 1619 book, Filipe Segundo, Rey 
de España, wrote, “it was right that so great a Monarchy should have a city which could 
function as its heart — a vital centre in the midst of the body, which ministered equally to 
every State in time of peace and war.”229  The body politic had been born. 
 Two years after establishing Madrid as his capital, Philip II built San Lorenzo el 
Real de El Escorial, roughly thirty miles to the north-west. It showcased, in no uncertain 
terms, the continued linking of politics, religion, and power. If Charles V built his palace 
on the grounds of the Alhambra as an unequivocal sign of Christian and military power, 
and to defend Granada against the Turks, then Philip II’s feat of architecture, El Escorial, 
was the response to the growing threat of Protestants. It was also built in commemoration 	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of the victory over the French at the Battle of St. Quentin, the final conflict of which took 
place on August 10th, on the Feast of St. Lawrence.  
 It is, then, through the presence of El Escorial that we see the convergence of 
several powerful ideas. The first of which is the growing concern over Protestantism. 
Philip II was acutely aware of its spread throughout Europe. In a treatise written for 
Philip, an unknown author suggests how one might confront this threat by tying morality 
to aesthetics. The author rebuked the practice of individuals who built small chapels or 
hospitals with private funds, arguing that this deviated from the glory of god, in part 
because:  
Christians are split up into different groups and go off into various corners where there is neither 
anyone to teach them nor to make them perform reverence. These are occasions for new inventors of 
religion to corrupt innocent women and simple men, speaking to them in private places where no 
learned man can correct them.230 
 
The author also states that images are the most important consideration as, once they 
have been seen, “one later calls to mind God and his saints, something which all men 
cannot easily do, simply by contemplation.”231 Juan Bautista de Toledo patterned El 
Escorial after the shape of a gridiron, symbolizing the martyrdom of St. Lawrence who, 
while being burned to death on the cooking grate, defiantly said of his predicament, 
“He’s roasted, turn him and eat him232.” Not only was he the patron saint of cooks, he was 
the patron saint of peace among Christians. St. Lawrence becomes the rather gruesome 	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symbol of commensality and communion. El Escorial was, on a grand scale, a visible 
symbol of the persistence of Catholicism in the face of opposition, the confirmation of 
the place of saints in Christianity (unlike the dogma of Protestant belief), and the hope 
that all Christians would soon be unified. 
 El Escorial, furthermore, became the place from which Philip II could assert his 
power in ways other than war. Unlike Charles V, Philip developed a distaste for war. As 
such, he asserted legitimacy through the collection of relics that he amassed and kept in 
the mausoleum. The sacred objects, which included bones as well as vessels, would be 
physically situated near the bones of Charles V and all future Spanish kings. This 
intimate relationship of saintly and kingly blurred any distinction between the sacred and 
the profane, and reiterated the Spanish identity as a Catholic identity. One important 
initiative was tracking down, across Spain and beyond, all of the bones belonging to Saint 
Lawrence, and bringing them to El Escorial. The reincorporation of the Spain’s patron 
saint, with relics contributed from churches across Spain became a way in which the 
Iberian peninsula spiritually united. By actually reconstructing the saint’s body, El 
Escorial and everything in it aided in the building of a collective identity — a national 
unity — of Spain the leadership of Philip based on “dynasty, faith, and knowledge.”233   
“Philip II also used history to attempt to create a feeling of national unity and to stimulate the 
sense of divine election already present in sixteenth-century Spanish society. For this, he singled 
out the two elements of Spain’s past — faith and the struggle against heresy, the language and 
discourse of which could be shared by all Spaniards — most amenable to fashioning a common 
and unifying identity.”234 	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knowledge would be revealed to those who possessed the objects. Guy Lazure, “Possessing the Sacred: 
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2007): 61. 
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Thus, the power of the Hapsburg monarchy was firmly imagined as wholly Spanish, and 
the lands that fell under its domain — even if outside the Iberian peninsula — remained 
tied to it politically and symbolically. 
 While the lands under the control of the crown grew and the power of the monarch 
became pervasive so too did fiscal issues multiply and become entwined with the 
Hapsburg reign. In the earlier years of New World colonization, Aztec treasure filled the 
coffers of the crown. From 1531 to 1535, conquistadors from Peru sent over 100 tons of 
gold and silver back to Spain to be minted into reales. While some of the precious metals 
did bring short-term wealth back to Castile, the cost of administration and inflation 
outweighed the long-term economic impact. Migration and mercantilism shifted 
traditional economic models away from agricultural production and colonial demand for 
European foodstuffs drove up prices. Spain in the early modern period was broke and 
malnourished. This radical change of fortune reflected the national motto adopted by 
Charles V “plus ultra,” “more beyond.” Its initial meaning referenced self-improvement 
and the power of Spain beyond Iberia. But, by the time it appeared on the peso de ocho, 
the Spanish dollar, at the turn of the sixteenth century, when the treasury was technically 
bankrupt, one must wonder if the original assertion had turned to hopeful wishing: “plus 
ultra?” 
 One of the legacies of the medieval period had been the importance of the wool 
industry in Castile. Both the growing bourgeoisie and local aristocrats engaged in the 
stock herding, which provided essential tax revenue for the crown. Laws favored its 
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growth at the expense of agricultural goods, a practice that largely remained in place even 
against growing pressures of population growth and small shifts toward equilibrium. In 
1486, Ferdinand and Isabella imposed a ceiling price on grain in wheat in Andalusia, at a 
crucial moment during the reconquest, and at the end of the fifteenth century Spain had 
plentiful grain harvest. Early sixteenth century grain harvests were less abundant, 
however, and 1501, 1503, 1504 the population experienced hunger.235 Furthermore, the 
price of olive oil doubled between the years 1501 - 1507, and the price of salt pork prices, 
perhaps due to the slaughter of starving animals. Between the years 1511 - 1559, the 
price of wheat and olive oil doubled and tripled, and the price of wine octupled.  
 Under Charles V, the supporters of the wool industry had regained royal backing 
and in 1525, the monarch issued a decree mandating that all lands that had been put under 
the plough during his tenure revert to pasture. This assertion was repeated in 1551. Philip 
II’s attitude was much the same and in 1580, he, too, attempted to promote sheep grazing 
with the restoration of all lands (in the previous twenty years) that had been converted to 
agriculture back to pasture.236 Also exacerbating the pressures on agriculture, markets in 
the Americas drove the prices up steeply. Jusuit Pedro de Ribadeneyra even attributed the 
1588 defeat of the Spanish Armada to the economic crisis. In a letter to Philip II, he 
pointedly states: 
 
I wish to point out the things that… may be causes of this calamity and universal punishment, so 
that, if Your Lordship should believe it proper, Your Majesty may judge the appropriate path to 
take…. 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
235 Charles Gibson, “An Historical Event and Its Interpretation: The Castilian Grain Crisis of 1506-
1507,” Social Science History 2.2 (Winter, 1978): 231. 
236 David E. Vassberg, Land and Society in Golden Age Castile (New York: Cambridge University 
Press, 1984) 154. 
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 The first is that Your Majesty should grant relief to many persons in this kingdom, and 
particularly in Andalusia, who have been wronged and… despoiled of their means of sustenance 
and support for their children…. 
 The second point is that Your Majesty, with your very great prudence, should examine… 
what reasons there might be why such a sizable economy as Your Majesty’s shines so dimly and is 
sinking…. If poor management of the economy or the corruption of those in charge [is the cause], 
it is necessary to take care of this problem, punishing the thieves severely as destroyers of the 
republic….237 
 The economic shift, which in some ways loosened traditional social structures 
reaffirmed them as well. “Honored citizens” of Barcelona sat between the nobility and 
the merchants. The hildagos (petty-nobles) lived similarly to wealthy farmers. With 
agriculture being so profitable, landowners increased their rents, the emerging 
bourgeoisie emulated the nobility, and noble titles were purchased.238 In Seville, 
economic opportunities to enter the new commercial channel of the Americas 
incentivized local aristocracy to leave the traditional occupation of farming (leasing land 
of course, not manual labor) to enter the world of trade.239  Yet it was clear, by the large 
number of hidalguías’ rights that were sold in the second half of the sixteenth century, 
titles mattered.  
 At its core, one’s status contained deeply embedded attitudes about one’s position 
in society.240 The reaffirmation of medieval social structures appears in Lazarillo de 
Tomre: considering his Fortunes and Adversities, which was written in 1554. In it, the 
anonymous author deals with identity and the three estates. Our protagonist vacillates 
between imagining an optimistic future and the disappointment of reality. In what is 
arguably the first published text of the picaresque genre, Lazarillo’s widowed mother is 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
237 Pedro de Ribadneyra, Obras escogidas del padre Pedro de Rivadeneira (Madrid: M. Ribadeneyra: 
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238 Vassberg 165. 
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unable to care for her young son, and so she sends him off with a blind man to act as his 
guide in the world. This adult becomes only the first in a series of the boy’s masters. 
Despite the often-hostile circumstances Lazarillo finds himself in, he survives by using 
his wits. These wits, which we understand as perception through the senses, thus become 
an example of the expression of knowledge through experience. Moreover, the novella 
serves as commentary on the social condition of Spain, while also using food-as-symbol 
and displaying a constant, underlying sense of hunger.241 
 Lazarillo’s first guide is an itinerant who survives by selling prayers and practicing 
folk medicine. He quickly discovers that this man lives by the promise of tomorrow and 
is miserly when sharing food. Because of this, Lazarillo must learn and practice 
deception in order to get bits of sausage and sips of wine. Of the dire situation, the boy 
states, “I never saw a greedier or stingier man, so much so that he used to kill me with 
hunger, and I never got even half of what I needed. I’m telling the truth” he assures the 
reader, “if I hadn’t been able to help myself out with my cleverness and shrewd schemes, 
I would have perished of hunger many a time.”242  Shortly after this admission, he leaves 
the employment of the blind man and becomes an assistant to a preacher only to find this 
master even more churlish in doling out food. Consequently, Lazarillo is forced to engage 
in further deceptive behavior to save himself from starvation. When he devises a 
particularly devious method of stealing bread from the preacher, he states, “it was 
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because hunger enlightened me, for they say that it sharpens a man’s wits, and a full belly 
does the opposite; and it was certainly so in my case.”243  Finally, our young protagonist 
meets a squire, who, from his dress and manners, appears as if he will feed the boy well. 
The aristocrat, however, is only rich in outward trappings and pride. Instead, in a short 
time, he relies on Lazarillo to steal or earn enough food for both of them. 
 Lazaretto is at once a picaro and a representative of Spain. Through the story of his 
starvation, the novella clearly personifies the three estates as members who broke the 
social contract. As an outcast from the normal structure of society, Lazarillo actually 
becomes deeply enmeshed in and subject to it. He relies directly on his masters to provide 
sustenance yet, all-the-while, he must perform trickery merely to survive. The blind man, 
who promised to treat Lazarillo as a son, the stingy preacher, who starved his flock two-
fold by selling fraudulent papal indulgences while not feeding the boy; and the squire, 
who is so impotent he cannot even feed himself: all of these collectively represent the 
inability to prosper. For Spain, just like Lazarillo, a full belly starves the wits — the 
senses are dulled. Perhaps the best example of this occurs when Lazarillo tricks his first 
master into having a bite of a sausage only to regurgitate it before his woefully empty 
stomach could digest it. Theresa Ann Sears suggests that Lazarillo, despite what might 
appear to be untenable circumstances, did not reject the social hierarchy or his place in it. 
Instead, when he served a true aristocrat later in the story, his relationship to food and 
hunger also changed. As Lazarillo learns, using restraint with, and feeling satisfaction for 
what food one did have, reflected a noble attitude and allowed him to assuage his sense 	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of hunger and claim his sense of place (status).244  
 While the fictitious character of Lazarillo might have provided social critique 
toward class and expectations at the beginning of Philip II’s reign, nearly fifty years later, 
two years into Philip III’s administration, similar concerns remained. Arbitristas Martín 
González de Cellorigo penned a scathing review of the Spanish condition, published in 
1600, arguing that the nation lacked morality and that the crown mistakenly focused too 
much attention on the colonies at the expense of the patria. These misguided attitudes 
resulted in dire consequences, namely a bankrupt treasury and military defeats. He writes, 
 
Spain has always been considered a fertile and abundant land, and it is, for all who seek to enjoy 
its fertility while recognizing that human effort must do its part. If it seems infertile it is because it 
has not been given a tribute appropriate to God’s gift to men, for were it cultivated as the law of 
nature dictates and teaches us, it would suffice to support an infinite number of people…. 
 …Indeed a kingdom can be fertile in lands, abundant in wealth, replete with arms, powerful 
in vassals, triumphant in battles, and justly governed and yet still decline from its grandeur much 
more than any other republic…. If they [vassals] do not avoid as much as possible the laziness that 
has destroyed so many kingdoms, and if they do not embrace work and seek the artificial 
sustenance of their good industry, which has preserved so many peoples. 
 
 The decline in population, which has been perceived for many years in this realm, did not 
arise so much from wars as from the shortcomings in all things caused by the laziness of our 
people…. …They have abandoned the virtuous occupations of farming and raising animals and all 
those things that naturally sustain men…245 
 
He argues that the wealth from the Indies, moreover, had caused Spain to end ties with its 
neighbors, even as it also encouraged the populace to embrace avarice and ostentatious 
displays, to the point that the “natural hierarchies” of man were challenged. 
Compounding this problem, he continued, was, 
 
…The shrinking of the population, which formerly made the country rich and powerful… …there 	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is no alternative to bringing people from abroad or else giving orders that those here now not be 
allowed to leave. And of these two options, it is better to retain the natives than to seek foreigners. 
[One needed to end vice and] …obtain the virtuous fruits of marriage, thus fertilizing our republic 
with good people, born of legitimate and honorable parents…246 
 
Thus, it was the influence from outside Spain that had caused this calamity, and the best 
resolution of the population problem would be to repopulate, albeit by those with 
appropriate moral standing. 
 If one delves past the vitriol, something else emerges from the document. González 
de Cellorigo uses the senses as a way to convey the absolute pervasiveness of the 
situation. The boundaries that are mentioned crossed individual bodies and political lines. 
Extracted from the text, there is the outward gaze, that “Spain has turned its eyes” and 
that one must be aware of those “who see such force in natural causes, who see such 
dependence on the stars” as a way of obtaining knowledge. This may be rather objective, 
in that one could “see” that Spain was experiencing turmoil, from the lack of gold in the 
coffers to those begging for alms on the street, all of which cause our author to take note. 
But from here, he also embraces metaphors of taste referring to “the sweetness of the 
fixed gain of census.” Or, in the synesthetic passage he explained that “a republic… is 
like a musical instrument, which requires proportions among all its parts in order to 
produce the harmonious sweetness of music.” For González de Cellorigo, taste is part of 
a Christian-ordained world in which God and Jesus are tied inextricably to “sweet”-ness, 
as is the causation of politics and economy.247 Because of the “indecency of their 
appetites,” he has explained to the reader the moral positioning of Spain in not only the 	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rest of the geographic world, but also in relation to the cosmos. Just like its citizens have 
strayed from their natural order on the earth, Spain has strayed from its condition being 
populated with good Catholics. Instead, those people had been replaced by those who are 
greedy, lazy and immoral. He sensed the transformation. 
 The degeneration of the Spanish who resided in Spain was not the only area of 
concern. Equally problematic were the ways in which the Spanish and their offspring 
might be changed by living in the Americas. The prevailing understanding was that all 
people descended from Adam and Eve. Yet, the people in the Americas were clearly 
different in both physical appearances and behavior.  Several Spanish noted such 
differences among the natives, which included darker skin, straighter hair, and no beards. 
These people enjoyed good health, unlike the Spanish who suffered from gallstones, 
kidney stones and digestive issues. They were simultaneously timid and duplicitous. The 
explanation for all of these divergent characteristics, according to the chroniclers, 
doctors, and theologians, had to be the environment. Even the wind factored into one’s 
health. Sixteenth-century missionary and naturalist José de Acosta, while passing through 
the Paryaqaqa mountain range in the Andes suffered what we know as altitude sickness:  
 
[There is] a strange effect caused by the air or wind that prevails in certain lands in the Indies, 
which is that men become ill from it, not less but much more than at sea… [when I reached the 
highest point] almost in an instant I felt such mortal anguish that I thought I would have to throw 
myself off my mount onto the ground… This was soon followed by conclusive retching and 
vomiting that made me think I would give up the ghost, for after vomiting up my food and a 
watery residue there came bile and more bile, some yellow and some green, and I even vomited 
blood from the violence felt by my stomach.248 
 
He attributes such a reaction to the quality of the air, “thin and delicate,” and suggests 	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covering one’s ears, nose, and mouth. Also important, one should be well-covered with 
clothes, especially the stomach. What made this environment different from other 
mountains, argued de Acosta, was that unlike other mountaintops in Spain and Italy that 
affected the outer extremities of the body and increased appetite, this air “stirs up the 
inner organs.”249 This theory of environmental impact focused on two factors: the climate 
and the diet. Because nothing could be done about the physical conditions of the 
Americas, the role of one’s diet, which could be controlled, gained considerable 
attention.250 
 From a cultural, religious, and evolutionary standpoint, then, the foods of Spain 
needed to be cultivated in the Americas. Earliest settlements were in the tropics where 
Mediterranean crops did not grow. While some staples, including wheat, olive oil, and 
wine, could be imported, this was expensive and drew from already scarce resources. By  
1535, however, wheat cultivation was already so successful in Mexico that it had become 
an export crop. Grapes proved to be more temperamental, with reports that the grapes did 
not ripen, make much wine, or make good wine. But when the vine was planted in Peru, 
after 1530, the Spanish finally encountered a climate where grapevines prospered, and so 
grapes also became an export commodity several decades later. That this development 
was looked upon quite favorably is captured in the remarks of José de Acosta, who 
recorded that, “…there is much good wine in Peru and cultivation of grapes increases 
daily…. [This was unlike New Spain where the wine is] like the wines of the Genoa 
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region and Lombardy, which are very thin and so rough in taste that they seem not to 
have been made from grapes” wrote José de Acosta.251 Similarly, the olive tree eventually 
survived the transatlantic journey, albeit not until 1560; however, it played a very little 
role in the economy and the diet during the years of colonization.252 The native peoples 
seemed, to the Spanish, to have very little interest in these new foodstuffs. Moreover, 
they preferred to consume that which was barely considered food to the Spanish, except 
perhaps, in the most dire of situations. López de Gómara noted in 1552,  
 
They eat porcupines, weasels, moths, locusts, spiders, worms, caterpillars, bees and ticks — raw, 
cooked, and fried. There is not a single thing that they will not guzzle, and it all the more 
astonishing that they eat such dirty animals and bugs given that they now have good bread and 
wine, fruits, fish and meat.”253 
 
 Food in the colonies was apparently so abundant that many who relocated or visited 
noted the stark difference from Spain. There, the ease with which food grew and the yield 
that was obtained both suggested that the land really was an earthly paradise. Also 
writing in 1552, Bartolomé de las Casas noted of Hispanola near Santo Domingo, that 
“Desta (happiness) is a piece of province, where there is a beautiful river called the 
Macorix, the land is fertile for casaba bread and raising pigs and many more foods for 
provision and maintenance.”254 Continuing this effusive trend, Fernández de Oviedo in 
Historia general y natural (1526), López de Velasco in Geografía y descripción 
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universal de las Indias (1570), and Francisco Hernández in Antigüedades de la nueva 
España (1574) all mention the rich fertility of the land resulting in a radical difference 
from the hunger at home.255  
 The categorization of food was hardly a new concept in early modern Spain. Even 
if limited to the Christian west, grouping and culturally assigning meaning to edibles 
became part of the ordering of society. Food prohibitions appeared in even the earliest 
biblical texts of Leviticus and Deuteronomy. Tied to issues of morality, the symbolic 
importance of food was present in both religious contexts and in constructions of 
hierarchical power. Further, its impact on health and physical well-being was broadly 
considered in society. These spheres of influence, as we might call them, all appeared as 
part of the discourse in relation to Islamic and Christian Spain. The difference with the 
foodstuffs from the Americas, was their complete foreignness, the clear physical 
boundary that made them so, and the cultural understanding of their physical, intellectual, 
and moral impact on those who ate them. Eating the indigenous foods (as supplemental) 
while living in the Americas was one thing for Spaniards in the colonies. For, as long as 
their diet remained primarily “Old World”, the peninsulares and even creoles (although 
less so) would maintain their Spanish identity.256 Symbolically, too, the crops brought 
from Europe to the Americas remained important representatives of Spanish cultural 
identity — as tied to place (Mediterranean) and cosmos (Christianity); wheat bread and 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
255 Earle 106 - 110. Earle argues that this discourse became evidence of a sign from above that “God 
wanted Spain to flourish,” 110. 
256 A genre of paintings developed in the eighteenth century which portrayed the social order of 
Mexico. Many of these images incorporated foods that were also tied to the hierarchy with pineapple 
which, by now, were tied to the elite of Europe and maize appearing alongside the mestizos. Nina M. Scott, 
“Measuring Ingredients: Food and Domesticity in Mexican Casta Paintings,” Gastronomica 5.1 (Winter 
2005): 70-79. 
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wine were distinct and superior.257 Moreover, Fernández de Oviedo even suggested that 
the presence of the Spanish in the Americas was actually impacting the climate, making it 
more temperate.258 A century later, however, Thomas Gage, in his 1648 A New Survey of 
the West-Indies, revealed “I am persuaded (and I have heard Spaniards confess it) that 
Spain hath taken from the India’s [Americas] since the conquest many lessons for the 
messing of several dishes and completing a feast or banquet.”259  
For our purposes, however, in considering the creation of “Spanish Cuisine,” the 
larger issue is how foodstuffs from the Americas were integrated into the patterns of diet 
back in the Iberian peninsula. If food is representative of culture, how did both the 
inhabitants of the colonies and the food from this foreign land fit into the collective 
memory of Spain? Because the colonies were part of the Spanish experience, where were 
the boundaries of identity? At the same time that the Spanish were conquering the 
Americas in the fifteenth-century, back at home it seemed clear that Muslims and Jews 
needed to be physically removed from Spain. If the fear was how these groups might 
influence the Spanish, what was the attitude toward any possible influence by the 
Amerindians? 
 Just like the people living in the colonies were categorized, so too were new foods 
that were brought back from the Americas seen differently, and they can be divided into 3 
broad categories: foodstuffs that were readily adopted into the diet, fitting into existing 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
257 This cultural distinction, which marked flour as “Spanish” (Creole) and maize as “Mexican” 
(Mestizos) continued through the nineteenth century and became part of the discourse during the Mexican 
Revolution of 1910. Jeffrey Pilcher, “Tamales or Timbales: Cuisine and the Formation of Mexican 
National Identity, 1821 – 1911,” The Americas 53.2 (Oct., 1996): 193-216. 
258 Earle 109. 
259 Thomas Gage, A New Survey of the West-Indies (London: A. Clark, 1677) 249-250. 
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schema; those that were botanical curiosities and slowly became part of the cuisine; foods 
that were novel but adopted anyway.  Of the first category, scholars commonly point to 
chili (peppers) as one of the first, and most successful, crops adopted. Its substitution in 
place of expensive peppercorns became an economical alternative, due to the fact that 
chilis were easily cultivated in Spain. Other fruits and vegetables that the Spanish prized 
included the avocado, sweet potato, and pineapple (although people were cautioned to eat 
these moderation). For these items, certainly, some similarity could be drawn to known 
items. For example, Bartolomé de las Casas, when writing about avocados for Spaniards 
who would have never encountered them explained, that they were similar to a pear. This 
was not only visually supported, but he also mentioned how their sweet taste and the 
flavor (therefore aroma) were also similar.260 Not inconsequential, de las Casas was 
drawing upon the function of memory and its connection to sensory awareness when 
informing on these foreign foods.261 For las Casas, the senses became faculties through 
which aspects of the unfamiliar physical world were discovered and catalogued as 
known. Foods were judged to be “good food” or not by the taste of sweetness — a quality 
already prized by people who had tasted sugarcane.262  
 Potatoes, tomatoes, and maize, conversely, were integrated into the Spanish diet 
much more slowly.263 Potatoes definitely appear in the Spanish account book of the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
260 Bartolomé de las Casas, Obras escogidas de Fray Bartolome de las Casas, Apologetica historia ol. 
105 (Madrid: Biblioteca de Autores Españoles, 1958) 197. 
261 The trigeminal nerve serves both olfactory (aroma) and memory. 
262 Mintz 3-18. 
263 Even today, Spain’s production of fresh chili peppers is impressive, globally the fourth highest 
with just shy of 1 million tonnes annually. Tomato cultivation is 7th highest in the world with 3.77 million 
tonnes annually produced. Nathan Nunn and Nancy Qian, “The Columbian Exchange: A History of 
Disease, Food, and Ideas,” The Journal of Economic Perspectives 24.2 (Spring 2010): 174. 
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Hospital de la Sangre y las Cinco Llagas in Seville by 1573, although it unclear if their 
cultivation in Spain was earlier than the 1570s.264  The dry soil of much of Spain limited 
cultivation, but botanists prized them, although their economic and nutritive importance 
would not greatly impact Europe for another century.265  
 Historian David Gentilcore suggests that linguistics might have led to Spaniard’s 
initial aversion to tomatoes. In the Nahuatl language, tomatl generically meant round and 
plump, prefixes of “xi” and “mil” were added to differentiate the tomato from the 
tomatillo, respectively, which was much more commonly grown and eaten by the Aztecs. 
Francisco Hernández, doctor to Philip II, discussed the tomatl when he in fact meant 
tomatillo. Moreover, he found the appearance “venereal and lascivious,” because the 
outer husk protects the inner buds, and as the fruit grows, can turn green and yellow or 
red and purple. Ultimately, the husk splits to reveal the fruit and is covered commonly 
with a sticky sap. The similarities to female genitalia made this food simply “horrible and 
obscene.”266 English Botanist John Gerard, in his 1597 tome, The Herbal or General 
History of Plants, did not think much better of the tomato or, as he called them, pomme 
d’amour, finding issue on grounds both medical and sensorial. But there was, according 
to Gerard, no question of who did seem to enjoy them: 
 
… Of a bright shining red color, and the bigness of a goose egge or a large pippin. The pulpe or 
meat is very full of moisture, soft, reddish, and of the substance of a wheat plumme. The seed is 
small, flat and rough: the root small and thread: the whole plants of a ranke and stinking fauour.  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
264 J. G. Hawkes and J. Francis-Ortega, “The Potato in Spain during the Late 16th Century,” Economic 
Botany 46.1 (Jan. - Mar., 1992): 86-97. 
265 William H. McNeill, “How the Potato Changed the World’s History,” Social Research 66.1 
(Spring, 1999): 67-83. 
266 David Gentilcore,  Pomodoro!: A History of the Tomato in Italy (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 2010) 10. 
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Apples of Loue grow in Spaine, Italie, and such hot Countries, from whence my selfe hue received 
seeds for my garden…. 
 
… But in my judgement it is very cold, yea perhaps in the highest degree of coldness: my reason 
is: because I have in the hottest time of Summer cut away the superfluous branches from the 
mother root, and cast them away carelesly in the allies of my Garden… [it was hot and dry and 
they grew] as fresh where I cast them, as before I did cut them off; which argueth the great 
coldness contained therein. True it is, that it doth argue also a great moisture wherewith the plant 
is possessed, but as I have said, not without great cold, which I leave to every mans censure.  
 
 In Spaine and those hot Regions they use to eate the Apples prepared and boiled with pepper, 
salt, and oyle: but they yield very little nourishment to the body, and the same naught and corrupt.  
 Likewise they doe eate [sic] the Apples with oile, vinegar and pepper mixed together for 
sauce to their meat, even as we in these cold countries doe Mustard.267 
 
 As for maize, it was adopted as a crop, but only as animal fodder rather than human 
food. The one exception, early on, could be found on the periphery of Spain, in the 
northeast corner, in Galicia and Austurias. The relatively swift adoption of maize might 
have happened in those regions for several reasons. First, the highly acidic soil and a 
climate that receives both sun and rain provide the ideal conditions in which maize 
thrives. Secondly, Galicia and Austurias suffered from food shortages and lack of 
industry. In the face of such hardships, maize became good enough for human 
consumption, and eventually a steady part of the diet. To make matters worse, once the 
poverty-striken peasants of the north ate maize, such food preferences became an 
indicator of their class status.268  Finally, and perhaps most importantly, maize was the 
food of the Americas. As a staple crop there, it was so revered as to have its own god 
among the Aztec pantheon of dieties:  Centeotl. It was, literally, their bread, and 
Fernández de Oviedo goes so far to head a chapter “Del pan de los indio, que hacen del 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
267 John Gerald, The herbal, or Generall history of plantes (London: Adam Islip, Joice Norton and 
Richard Whitakers, 1636) 345-6. 
268 Stanley Brandes, “Maize as a Culinary Mystery,” Ethnology 31.4 (Oct, 1992): 331-336; John J. 
Finan, “Maize in the Great Herbals,” Annals of the Missouri Botanical Garden 35.2 (May, 1948): 149-191. 
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maíz” in his 1525 Sumario de la natural historia de las Indias. Oviedo made many 
observations about different strains, including the white maize of Cueva (Panama), which 
was baked in a fire’s embers, to the flinty corn of Mexico, which was used for tortilla. It 
“turns into something like white bread, with a crust on the outside, the inside of the roll 
being crumbly and somewhat softer. This should be eaten while hot, for becoming cold it 
has neither so good a taste, nor is it easy to chew, being dry and harsh.”269  
 If a Spaniard were to choose to consume maize over wheat, this preference, more 
than any other, would be the abject symbol of cultural rejection. Betty Fussell suggests 
there is stark difference between wheat bread and maize tortilla: 
 
In terms of sensation, we see a high white loaf instead of a flat yellow disk, we smell yeasted grain 
instead of roasted grain. We taste texturally the soft sponginess of the loaf in contrast to the dense 
chewiness of the disk. As for flavor, language fails: one tastes yeasty and wheat and the other 
corny. 
 
A yeasted wheat dough to maintain its structure of trapped air bubbles requires an enclosure to 
provide even heat all around. Wheat requires an oven. Untested dough requires only a hot stone or 
hot ashes, a campfire. An oven implies, as in Latin focus for hearth, a fixed place. A campfire, on 
the other hand, is mobile.270 
 
What Fussell calls “cultural artifacts” suggests that food can be as revealing as material 
culture with respect to historical cause. Everything about an object, however temporary, 
speaks to three levels of knowledge. The broadest understanding speaks to the tradition of 
a culture, in that the object has been made the same way, repeatedly over time and so, 
with each remaking, memory is relived and knowledge is passed down. The second level 
of knowledge is our understanding that an artifact reflects a culture at a particular 
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270 Betty Fussell, “Translating Maize into Corn: The Transformation of America’s Native Grain,” 
Social Research 6.1 (Spring, 1999): 44. 
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moment in time, and contains concepts that are also expressed through words or deeds. 
The third and most personal form of knowing is the awareness that the something that is 
created speaks to the mental state — feelings and motivations — of the person who 
created it. By looking at the historical context in which objects are created, structural 
understanding of a people in time and place are formed. For the connoisseur, he or she 
who observes with profound discernment, slight differences in artifact creation, are where 
culture is fully expressed. As such, to fully understand and interpret meaning, “we engage 
the other culture in the first instance not with our minds, the seat of our cultural biases, 
but with our senses.”271  
European wheat bread fits into all three of these categories. As the staple food of 
Spaniards, its importance begins with the idea of it. Specifically, what it was called, pan. 
As Isidore of Seville explained in his early seventh-century Etymologies, “Bread (panis) 
is so called because it is served with all food, or because all living creatures crave it…”272  
And because the bread appeared in both the most banal of meals as well as in rituals, 
everything about it became a communal exercise. The use of an oven signifies 
permanence and strength. In the medieval world the oven both a point of community, of 
unity, even as it also acknowledged the hierarchical position of the lord, whose 
ownership of the oven was clear.273 The lofty nature of yeasted bread rising in the heat of 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
271 Jules David Prown, “The Truth of Material Culture: History or Fiction,” History from Things: 
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272 Isidore of Seville Etymologies XX.ii.12-ii.26 eds. Stephen A. Barney, et al. (Cambridge: 
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the oven might well speak to the concept of magical transformation and the mysteries of 
God. It would also have differentiated Christians from Jews, who ate unleavened bread 
during Passover. Further, the lightness recalls the refinement of Europe moved into the 
Renaissance, as the crude age of the medieval world is left behind. To eat the flat, coarse, 
dense tortilla would be akin to making a confession of peasant ancestry or, more 
problematically, of savage Amerindian sympathies. 
 In the same vein, historian Marcy Norton argues that it was the sensory properties 
of chocolate which first made it popular. She argues that all of the senses, from the color 
of the beverage when achiote was added, to the aroma of the chocolate and chili, and 
from the tactile contrast of the chocolate thickened with ground maize with the light, airy 
foam produced by the molinillo, made chocolate appealing to the early Spanish who tried 
it. One might chose the familiar clay cup, the tecomate, or the smooth jícara, the 
lacquered calabash gourd from which to drink it. When consumed, the physical affects 
are immediate and prolonged. The cacao might be bitter or tempered with honey, the 
somatosensory reaction to capsicum, first hot in the mouth, would also spark the body 
into releasing endorphins, resulting in a pleasant feeling. Finally, the theobromine would 
stimulate the heart and body even after the cup was empty. 
That chocolate had conformed to European taste was a myth that supported the Spanish ideology 
of conquest: it presupposed that the colonists brought their civilization to barbarians rather than 
the opposite. In fact, Europeans inadvertently internalized Mesoamerican aesthetics and did not 
modify chocolate to meet their existing tastes. Rather, they acquired new ones, a reality at odds 
with colonial ideology.274  
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 Whatever the varied terms by which foods were incorporated into Spanish culture, 
their inclusion and consumption became part of a constructed discourse on the 
relationship between the Spanish and Amerindians, even as it informed a broader 
understanding of Spain in the context of its colonies. The pineapple, which could not be 
grown from seed, and the fruit of which would not last its transatlantic voyage, came to 
be associated with the exotic, rare and thus elite. Maize, again, became mostly animal 
fodder rather than fit for human consumption, except when it denoted class difference, 
and chocolate was most closely linked to identity even as it evoked the most 
disagreement as to what its meaning should be. On the one hand, the church and state, 
which controlled its production and consumption, received taxes from its inter- and intra-
continental trade, making it a rich and important commodity. On the other hand, some 
physicians vocalized concern over its possible effect on health.  Even Catholic 
theologians debated whether chocolate should be considered a beverage or a food, a 
question important to answer for fasting.275 Identity, yet again, was complicated.  
 If we turn to cookbooks as a codification of, or for a glimpse of aspirational cultural 
values, there is one important consideration: food traditions are frequently conservative 
and slow changing. We see this in Rupert de Nola’s Libre de doctrine per a ben server, 
de taller y del art de Coch. First published in 1520 in Catalan, and five years later in 
Castilian, it was reprinted four more times before 1568, and again in 1678. There is one 
historical mystery about the cookbook: Some recipes came from older Catalan sources, 
but it appears that Rupert Nola was employed by King Ferrante of Naples, before 1494. 	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What is definite, however, is that no New World ingredients appear in the book. Copious 
amounts of sugar, spices, and almonds still appear, as we saw in the earlier medieval 
cookbooks. Recipes include Arab crops of eggplants and oranges, two recipes are 
specifically described as “a la Morisca” and recipes credited to the Arabic Spanish towns 
with “Salsa Granada” and “Toronjas de Xàtiva.”  
 Nola’s cookbook is strikingly similar to several other Spanish cookbooks published 
over the course of the late sixteen and early seventeenth century. They generously 
employ spices and sugars across a spectrum of dishes, and they continued to use almost 
exclusively Old World foodstuffs. It was the rare recipe that included any products from 
the Americas. For example, the 1607 El Libro del Arte de Cozina, by Domingo 
Hérnandez de Maceras includes a recipe for turkey and in the 1611 Arte de Cozina, 
Pasteleria, Vizcocheria y Conservaria by Francisco Martínez Montiño includes reference 
to “patatas” and a recipe for pineapples.  Salmorejo, which most people know today as a 
thick soup with a base of tomatoes and bread, and commonly assumed to be a thicker 
relative of the gazpacho, had very different origins. The 1563 cookbook Regalo de la 
Vida Humana, by Juan Vallés, includes a recipe for “Otro potage de hígado que se dize 
[sic] salmorejo” This version, however, is entirely different, and includes chopped onion, 
butter, liver, hot broth, pepper and a little vinegar and salt.276 
 Furthermore, the recipes embed and reflect changing cultural values. First, they 
vary from being cosmopolitan to localized. Nola’s cookbook references recipes identified 
as French or from Italian city-states including “Buena Salsa Francesa,” “Comer Higos a 	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la Francesa,” “Torta a la Genovesa,” “Xinxanella a la veneciana” (Venice), and “Mostaza 
Francesa.” Vallés include a recipe for sausage made in the Flemish style.  Martinez 
Montiño, conversely, makes no reference to recipes outside of the Iberian peninsula, 
including Portuguese spinach, a Portuguese pickled bream escabeche, Portuguese rice, 
chicken “a la Morisca” and soup of Aragon.  And while what was perhaps a nod to 
patronage, but most definitely toward the Hapsburgs, Nola included recipes for “Manjar 
Imperial” and “Salsa de Emperador” and the self-aware, “moderno Potaje.” Vallés, too 
includes noble titles. Martinez Montiño, conversely, does not. And though he was chef to 
the king Philip III, unlike our other two authors, historian Ken Albala suggests that he 
simply did not need to assert the idea of power through food. The distinctness of the 
king’s power was completely unchallenged economically or socially.277  
 Yet, there is one element that does emerge in the Arte de Cozina, Pasteleria, 
Vizcocheria y Conservaria. The recurring qualitative description of several recipes’ titles 
seems strikingly profound: “Memoria.” Seven times, Martinez Montiño ties recipes to the 
past through names of specific titles” “Memoria de las Berengenas en escabeche” 
(pickled eggplant), “Memoria del adobo de Azeitunas”  “Memoria de Xalea de 
Granadas” (pomegranate gelatin), “Memoria de Xalea de Amacena” (damson plum or 
perhaps the Mahaleb plum), “Memoria de Xalena de Agraz” (verjuice), “Memoria de los 
Mostaça” (mustard), and “Memoria de la mostaça negra” (black mustard). Clearly our 
chef is really discussing culinary processes through which foodstuffs can be preserved. 
Yet he curiously did not choose to title these recipes “conserveria,” despite its use in the 	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title of the book itself. This, then, begs the question of why he chose such imagery.  
 If we return to the ideas of Martín González de Cellorigo, they very much 
correspond with those of other arbitristas, men who greatly concerned themselves with 
the condition of Spain. They found it to be sick and in the process of decay of Spain, and 
write at roughly the same time, as our chef and cookbook author, Martinez Montiño. 
Fernández Navarrete saw Spain as “sick,” suggesting that the country was a body. This 
metaphor continued to be employed, as did the image of the political institution as its 
head. Don Mateo de Lisón y Biedma, a lawyer for the Cortes of Granada, was clear when 
writing, “this sick man is Your Majesty’s monarchy, which is suffering in the head….” 
with a similar idea appearing in a state paper at the Cortes of 1623, that it was not just 
kings but monarchies that were “mortal and perishable.”278 Quevedo, who we’ve already 
considered in chapter one, clearly imagines life after the disease runs its course. 
Returning to the past, for all of these men, namely during the time of the rule of 
Ferdinand and Isabella, before Spaniards and Spain were “corrupted,” was the idealized 
state. J. H. Elliot summarizes, “Essentially it was the art of conservation, whether in 
relation to foreign or domestic affairs. ‘Good Government is more a matter of knowing 
how to conserve than acquire’, the duke of Lerma was told, and this became a 
commonplace of seventeenth-century political thought.”279  
 The art of conservation, however, hinges on stopping decay. If we pause and 
consider the process of decomposition, the causes stem from two conditions. First, there 
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is the autolysis, or self-digestion, whereby the body is attacked and destroyed from 
within. The second cause of decay is putrefaction, the breakdown of tissue from bacteria, 
or microorganisms, from the outside the body. The relationship between the host 
organism and the bacteria varies from symbiotic to parasitic. When it is the latter, the 
contact irreparably damages the body; in its most violent form, the decay advances to the 
point of complete death. But in either case of autolysis or putrefaction, the corruption 
only happens when boundaries are crossed.  
 Spain’s recuperation then, in both medical and sociological meanings, depended on 
the senses. It was through these impressions that informed knowledge, and created an 
understanding of just how important the maintenance of boundaries was. Thus, ideas of 
perception, memory, and knowledge converged through the imagined Spanish body. 
Thomas Hobbes, in Leviathan, intertwines discourse on all of these concepts in his 
chapter on imagination: 
Heavy bodies fall down downwards, out of an appetite to rest, and to conserve their nature in that 
place which is most proper for them; ascribing appetite and Knowledge of what is good for their 
conservation… 
 
…This decaying sense, when wee [sic] would express the thing it self… wee [sic] call 
Imagination…. But when we would express the decay, and signifie [sic] that the Sense is fading, 
old, and past, it is called Memory.280 
 
What does this all mean to Spain and food? The memory of the senses is individual, and 
remembering them is the act of the internal, individual mind. Conservation is the public, 
collective act. Therefore cookbooks, especially those so closely tied to obvious social 
power, become the conduit between individual memories and the broader social and 
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political act of cultural conservation. Cookbooks create shared cultural identity. Jan 
Assmann succinctly asserts: “Identity, in its turn, is related to time…. This synthesis of 
time and identity is effectuated by memory.”281 To take it even further, by the 
seventeenth-century, the Spanish both peered inward intensely as a way to conserve their 
identity, and wistfully glanced backward as a way to remember when it was better.  
 
Hungry and Thirsty Spain? 
 Food, over the course of the second half of the seventeenth century, continued to be 
a tool through which social issues were contested. In Barcelona in 1649, the “ordinance 
of the retailers’ guild charged that women bought chickens and fruit and sold them 
illegally. Unless prohibited, the ordinance went on, such illegal activities would 
‘encourage them [these women] to fall into bad habits,’ and added that by monopolizing 
the sale of those items, women were forcing up prices.”282 Male fishmongers also saw 
women as dishonest, and in both 1654 and again in 1666, they protested to the city 
council “they [women] do not bring the larger and better fish [to the market] but hide 
them inside their houses, selling them secretly to convents at prices well below those set 
by the mostaçaf [supervisor of public markets].”283 With the emphasis less on constructed 
identity, which focused on religion, geography and class, focus shifted to the very real 
problem of a national dearth of food. A prolonged lack of sustenance begs for the 	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consideration of the longevity of a being, but what does it mean for a nation? 
 Social tensions may well have been exacerbated due to larger political and 
economic issues having to deal with health. In Spain, the second half of the seventeenth-
century can be summarized quickly: disastrous. In addition to fiscal and military 
problems, Spain suffered several epidemics in the closing decades of the sixteenth 
century and throughout the seventeenth century, which affected labor well into the 
eighteenth-century in many towns and villages.284 Notable was the plague of 1647-52, 
where an estimated 500,000 deaths occurred, the area around Sevilla losing upwards of a 
quarter of its entire population.285  
 A calamitous plague hit Barcelona in 1651; it had already afflicted Tarragona and 
Girona the year before. It began early in the year, January 8, with a blind man and young 
girl falling ill. As soon as the city’s citizens realized the enormity of the situation, those 
who could fled, while others began to die. Those who remained also had a secondary 
disaster with which to contend — the lack of food. Miguel Parets wrote in his diary,  
 
Most of them were poor people, so it was believed that their misery and the poor diet caused by 
the famine had made them fall sick. The poor people could not find bread to eat as it was so 
scarce, not because the city did not bake it, but because everyone from two or three leagues around 
Barcelona came in search of bread because there was no wheat in the nearby towns and village.286  
 
The lack of food was noted again several months later,  
There was great famine in Barcelona and most of Catalonia, so much so that no wheat could be 
found in the countryside. It was so expensive that at the beginning of Lent wheat sold for 10 and 
12 pounds a quartera, and right before that year’s harvest it reached more than 20 pounds a 
quarter, and even then it was hard to obtain even from good friends. Most people in Barcelona and 	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from the surrounding area bought bread within the city, even though there was such a crowd that 
were it to revolt it would have been impossible for the city to provide enough bread for everyone 
to eat. So much bread was smuggled out of the city by land and sea that guards had to be placed at 
the gates to search those who left and to make them leave their bread for the city’s inhabitants, 
who were suffering, and the city could not supply everyone. And the bread was made in tiny 
loaves, and it was forbidden to make them any larger for they were all 4 pence would buy. And 
with all the dearth of wheat, none was found at this time because the harvest was in poor shape 
thanks to the drought.287 
 
In order to try and keep the population from panicking, officials were slow to 
acknowledge that the source of death was the plague, instead blaming deaths on food-
borne illnesses. 
…They covered it up by saying that those who died were all poor people and that it all came from 
the bad food they ate last winter. Thanks to the famine they could not find any bread, and what 
they suffered was a great pity, as often they had to go to bed without having eaten bread all day. 
Since they had to fill their stomachs with one thing or another, many ate nothing but carrots and 
cabbage and leaves, which was bad food and made many sick.288   
 
 Andrés de la Vega, a shopkeeper wrote about his experience living through plague-
infested Seville that occurred in the mid-seventeenth-century. Although he wrote fifty 
years after the event, he distinctly recalled the details in part because of the number of 
people who died, which he estimated to be 60,000 women (20,000 who had been 
pregnant) and more than 140,000 men, but also because:  
 
the sun didn’t shine once while there was plague, and if it came out it was pale and yellow, or else 
much too red, which caused great fear rather than consolation….  
I will mention another great misfortune, which was to see many small children in the streets whose 
parents had died, and lacking help they went about looking for some food, and if anyone gave 
them something it was by throwing it to them like dogs. They could be found near the city gates, 
where they died either from hunger or disease.289  
 
It was the unforgettable images that stayed with Andrés de la Vega, and the images, 
perhaps surprisingly, related more to the famished and the loss of community than to the 	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horrors of the symptoms of those dying from the plague. 
 Food shortages also resulted from government policy. A year or two later, in 1652, 
Pedro de Zamora Hurtado, head of the audiencia (court) of Sevilla wrote to Philip IV 
(1621 - 1665) regarding recent local food riots. He argued that the cause of such 
discontent stemmed from the recent economy policy of debasing coins. In short, he said, 
the market affected supply and “…because of the bread shortage, the people have rioted, 
and there are no forces capable of calming them.” He continued by reporting that officials 
had searched houses in hopes of finding hoarded wheat but cannot find more than a paltry 
amount, summarizing, “So it is certain that inside Seville there is not enough wheat to 
feed the city for a day.”290 To make matters worse, the bakers had refused work, as 
dangerous mobs looted the bakeries in protest over the excessive prices being charged. 
 Agricultural conditions, moreover, adversely impacted food supply and prices. In 
Castile, from 1665 - 1668, harvest failures caused agricultural prices to double. Again, 
reports of the poor harvests in the capital region appear between 1675 - 1678.  Across the 
southern region of Andalucia, in the closing years of the 1670s, there was mass crop 
failure and wide-spread famine. The decade’s misery was punctuated in 1680 by a mass 
earthquake. The epicenter of the seismic activity occurred in Malaga, but the tremors of 
which were felt as far north as Valladolid.291 The natural disasters continued and after 
eight years of turmoil, there was no harvest. A report from the authorities in Seville 
vividly describe the situation that they were witnessing: 	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The culmination of these afflictions came in the calamitous year of 1683, when drought left the 
fields barren and devoid of crops; food shortage became extremely critical and people in their 
misery scratched the earth for grass and roots to keep alive.292 
 
Chronicler Francisco Godoy reported much the same elaborating on the personal impact 
and suggests it was not localized to a city but to the entire region. 
 During the whole of 1683, until the end of November, there was not a drop of rain. Almost the 
whole of Andalusia was in absolute drought. The crops were parched with heat, the trees burnt up, 
cereals destroyed…. Bread became so scarce and expensive that many people perished of hunger. 
No one in Andalucía escaped privation. There was a stock farmer whose 1,600 head of cattle was 
reduced to 200 because of drought and lack of fodder…. And I know another person who in 
addition to losing his cattle got only two bales of straw out of the 1,000 fanegas of grain he had 
sown.293 
 
 Communicable disease again decimated the population in the south and the east 
between 1676 and 1685.  As one report noted, “…The voracity of the epidemic… was of 
such an evil disposition that it extended to the lands of Castile, where the cold climate 
and the fineness of the atmosphere have been a powerful fortress that other epidemics 
have not been able to assault.”294 In total, an estimated 1,250,000 people died from these 
epidemics over the course of in the seventeenth-century alone.  
 It would be hard to imagine that such statistics would not affect the entire country 
at large in meaningful, personal, and expressive ways. Historian James Casey argues that 
the toll of such disease and early death “seems to form a backdrop to the pessimism of 
the Baroque — a sense of disillusion with this world.”295 This seems to be all the more 
true by 1693, when revolts in Valencia occurred when peasants refused to pay their lord, 	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which led to arrests, which led to a subsequent larger revolt of over 1,000 peasants. 
Historian John Lynch vividly summarized the situation: “in the last decades of the 
Habsburg rule Spain resembled a corpse picked at by noble parasites and foreign 
marauders.”296 In 1700, when the century ended, so too as did the Hapsburg dynasty.  
 The Hapsburg Empire in Spain that begin with the accession with Charles I 
(Charles V of the HRE) would end, heirless, with the sickly Charles II, in 1700. 
Generations of Spanish Habsburgs engaged in consanguineous marriages probably 
contributed to the physical and mental limitations of Charles II.297 Alexander Stanhope 
described the Spanish king thusly in a letter written in September 1696, to the Duke of 
Shrewsbury: 
The king’s danger is over for this time, but his constitution is so very weak, and broken much 
beyond his age [thirty-five], that it is generally feared what may be the success of another 
attack…. He has a ravenous stomach, and swallows all he eats whole, for he nether jaw stands so 
much out, that his two rows of teeth cannot meet; to compensate which, he has a prodigious wide 
throat, so that a gizzard or liver of a hen passes down whole, and his weak stomach not being able 
to digest it, he voids in the same manner. The king’s life being of such importance in this 
conjuncture as to all the affairs of Europe, I thought might excuse these particulars, which 
otherwise would seem impertinent.298 
 
 Two years later, in March of 1698, the ambassador reports that the sickly Spanish 
king’s condition is no better. Not only was Charles II still weak, he was now melancholy, 
too. His health continued to decline. The French ambassador, Harcourt, wrote similarly of 
the king’s conditions, remarking that the king “has swollen feet, legs, abdomen, face and 
sometimes even his tongue so that he cannot speak.”299 In June 1699, Stanhope conveyed 
to the Earl of Jersey and Secretary of State, that the king “grows every day sensibly 	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worse and worse.” So weak was the king’s condition, that he could not carry his own 
weight while walking the procession of the Corpus, staggering the route. Furthermore, his 
face betrayed evidence of earlier falls, caused by “mere weakness” of his body. One of 
his eyes,  “appeared much swelled, and black and blue” while the other was “quite sunk 
into head, [and his] nerves, they say, being contracted by his paralytic distemper.” The 
idea of what King Charles should have been and the reality of his actual state were 
clearly at odds, leaving Stanhope bewildered why “it was thought fit to have him make 
this sad figure in public, only to have it put into the gazette how strong and vigorous he 
is!”300 Charles II embodied Spain’s condition in that, for both, internal and external 
factors weakened their power. According to Charles II’s coroner, the royal body 
“‘contained not a single drop of blood, his head looked like the size of a grain of pepper, 
his lungs were corroded, his intestines were putrid and gangrenous, he had a single 
testicle which was as black as carbon and his head was full of water.’”301 In every sense, 
then, the body and the body politic suffered for decades. 
 With the eighteenth century came hope. This was despite, or perhaps due to, the 
War of the Spanish Succession (1701 - 1714). The balance of power in Europe depended 
on the heir to the Spanish Empire — in the case of France or Austria, either had the 
potential to extend the power of an already-powerful monarchy. With the Treaty of 
Utrecht, Philip V of the Bourbon dynasty, and grandson of Louis XIV, transfused fresh 
blood into Spain. The war also revealed long-standing tensions within Spain, namely a 	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power struggle between Castile and the eastern regions of Catalonia, Aragon, and 
Valencia. Castile emerged victorious with the crowning of Philip, and with it, the Spanish 
monarchy’s power centralized policy strengthened.  Traditional rights of the regions, 
embodied in fueros, ended and the Nueva Planta removed internal borders within Spain 
(with the exception of the Basque). Castilian became the official language, Rome lost all 
fiscal rights, and Spanish economic and political power became highly centralized.302 
 The convergence of political economy and nationalism made the question of food 
and hunger more than one limited to the scope of charity, humanitarian pursuits or 
dilettante gastronomes. Instead, it became a reflection of the state of the nation, and of the 
national character. If Spain were to reinstate herself as a world power, politically and 
economically, it would be by fixing the ills of society. Economic initiatives became a 
form of patriotism: “It would be no small gain just to get rid of the multitude of beggars,” 
suggested social critic Antonio Ponz in the eighteenth-century. For, “just like the men 
who had first conquered [the country]” from the Moors, men would restore the moral and 
physical well-being of their ‘patria.’ 
 Also writing in the mid-eighteenth century, the Minister of Finance, War, the Navy 
and the Indies, and subsequently Prime Minister, Marqués de Ensenada wrote that peace 
was the only hope to cure “the wounds of such incessant and cruel wars, hardship and 
misfortunes as this country has endured since the death of Ferdinand the Catholic” and 
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that Spain had “suffered … a lamentable decline over the last two centuries.”303 Thus, the 
recurring themes of Spanish history, back to 1492  — that is, the strict social roles of the 
three estates and the “reality of the moment” — surface in these later attempts to reform 
the social ailments exacerbated by the decline of the national economy.  
 But by then, some progressive ideas had surfaced to challenge the conservative 
culture. Martínez de Mata and other seventeenth-century Spanish economists suggested 
that the stagnant economy was due, in part, to primogeniture, mortmain, and a cultural 
contempt for manual labor.304 They attempted to encourage the creation of juntas de 
comercio, trade boards to promote technological education and improved infrastructure. 
It was, however, not until the eighteenth century that these reform movements took hold. 
 For Spain, like much of Europe, fell under the spell of the Enlightenment. It 
developed a sense of liberal progress, and hope of solving the social problem of hunger 
through economic initiatives and agricultural advancement. The writings of Bacon, Smith 
and Young seeped into Spain and inspired novel applications of scientific experiments 
and of arts and learning. Indeed, even the king, Philip V (1700 - 1724) reflected this new 
spirit of innovation and progress. He abolished the ban on lesser nobility performing 
manual labor so that they no longer would “live idly or badly occupied and become a 
charge on society.”305 Most notably, the nation-wide Sociedades Económicas de Amigos 
del País, founded in 1765, sought to advance Enlightenment thought by having the three 	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estates mix in company to discuss farming and manufacturing techniques, and to extend 
such knowledge through vocational schools and published memoirs. 
 The Real Sociedad Bascongada de Amigos del País, seen as a predecessor to the 
Amigos del País, was likewise an economic society founded in 1763. It promoted a 
physiocratic emphasis on agriculture, experimental farming, philosophical rationalism, 
faith in progress and popular philanthropy. Pedro Rodríguez de Campomanes, Minster of 
State, founded the Madrid Society in 1770 out of the desire to banish idleness and 
promote a popular industry whose “works were a model of taste and industry.”306 
Through informative publications, support for education, the promotion of agriculture, as 
well as commerce and the arts and crafts, prosperity would increase, and it would restore 
the strength of the nation.  
 One example of such liberal initiatives, and their subsequent failures illustrates the 
character of these attempts at modernization. It was shepherded by the Marquis of 
Esquilache, minister under Charles III, 1755 - 1785. During his tenure, he legislated 
change that would liberalize the grain trade, which was overseen and regulated by the 
government. It fixed the price of bread, grain, and transportation costs. Local granaries 
stored the raw material, lent the seeds to farmers, who in turn repaid the granaries with 
added interest. The local granaries also supplied the grain in time of scarcity. Internal 
trade had been prohibited until 1757, except during exceptional situations when the 
market dropped. Merchants were not allowed to hoard and, with such restrictive 
oversight, they enjoyed meager profit and limited opportunity for growth. Yet, as we saw 	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reaching back to the earliest days of exploration and colonization, Spanish agriculture 
remained tenuous at best, often producing only enough to maintain subsistence levels. In 
July 1765, reforms liberalized the grain trade and abolished price controls, while 
monopolies, guilds and anything that might give an unfair business advantage was 
prohibited. Furthermore, to cushion in times of crisis, a Provisión was issued mandating 
that a public granary be established in every town, with officials tasked with coordinating 
with local bakers in time of shortage. While it may appear thoroughly considered, when 
tested, the model failed thoroughly. The complete upheaval of traditional market 
processes, and weak follow-through of new protocols, collapsed with an exceptionally 
bad harvest of 1765. With the public perception of a grain shortage, capitalists hoarded, 
corruption erupted, and small farmers and producers were exploited. Prices rose 
dramatically, which in turn drove the prices of meat, wine, and oil skyward. Riots ensued, 
beginning in Madrid in March 1766. An estimated 10,000 protestors rebelled, demanding 
price reform, a collective voice that soon after echoed in the provinces. Change would not 
be easy. 
 The cultural attitude toward manual labor was much stronger than a mere 
proclamation could alter, as well. As the Spanish statesman, Campomanes, wrote in 
1774, “Laws might decree that there is no dishonor in being a shoemaker or a tailor, but 
as long as they do not also state that doing no work at all is a dishonor, there will always 
be hidalgos who will consider do-nothingness as the inseparable companion of nobility, 
and will regard all manual labor as a blot on him who performs it.”307  	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 While for the nobility, the attitude toward manual labor remained ambiguous at 
best, the end of the eighteenth and the early nineteenth century saw a period when the 
social attitude toward the poor changed. With widespread charity toward all poor and 
beggars seen traditionally as a religiously inspired obligation (“good works” under 
Catholic ideology), a shifting attitude among the bourgeoisie spread. It was not enough to 
simply give money and alms indiscriminately. Instead, able-bodied workers had to be 
separated from the sick and old, for only the latter groups deserved charity. For those 
who could work, but simply chose not to, charity became a sign of moral degeneration 
whereby either the state or charitable institutions should take greater control — either by 
supervision in a work-house or by making visits to the homes of the poor and enlisting 
neighbors who could watch over the activities of the indigent. The growing number of 
beggars came to be seen as manifest of the problems of the patria — lazy, indolent and a 
growing political threat. They needed to be put to work so that they had, according to 
José Crespo y Velez, a deputy to the Cortes in 1837, “an honorable occupation which will 
be of use to them and to the towns, so that the fatherland will be liberated from so many 
spurious children, vagrants, thieves and rebels who are so abundant among them.”308  
 With even greater liberal goals, the government also attempted progressive reform 
whereby common lands were parceled out to the poor or landless, in hopes that it would 
prevent future famines with small scale, domestic agriculture. Complaints, however, soon 	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surfaced with accusations that the wealthy were taking the best plots, while the poor were 
forfeiting their land for non-payment of the annual dues.  
 The Economic Societies and the governmental reforms ultimately failed to reach 
their goals for several reasons. The members of the Amigos del País tended to be from 
the upper and middle classes, paternalism of the societies was inevitable, and enlightened 
despotism reigned. The middle class had not evolved in Spain to the degree it had in 
much of the rest of Europe, in particular without strong industrial component which 
would become increasingly important as the nineteenth century drew near, and the upper 
classes continued to have a stigma against manual and agricultural labor. In addition, the 
progressive liberal attitude could not prevail over the fear of the conservatives, who 
feared changes in society would lead to the downfall of both the monarchy and 
Catholicism, the two pillars on which the entire memory of Spain, as a nation, had been 
constructed. Finally, while reform was focused on economic policies, the impetus for the 
members’ involvement drew from a much broader range of interests that also included 
moral or political agendas. Such divergent philosophies ultimately splintered the group 
into divergent opinions on the best method for accomplishing goals. Historian John 
Lynch summarizes, “The Societies helped, some, to align Spanish thought with that of 
England and France, but they were not so successful in changing Spanish practice.”309 
Spain remained different.  
 The centuries leading up to the nineteenth century witnessed a slow decline of 
Spain’s power and prestige. This reversal of status was broadly evident, recognized even 	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by those within Spain. Long ingrained social customs were less fluid than the zeitgeist of 
the period, and optimism retreated, leaving hungry bellies and countless destitute. 
Memory, by selectively recalling the past, imbued the nation with ideas of shared 
identities and culture. Individual bodies understood their world through the senses and 
shared experiences linked the person to the body politic. Identities were bound by time, 
place, and practice. 
 The final and unmistakable sign of Spain’s ruin came in 1807, after a decade of 
turmoil. Internally, divisions continued over the nature of reforms as well as the 
disagreements over the appropriate degree to which power should be centralized or 
decentralized. Conservatives supported a prominent position for the Catholic Church 
while liberals lamented the institution as impeding progress and rational thought. Military 
defeats meant that near and far, from Minorca to Trinidad, the British occupied Spanish 
lands. To make matters worse, in 1800, Spain lost Louisiana to France, territory that it 
had held for the past half century. Furthermore, Spain’s short-lived allegiance with 
France proved costly, allowing French troops to enter Spain as a joint strategy to take 
Portugal. When Spain wavered in support of the disastrous Prime Minster Godoy, King 
Ferdinand VII (1808 and again 1813-1833) abdicated. Liberals in England would later 
judge Godoy to be “amongst all the vile miscreants who have, from the first ages of the 
world rendered themselves infamous, and whose names will smell rank and fœtid in the 
nostrils of posterity, the name of Godoy will be with the most conspicuous.”310 Looking 
back, these same liberal writers suggested that  	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The moral energy, the proud and chivalrous gallantry, the spirit of heroic enterprise, by which, in 
the better and brighter ages of her history, her character was so strongly marked, had, for 
centuries, been gradually on the decline; and the Spanish people, long habituated to despotism 
both political and religious, were still surrounded by an atmosphere of bigotry and darkness, 
which the light, dawning in the intellectual horizon of other nations, had been unable to 
penetrate.311 
 
Malodorous and cimmerian, the Bourbon dynasty fared little better than the Habsburgs 
experience in leading Spain toward prosperity. 
 The French wasted no time seizing power; Napoleon placed his brother, Joseph 
Bonaparte, on the throne. Almost immediately, on May 3, 1808, the Spanish revolted. 
Over the next four years, war ensued between the French troops and the Spanish rebels. 
Quoting the French ambassador Jean-François baron de Bourgeoning, liberal French 
author Alexandre DeLaborde wrote in 1809, “‘The Spaniard of the sixteenth century has 
disappeared,’ says M. Bourgoing, ‘but his mask remains; under which, notwithstanding 
the reverses that the nation has sustained, the modern Spaniard continues to act the part of 
his ancestors.’”312 De Laborde further states that “Spaniards possess, almost universally, a 
natural dignity of sentiment, which is certainly superior to the pride of birth.” (273). He 
supposes that it is the same Spaniard who defeated the Moors who now were fighting 
valiantly in the Peninsular Wars. At the same time, however, such confluent likeness also 
meant that the Spanish had “invincible indolence and hatred of labour which prevails in 
their national character” (278). 
 In addition to war, a secondary catastrophe hit Spain. Famine ravaged Castile in 
1811-1812, and with it, an estimated twenty thousand people perished. Artist Goya 
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captured the experience in both image and word.  As part of his Los Desastres de la 
Guerra series, painted between 1810-1823, the scenes of starvation coexist with the 
ravages of war.  
 
  Figure 9 
 
 If we pause to look at just one of the 82 prints from the artist’s series, The Disasters 
of War, the human physiological experience as well as the larger cultural reality is 
poignant. In Goya’s print (Fig. 9), “What Good is a Cup?” two women lie on the ground 
while a third offers a drink from her cup. 313  Of the two lying women, one has been so 
deprived of food that she remains listlessly recumbent, her eyes closed.  The second 
woman fares little better; even when brought sustenance, she cannot muster the energy to 
express the slightest signs of hopefulness. Even the woman who has brought the meager 
offering to share seems to slump with defeat. Her angelic profile offers no miracles. 
Nothing, save the thinnest of shadows, detracts from the desperate poses of the women. 
In this frame, they appear in stark relief, and are detached from their insubstantial 	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environment. Here, there is only the merest suggestion of where the hardness of the 
ground meets the normally sunny sky. Darkness pervades both earth and sky as if they 
are equally impalpable.  Susan Sontag suggests that in Goya’s series, the artist assaults 
the viewer with a force equal to that which has been imposed on the subject. The horror 
of the subjects’ situation is to be felt acutely: “it is to wound.”314 Goya wrote in the 
August, 27, 1812 edition of Diario de Madrid: 
One can’t walk down the street without even the most hardened heart softening at the sound and 
sight of some who complain that they haven’t had breakfast, although it is six in the afternoon; or 
of others who already have death painted on their faces; of others who faint from need; and others 
who have expired for the same reason; there one sees a group of children, abandoned by their 
parents, crying for bread; here a widow blackened and disfigured; and over there a maiden, 
assuring that she is begging in order not to compromise her chastity.315  
 
 The experience is total and the memory remains. Goya even relied on his 
recollection of the past, and just as the knowledge was etched in his mind, he etched his 
feelings onto the paper. There are sixteen prints as part of the famine series. In many, 
Goya offers skeletal figures, suffering bodies and heaps of corpses. The process of slow 
starvation meant constant exhaustion, mental apathy, and obsessive thoughts of food.316 
The experience of famine and starvation affects the relationship between the mind, body 
and world. Bodies change to the point that gender can no longer be recognized, social 
relations deteriorate from resentment of those who do have food or fear of those who do 
not. Although in a different war, in a different place, one woman said of her experience 
with famine, “the alienation of the body proceeded, the splitting of the conscious will 
from the body, as from a manifestation of the hostile world out. The body was emitting 	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novel sensations, not its own.”317 And it is during these many minutes, hours, and years of 
conflict, between 1808-1812, “that the myth of Spain as a nation was born...”318 Food 
became the re-bonding agent, yet it was no longer the body that owned the food, it was 
the nation. Food bridged memory and imagination, and the thought of it bridged body and 
body politic. 
 
A National Cuisine? 
 While Henry Kamen might be correct in asserting that Spanish nationalism was 
imagined during the Peninsular Wars, I would argue that the identity of the Spanish, the 
Spanish community, had been sensed for centuries. What then, would that mean for a 
national dish? For England, France and even the newly formed United States, the 
convergence of flourishing nationalism and gastronomy came at an epic time — of 
colonial power, a strong middle class, and the beginning of the Industrial Revolution.  
 As noted, French and English cookbook writers and gastronomes actively used food 
to construct their respective national identities. In Spain, conversely, this same model 
does not flourish until later in the nineteenth century and into the early twentieth 
century.319  Gastronomy practiced as an intellectual pursuit and the nation-state run as an 
autonomous, political entity did not become de rigueur until the second half of the long 
nineteenth century. In the interim, aristocratic tables relied on the French and peasants 
continued to eat as they had for generations. The Spanish bourgeoisie were less effectual 	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in steering culinary change, the model of which scholars frequently present.320 This was 
because they could not contest the social power of the Spanish aristocracy, and as such, 
“dominant values of the time were never altered.”321  By the end of the nineteenth 
century, national cookbooks, in particular La mesa moderna (1888), forged an 
independent vision that was simultaneously forward-thinking and uniquely Spanish.  
 This absence of Spanish cookbooks, then, left a gastro-national vacuum of some fifty 
years. It was during these fifty years that France, England and America constructed their 
particular national identities. Food consumption by individuals within the state visibly 
and communally forged a collective culture. Food itself became symbolic markers of 
these nation-states. They drew on memories and imagined what the future would be. 
Without such an assertion by the Spanish, then, the narrative remained as it had long 
been: Spain was, just as Sancho Panza alluded back in 1615, olla podrida.  
 Since material culture signifies, symbolizes and becomes a metaphor for culture, 
careful inspection of the dish most closely associated with Spanish cuisine reveals 
cultural beliefs. When we consider the processes of making a dish, we see that 
essential decisions are made here. Access to numerous resources becomes part a 
“gustatory code” whereby “cultured” people (groups with shared values) transform nature 
(ingredients), all of which convey rich meaning.322 Both Levi-Strauss and Douglas begin 
with a defining binary in which the clearest opposite may well be between those who eat 	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the dish and those who do not. In this case, questions of culture revolve around 
considering who eats Spanish stew. 
 The conceptual boundary, then, offers a good point of departure from which to 
analyze the “Spanish stew.” And here, language — in a nod to both structuralists Claude 
Levi-Strauss and Mary Douglas — matters. Spanish stew varies in many regional forms 
and under many regional banners, but three have particularly well known. From Burgos, 
comes “Olla Podrida,” which famously appears in Don Quixote and Arte de Cozina, 
Pasteleria, Vizcocheria y Conserveria. The second important variation is “Cocido 
Madrileño” from Castile, which novelist Enrique Pérez Escrich described in his 1864 
novel, La Mujer Adúltera: novel de costumbres as “el clasico.”323 Later in the same novel, 
Escrich mentions the third variation of Spanish stew, “puchero.” The more formal name 
of this dish nods to former Arab-controlled lands, to the east and to the south: “Puchero 
Anadaluz” or “Puchero Valencia.” Notably, Escrich describes it in relation to socio-
economics: “téngase entendido que estamos hablando de los vecinos pobres.”324 This is 
also the dish that the liberal soldiers so highly regarded and promoted as the Spanish 
national dish.  
 What becomes quickly evident is the flexibility of the names and descriptions. For 
example, cultural anthropologist and cookbook writer Claudia Roden, in her 2011 
cookbook The Food of Spain, only included one recipe for “Cocido Madrileño.” In the 
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introduction to her recipe, however, she explains that each region has its own version.325 
The olla podrida developed into not only the cocido but, by the nineteenth-century, each 
Spanish region had its own local name and version.326 Part of the reason for this culinary 
diffusion might very well point to its history. “Spain, it must not be forgotten, is not, like 
France, a long-compacted and homogeneous kingdom, but a union of different states and 
principalities, each retaining its own strong distinctive peculiarities — its essential 
differences in habits and modes of thinking”327 said one nineteenth-century writer.  
 From the regional distinctions of the olla, the macro level of boundaries is clearly 
along national boundaries. The olla (cocido, puchero, etc) represents Spain. For example,  
Amalia von Hochheim’s 1849 cookbook, Handbook of Foreign Cookery: Principally 
French, German and Danish: Intended as a Companion to all English Cookery Books 
clearly shows such delineation. Although she readily discloses the emphasis in the title, 
several recipes are attributed to other countries, which includes Spain. If we are generous 
and consider both recipes and ingredients that are specifically labeled as from Spain, 
there are six: “Partridge á la Catalane,” “Spanish Sauce á la Bourgeoise,” “Spanish 
Wind” (meringue), three recipes that call for Seville oranges including the “Cardinal of 
Seville” (wine, sugar, Seville oranges). Notably, however, von Hochheim attributes all of 
these recipes to other countries with the first two being French and the later two, German. 
Even “Sangarie,” sweetened and spiced wine, is Dutch. This means that of the 841 
recipes included in this book, only one is entirely Spanish in all of its identity. It is the 
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olla: 
The true Olla which they make in Spain is composed of several sorts of meat, as beef, mutton, veal 
and bacon; they put in also the ears and feet of a hog, a pullet with some sausages; moreover they 
put in coleworts, turnips, and Spanish peas, which they call “garvanços.” [Sic] It [132] must all be 
boiled together for four hours to be a true Olla. 
  
’Tis reported of the Marquis Chapin (Ciappini?) Vitello, an Italian, who was one of the best 
soldiers that nation ever bred, that he had so great a liking to this sort of Olla when he was in 
Spain, that he never cared to dine at home, but walking about the streets, if he smelt in any citizens 
house this sort of victuals, he went in there, and sat down at his table to dine with him. Before he 
went out, he ordered his steward to pay the charge of the whole dinner.328 
 
 An additional complexity of the olla-cocido-puchero identity also resides in 
linguistics. Olla podrida, or “rotten pot” may refer to the readiness of the food to be 
consumed, right at the peak of ripeness. Alternatively, but with less probability, podrida 
stems from “poderida” meaning power, from the vitality that one feels after eating, 
similar to the rich broth originally called a restaurant, “restorative.” In either case, of 
ripeness or of power, the dish then suggests a state of being, directly related to what goes 
into, or results from, the stew. Clearly, to make and eat the olla is an exercise in 
transformation. 
 Equally complex, olla and puchero are not only the names of stews, but they are the 
names of the pots in which the stews are cooked (or “cocido”). Ollas and pucheros are 
both lidded pots, the first are tall and bulbous while the latter have either straight sides or 
at least less curved. Scholar Alicia Ríos suggests that the roundness of the pots symbolize 
two important images: the stomach and the mother.329 Of course, the stomach is the point 
of the body in which food breaks down and digestion begins. A stew, likewise, as a slow, 
wet-cooking method. The long, slow process tenderizes tough pieces of meat by turning 	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collagen into a liquid gelatin. Even the most sinewy of meats can easily be digested; the 
body is nourished. A mother’s womb, round and enclosed, similarly gives life and 
nourishes. Both the stomach and the womb are essential in the continuation of life, but 
they are also ways in which the body is connected to the world. The stomach is the point 
of transforming biota from the outer world into part of the body, while the womb 
transforms an internal embryo into a realized body, until the point at which it is ready to 
join the world. 
 This multifaceted identity of the olla, of the name representing both the vessel and 
the comestible, and the shape representing the bodily organs connecting the inner and 
outer worlds, conceptually embeds the importance of boundaries to and within Spanish 
identity. It does this in one more important way. Stewing takes time, yet because of the 
round shape, it efficiently uses heat. Cooking methods are an essential consideration in 
areas with a dearth of forests and firewood, which certainly describes areas along the 
Mediterranean, including Spain. At the same time, the meat was lean, necessitating a long 
cooking time. For these reasons, connection of cooking method, pot, and environment 
further tied the olla to Spain.  
 Several scholars point to the Jewish and Muslim cultures, as the origin of the olla.330 
The Sephardic Sabbath stew, adafina, combined meat, eggs, chickpeas and vegetables. 
Sinhājī, which appears in the thirteenth-century cookbook, Kitāb al-tabīkh fī al-Maghrib 
wa’l-Andalus, the “royal” version of which—named after the great Sanhāja Berber tribal 
confederacy—speaks to the importance of meat and class by using beef, mutton or lamb, 	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chicken, partridge, doves and meatballs. All of this was cooked with vinegar, fish sauce, 
pepper, cumin, garlic and almonds. It was entirely covered with oil and cooked until 
done. The Hispanized recipe “Olla Morisca” appears in the fiftteenth-century cookbook 
Manual de mugeres en el qual se contienen muchas y diverse reçeutas muy buenas, 
which still was without pork.  
 At some time, however, just as was seen earlier with the co-optation of Arab 
foodstuffs, Christians transformed the olla into a decidedly Christian dish. The easiest 
way to do so was with copious amounts of foods that were neither kosher or halal, 
namely pork and blood sausage. A recipe for olla podrida from the 1607 Libre del Arte 
de Cozina includes both bacon and pig’s feet.331 Because it is a stew, there would be no 
way to consume any part of the dish that had not come in contact with the prohibited 
meat. How the one-pot dish is served also allowed consumers to adhere to religious and 
dietary issues surrounding health and morality. Avicenna, in his Canon of Medicine states 
that only one dish should appear at the meal. “To have several courses to a meal is 
injurious in two directions: (a) the rate of digestion is diverse, for the part that digests 
more speedily is admixed with a part which is not yet digested; (b) a person may eat too 
much of one dish.”332   
  In addition, Catholic attitudes toward gluttony, and royal attitudes towards 
consumption, seen through sumptuary laws, both seek to restrain overindulgence. The 
Olla Podrida allows strict adherence to dietary and religious laws, flexible in its 
presentation to convey coded messages surrounding class and status. Despite the olla 	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being a one-pot dish, it is frequently consumed in three individual courses. First, the 
broth is served. Following this, one eats the chickpeas, beans and vegetables. The final 
course consists of the meat, the apex of the meal.  
 The prominence of meat as the central ingredient allowed consumers dating back to 
the medieval period to still realize cultural beliefs tied to masculinity and a warrior 
culture. In addition to pork, mutton, beef and poultry, venison, boar, and even wolf 
appeared in cocido, especially Cocido Montañés. Eating meat was associated with the 
ability to bestow power and strength in medieval Spanish society. This was particularly 
true through wild game. Hunting — difficult, dangerous, and reliant on skill to be 
successful — provided practice for the art of war. In Aragón in the 11th - 13th century, 
hunting wolves was even professionalized, much like the conquistador. On a structural 
level, as Christians reconquered land, it became property of the king or the municipality, 
who then held the rights to hunting. Even though peasants and commoners would kill and 
eat wild game, a “hunt” became a way in which to reinforce the hierarchy of society, 
through organized hunts, expensive and elaborate rituals.333 Through a more tangible 
practice, status also appeared in the intimate butchering of the hunted animal. After the 
kill, part of the process included parceling of the animal based on status. In this medieval 
practice, the skin of the prized animal went to the hunter, the right shoulder to the parson, 
while the parker received the left shoulder.334 
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 It is thus through the dish, the pot, the ingredients and the way in which it was 
consumed the olla podrida inspired a national dish. That the national dish remains so 
diverse, both linguistically and culturally, is a testament to the complex identity of Spain. 
Writer Samuel Bensusan, writing in the early 20th century, describes the meal where a 
puchero is served. Although more recent, the layer of history are present, as potatoes and 
tomatoes are well incorporated, the dish remains traditional, and very much tied to ideas 
of Spanish identity 
 …eat on three hundred and sixty-five days in the year if the necessary papal dispensation can be 
obtained. But do not seek to eat without knowledge. Puchero must be approached with respect, for it 
is a many-sided delicacy. In the first place it yields soup, and this should be served with vermicelli 
and eaten with toasted bread and a little flavoring of garlic. A glass of sherry may be taken with 
propriety at a time like this. Then follow the garbanzos and potatoes and certain green vegetables that 
are not deemed quite worthy of intimate association with a puchero and are consequently cooked 
apart. Tomato sauce is associated with this course. Then the meat follows, rich in the added flavour of 
the ingredients among which it passed its hours of cooking. Among the wealthy who are becoming 
denationalized a dish of fish may follow the puchero, to which, by the way, chicken and ham may 
have been added, while sweets and cheese succeed as though to rob the meal of its truly Spanish 
qualities. But the poor and the lower middle classes are content with the real puchero and nothing 
else.335  
 
Taken as a whole, therefore, the olla/cocido/puchero forms Spanish identity.336 From the 
concrete boundaries of the pot, to the constructions of identity related to institutions of 
state and church to a flexible interpretation of region and class, the dish allows both 
communal participation and individual distinction. Every time one sits down at the table, 
the sense of Spain is present. All of the senses are awoken: one visibly sees the distinct 
shape of the pot and the pieces of sausage and meat, one hears the pouring off of the 
broth into bowls, one smells the aroma of smoke mixed with meat and spices infuses the 
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air, one tastes all of the individual ingredients superimposed with the universal flavor of 
the broth, and one feels the unctuous meat in ones’ mouth, until it is thoroughly 
incorporated into the body. Eating the olla is a reaffirmation of Spanishness, when the 
memory of the senses becomes the imagination of the nation.  
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CHAPTER 5: SENSING SPAIN 
Sensing a Difference 
American Traveler, Robert Maccoun, writing in the February, 1853 issue of 
Knickerbocker Magazine, recounted his voyage to Spain. He estimated that the country 
was, at a minimum, three centuries behind the rest of Europe. For those who had travelled 
in other parts of Europe, and had experienced luxuries from improvements made both on 
the journey and from respite at inns, he warned: Spain had none. In Spain, there were no 
railroads, no canals, no steamboats, no restaurants, no cafés, and no “first-rate hotels.” 
This apathetic state of Spain stemmed, according to Maccoun, from “a want of energy, 
and an indisposition to change old customs, [which] pervades every class of society.”337  
While the lack of railroads slowed the traveller, if one could survive the bandits 
(which he found worth describing over several paragraphs), the slower modes of travel 
allowed an improved opportunity to better see the country. This included an appreciated 
opportunity to notice the culture and society. He contends that Spain really was 
picturesque, with “original people, whose manners and customs have remained 
unchanged for centuries.” (96) Clearly, we can presume it was his imagination that 
inspired this assessment of habits unchanged since the rule of Ferdinand and Isabel. 
Indeed, he also fantasized that within old buildings he paused to explore, he could even 
see the Alcazar of the Moor “frowning,” and could consider the possible traces of “fairy 
palaces.” He conveyed to his readers that the traveler could “gaze with rapture” and 	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“wholesome exercise will add a sweet sauce to his frugal meal” (96). Such a day would 
end with refreshing slumber, although there would be a good chance that, during such 
respite, one will be “attacked by an army of fleas” (96). 
Maccoun had crossed into Spain as so many others had, via France, crossing the 
Pyrenees. As soon as he arrived in Irún, on the French border, he declared that, “the 
change is very perceptible” (97). This physical break plays a crucial part in travelogues of 
nineteenth century Spain, especially when the senses are at play with concepts of power.  
For both English and British, during the rise of imperialism, spatial sense and temporal 
sense blanket one another.338 Such synesthesia of time and space allows the imagination 
of the past to shade the present with meaning, and thus become contemporarily relevant. 
Consequently, it also allows for the construction of a sense of religious and political 
structures existing as abiding, continuous traditions that manifest materially in actual 
physical structures. Collectively, everything experienced while traveling became sensed 
evidence of an emerging cultural and national hierarchy based on developing technology, 
robust economics, and perceived social progress.  
Maccoun saw laborers in the field, who used a “prolonged fork” in place of a plough, 
a donkey with his “heavy burden” and a beautiful moon, on which he gazed, which only 
added more “charm.” This initial gleeful reaction, however, is interrupted by the 
necessity of travel, which is rustic in its form, a complicated exercise in coordinating a 
vehicle, or “machine” as he called it. Mules, oxen, and several men navigate through 
precipitously “rough roads,” in a carriage topped with luggage, and secured by ropes. 	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Finally, the stoic traveler arrives at Miranda de Ebro, near Burgos. Here, the differences 
between his home, and even France, are most evident:  
The Spanish cuisine is really execrable. Every article placed before you is stewed, and strongly 
impregnated with rancid oil, garlic, saffron, and red pepper; and the newly-arrived stranger, whose 
stomach is unaccustomed to such high-flavored condiments, is obliged to fall back upon boiled eggs, 
bread, and cheese. The famous puchero and olla may be very savory dishes for the Spaniard, but for 
one accustomed to a civilized cuisine, a mixture of beef, bacon, sausages, beans, cabbage, carrots, 
onions, garlic, pepper, etc., etc., has no attractions (98-9). 
 
 At the same time, however, when discussing Burgos Cathedral and even that of 
Valladolid, he effusively praises their beauty. As he presents the landscape and the state 
of current cities through which he passes, he offers the reader a mixed bag of sincere 
admiration, indifference, or pointed critique. Take, for example his description of a café 
in Valladolid: 
…He conducted me up a flight of steps and through a small door into a long, low room, where, by 
the dim light of several lamps which hung from the ceiling, and through a dense cloud of tobacco-
smoke, we distinguished about one hundred persons seated at small round tables scattered over the 
room, most of whom were enveloped in cloaks, and engaged in playing dominoes, smoking, sipping 
coffee, or eating ices. From the black-bearded, fierce look of many of the company, one might have 
more readily imagined himself in a den of thieves, than in the most elegant cafés… (102) 
 
Taken as a whole, then, Maccoun’s account becomes very much representative of travel 
accounts to Spain between 1750 - 1850. He celebrates the past that cannot be relived, and 
he inextricably ties the character of the people to its past. The two signs of modernity that 
his account does admit, however, are represented through the national and the personal. 
For the state, technological innovations and an industrial economy reflect progress. For 
the person, it is evidence of attuned refinement and, in particular, the senses, that reveal 
the evolved individual. And after the first half of the nineteenth century, one’s ability to 
judge food became a further marker of refinement. Collectively, modernity is the clear 
sign of the “civilized.” In the case of a modern state or a refined society, Spain was 
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neither. Therefore, the Spanish past becomes central to the present narrative, because, 
according to those assessing Spain, its subjects are still living in the past. Physical 
structures and the people themselves are expected as historical evidence. And because the 
Spanish past — really the memory of the past — and the present are so blurred, to 
Americans and English, its future remains unimaginable.   
 During this transitory moment in European and American history, when 
technology, economics, and social relations reconfigured relationships both among 
people, and individuals and their worlds, the senses played a rich role in expressing 
shifting ideas of revolutionary proportion. These social and cultural shifts appear through 
what Alain Corbin calls “paroxysmal situations” whereby the “agreeable and the 
disagreeable, the fascinating and the repulsive, the sought-after and the rejected, the 
tolerable and the intolerable” as they are sensed, convey two things: social cleavages, and 
representation of the self and the other.339 Traveling to “foreign” lands is, by its very 
nature, an exercise where the senses reintegrate cultural meanings and social 
explanations. 
In 1811, Richard Burton authored a text endowed with the long-winded title, 
Admirable Curiosities, Rarities, and Wonders, in England, Scotland and Ireland Being 
an Account of Many remarkable Persona and Places; and likewise of Battles, Sieges, 
Earthquakes, inundations, thunders, lightnings, fires, murders, and other considerable 
occurrences and accidents for several hundred past, with the natural and artificial 
rarities in every country, and many other observable passages; they are recorded by 
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Credible historians of former and latter Ages. With a speed made more remarkable by 
the considerable ponderousness of his title, Burton notes the supremacy of England’s 
husbandry and fertility. Early in his work, he recounts an exchange between Sir Roger 
Williams (1539 - 1595) and a Spanish ambassador at the court of James I. The diplomat, 
who had lamented the lack of sun during his stay in England, comments that in Spain, 
one could find excellent oranges, lemons, and olives, while none of these products 
flourished in England. Williams responded thusly, “It is true, they do not grow here, yet 
all this is but sauce, whereas we have dainty veal, and well-fed capons to eat with them; 
with many other delicate dishes worth the name of victuals indeed.”340 The 1811 edition 
of Burton’s work was an updated version of the seventh edition, the earliest precursor of 
which was printed as far back as 1684. Food, thus, had long been a signifier that 
highlighted the differences between the two kingdoms of England and Spain. In the late 
eighteenth century, however, perceived consequences of institutionalized differences in 
the politics and religion in these two realms became all the more realized. Furthermore, 
with the rise of gastronomy, national cuisines revealed the characteristics of those who 
made it and considered it “good.” 
From 1660 - 1780, a growing number of well-to-do English and Americans embarked 
on the Grand Tour. This final educational exercise became just one of the many ways in 
which people crossed trans-national borders. Of course, there had been a longer history of 
militarists, missionaries, and merchants whose profession and calling had taken them 
overseas. Yet, the motive for the Grand Tour was unique, it was to experience knowledge 	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already learned. Similar but not necessarily the same, were travel writers, whose goal it 
was to record and frame the experience.  First for the English and then for the 
Americans, the concept of their nations’ growing empire and a connection with the 
Roman Empire became particularly attractive. Geographically and historically, then, 
there was no reason to travel to, or through, Spain. Spain was inaccessible and difficult to 
navigate.  Furthermore, Spain continued to be, in the eighteenth-century, a political rival 
with England and a religious rival to both England and the United States.341  For 
example, John Dillon, in his 1820 book, Travels through Spain, includes a passage by 
William Bowles, writing on Spain in his 1775 Natural History and Physical Geography.  
Bowles, and by inclusion, Dillon, purposely apologized if it appeared that he:   
 
…feel less warmth for the innumerable advantages of my own country, wherein, if we have not 
the rich fruits of the southern climates, we enjoy so many other essential benefits, superadded to 
the greatest abundance of every necessary, every convenience of life, as cannot fail, from our 
insular situation, to render us a most happy people. Thus even supposing for a moment we grant to 
other nations every advantage of a luxuriant climate, or that the Spaniard lives in ten degrees of 
more indulgent skies,  
 ’Tis Liberty that crowns Britannia’s isle, 
 And makes her barren rocks, and her bleak Mountains smile. 
   Addison342  
 
The best-selling and controversial English writer, Richard Twiss, wrote in the 
introduction to his 1775 book, Travels through Portugal and Spain in 1772 and 1773, 
that while he had already traveled to the British Isles, as well as the typical grand tour of 
France, Switzerland, Italy, Germany and Bohemia, that he was determined to visit Spain 
and Portugal.343 This was especially true because, in his assessment, he had “never seen 
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any satisfactory account of those two kingdoms” (i).  
The motives of travelers were quite different from merchants, officials or diplomats, 
in that observation was the means to the end, a great adventure.344 As such, for the travel 
writer, Spain offered a unique opportunity to present to readers something that was 
perceived as entirely different from the rest of Europe. The impetus for the travel writer 
was to be both receptive, processing sensory and environmental experience by taking in; 
and active, meaning able to conceptualize perceptions and experiences in ways that 
conformed to a framework of linear time (the past, present and future). The way to 
enforce this framework was through the process of recording, or writing down.  For the 
traveler and travel writing, both products of their own, particular culture, sensory 
perceptions, and temporally bound conceptualizations are further framed by moral and 
aesthetic constructs.345 And in the nineteenth century, when the cultural field of 
gastronomy developed, food became a prominent signifier within these narratives. 
Edward Clark, a chaplain for the British Ambassador in Madrid straddled the line, 
working for a political attaché, but also conscious of the important relationship between 
travel and knowledge. In 1765, he published his Letters Concerning the Nation: Written 
at Madrid during the Years 1760 and 1761. The inscription on the frontispiece reads, 
“Cuantos payzes, tantos costumbres” and from this active observation, he very much 
seems to have embraced at least part of the spirit of the Enlightenment. According to the 
book’s preface, the very reason for traveling was to, “bring back such notices… and 	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correct any prejudices and errors we have entertained” (i). To best way do this, he 
insisted, was to bring back observations of “the variation of manners, the force of 
customs, the utility of laws, or the effects of climate” (ii). He who is “sensible” Clark 
argued, would be judge how the writer presented information and whether this would 
contrast what was previously thought on the subject. He summarizes that the writings on 
Spain fall into three categories: romance, which he hopes, with all sincerity, will be 
disregarded; obsolete; and the modern, of which he hopes his effort will play a 
meaningful part. He concludes that this would be the “most candid account of Spain” 
(viii) and the fact that he is a Protestant, should not worry the reader in the least.  
What makes traveling such a unique experience, of course, is the conscious 
understanding that one’s body will cross boundaries. It is movement on a grand scale. 
When this happens, the body engages with new sensory experiences and, in order to 
orient oneself, the mind reengages past memories. Even then, though, when perceptions 
arise, they are fragmented, and only part of the past experience is retained as memory.346 
Thus, the travelogue is a double lens of both perception and memory. The process of 
forming knowledge includes active participation and engagement by the traveler whereby 
a conscious realization of sensory engagement is perceived. The traveler then deliberately 
determines which experiences will be shared, by transforming them into written 
recollection. When a compelling number of travelogues is presented, they become a 
shared cultural memory for the audience at large. 
Because the travelers are building knowledge through experience, it is no surprise, 	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then, that the senses become such a rich source through which the reader is also 
sensuously engaged. In societies where citizens were part of a new, modern state, which 
corresponded with the rise of national boundaries, the sharing of sensory cues — visual, 
auditory, tactile, olfactory, and gustatory — became part of a discourse of state and 
culture.347 When other places, other nations, seemed different, such a realization affirmed 
perceptions and ideas about both the “us” and the “other.”  
It appears, moreover, that toward the end of the eighteenth-century, even those who 
might not be able to travel enthusiastically engaged with the subject. During the years 
1773 - 1784, travelogues circulated twice the rate as other literary genres.348  Authors of 
such publications were well aware of their market demand far into the nineteenth-
century. “The author merely proposes to enable those who have not visited Spain, and 
have no expectation of doing so, to form an idea of the country and its inhabitants, 
without abandoning the comforts and security of the fireside…” began Alexander Slidell 
Mackenzie, in the introduction to his 1830 book, A Year in Spain.349 He would do this by 
conveying “some notion of the manners and customs of the Spanish nation” (iii). In a 
striking confession of self-awareness, William G. Clark wrote in the preface of his 1851 
book, Gazpacho or, Summer Months in Spain, that he went “with no definite purpose” 
(vi). Moreover, he set out to tell his readers, “not what Spain is, but what it looked like to 
me” (vii).  
Notions of civilization and culture were not homogenous in Europe and ideological 	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borders, political and religious, were drawn within Europe.350  Although Spain was “a 
country which travelers ordinarily avoid,” Mackenzie hoped to learn the language and to 
“visit scenes so full of interest and attraction.” (11) There was a chance of danger, he 
notes, but,  
there was a fair chance of escaping untouched, whilst the little danger that might be incurred, 
would heighten the pleasure of every scene and incident, reached with some rest, and injured with 
a sense of insecurity; and even to be pounced upon, on the highway, and thence carried off, like 
Gil Blas, to some subterranean cave, to feast with the bandits on the fat of the land, and be 
instrumental in saving some beautiful widow, were no bad alternative (11).  
 
Against English values of liberty and Protestantism, the romantic, exotic Spain would 
certainly be considered “different.” The travelogues became yet another vehicle through 
which such confirmation would be established.  
Anther English writer, Henry Swinburne, had presented an even more ambitious goal 
for his book, Travels through Spain, 1775 and 1776. He, from the start, planned on 
including a wide range of topics that ranged from the soil to industry and from 
government to the manners of the people. For Swinburne, in particular, the topic he found 
“more suitable my inclinations, was the study of its antiquities, especially the Morrish 
[sic]” (iv). Despite or because of Spain’s unusual past, he understood that the Iberian 
Peninsula was little visited. Another reason for Spain’s underappreciated destination, he 
supposed, were previous books written on Spain. They were all, “either old or obsolete, 
consequently in many respects unfit to convey a proper idea of its present state….” (iv). 
He assured his readers that he would have a “steady adherence to Veracity, as far as I was 
able to discern Truth from Falsehood” (v), but admits he may be wrong from time to 	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time. This was because, “a foreigner must often be exposed to receive partial accounts of 
things from the natives, who have an interest in hiding the nakedness of their country, 
and in exaggerating its advantages” (v). Luckily for the reader, Swinburne understands 
himself to be free from prejudice, which would help with presenting a truthful portrait of 
the country.  
Within the first few pages of Swinburne’s travelogue, after charts chronicling the 
Spanish kings and queens, a useful table of weights, measures, and coins, there was a 
curious third chart. In it, he included his entire itinerary, which numbered exactly 100 
different stops. The chart, however, was rather sparse in information, for it only included 
four components. The first column was the name of the town where he spent each night. 
The second column listed the name of the inn, in which he stayed (many were blank). 
The final column listed the number of hours travelled.  But it is what he wrote after the 
names of the inns that is the most revealing. Some entries have just the name of the 
hostelry, for example, “Notre dame” or “Dolphin.” For many, however, he has listed his 
assessment of the quality of the inn. These range from the rather generic but broadly 
scoped “good,” “pleasant,” “clean,” and “excellent” to “bad,” “poor,” “wretched,” and 
“as bad as any in Spain.” There was only one other consideration that our author included 
in these descriptions; in Valdepeñas, there was “good wine.” Swinburne fancies himself a 
connoisseur, and by evaluating and comparing the differences of the inns, he introduces 
the idea to his readers that he is, indeed, an authority.351  
  
The travelogues offer, in profound ways, points at which ideas of morality and the 	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senses converge. By doing so, the authors are attempting to reveal characteristics of the 
people, and of the nation. Returning to Edward Clark’s published letters, after a lengthy 
historical introduction, he arrives in La Coruña, “a well build and populous [town] but 
like most other Spanish towns, has an offensive smell.” (1) An acute perception of smell 
is critical, however, when, later in the book, he introduces the medical understanding of 
Father Feijóo, an esteemed Spanish priest and intellectual during the Englightenment.  
If our senses were more acute, in cafes where some men appear much alike, we should find them 
very different…. We do not perceive by smell the effluvia of human bodies; or if we do, we do not 
distinguish one from the other…. [Yet dogs can perceive differences, and] this is a sufficient proof 
to convince you of the difference of constitutions, because without a difference of constitutions 
there cannot be a difference in the effluvia (63-4). 
 
With different constitutions, then, everything, including diet, is important to consider. It 
is through keen understanding of sensorial qualities that differences between people and 
nations of people can be understood. For an example, Clark explains that, although 
grapes stem from the same species, “one wine is sweet, another is acid, another bitter” 
and so forth (64). The reason this is a concern for Clark is his understanding that man’s 
diet must abide by these laws of nature. It must be attuned to its need according to 
constitution, season, temperature of air, and age. For the Spaniard, then: 
The Spaniards frequently breakfast as well as sup in bed; their breakfast is usually of Chocolate, 
Tea being very seldom drank by them. They drink little wine. Their dinner is generally a Pochero 
[sic], or beef, mutton, veal, port, and bacon, greens, &c. All boiled together. If it be a richer or 
more expensive mixture of meats and delicacies, it is then stiled [sic] an Olla podrida, or what we 
call an Olio. Temperance in eating and drinking is doubtless one of their virtues; you may see it in 
their proverbs: Unas azeitunas, una salada, y ravanillos, son comida de los cavaliers; that is, 
Olives, sallad [sic] and radishes, are food for a gentleman. They are great devourers of garlick; 
they seldom change the knife and fork, but eat every thing with the same individual weapon; 
delicacy, in many instances I could give; not being their character (340-341). 
 
Their constitution, then, lacked delicacy, from the eating of garlic. William Lewis in 
his 1753 medical treatise, The New Dispensatory, suggests the stinking rose’s numerous 
medical benefits despite others who find its aroma offensive, and the plant itself noxious.  
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“The smell is extremely penetrating and diffusive; when applied to the feet, the scent is 
soon discoverable in the breath; taken internally, its smell is communicated to the urine, 
or the master of an issue, and perspires thro’ the pores of the skin” (71). That which came 
in contact with the outer body affected the inner body, and that from the inner body 
affected everyone. 
 The city of Barcelona was reported by Swinburne as a “sweet spot; the air equals in 
purity, and much excels in mildness,” while Madrid had a very different review in 
another book by another traveler.352  One anonymous author, who the publisher names 
“X Y Z,” wrote of his travels around the Iberian Peninsula in 1840. When he arrived in 
Madrid, he found a place where the aroma (and taste) of food finally seems acceptable. 
Of his entire trip it seems that, overall, the only decent meal that he had was in Madrid. 
The reason for this, he informs us, was due to the owner of the inn at which he stayed 
whom he identified as a French cook and restaurateur. This liberator from distaste had 
“saved us from the infliction of the national condiments, except in so far as our olfactory 
nerves have suffered…” But, despite this respite in the inn, he could not escape assault by 
noxious aromas that engulfed the entire Spanish capital city. According to our author’s 
estimation, the air in Madrid was composed of the usual oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen 
but here there were also equal parts of rancid olive oil and garlic.353 
The question of aroma, as part of air, gained cultural prominence after the publication 
of English chemist Stephan Hales’s 1727 book, Vegetable Staticks. In it, he argued that 
air directly impacted the body. It did this many ways, including simple skin contact. It 	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also entered the body through pores and breathing. Even when people ate, additional air 
would be incorporated into the body since food itself had air in it. As the body expelled 
through various orifices, air left the body. Furthermore, when it did, air carried foreign 
particles including substances that had been emitted from the body. Thus, air became a 
way through which the individual and the collective impacted each other.354 If one’s body 
were contaminated, everyone’s body would soon be affected.  
 Concerns over air quality and odor frequently merged with cultural attitudes 
toward cleanliness. One example of this is found in the writing of Frederick Augustus 
Fischer in his travelogue, Travels in Spain in 1797 and 1798. The reason, he explains that 
the Spanish always appeared so “filthy,” he explains, was due to the lack of linen. With 
such little fabric, their clothing was rarely washed. What little linen they did have, he 
described as “coarse.” As such, one might only change one’s clothes once a month.  
Dirtiness devolved into being lousy. Fischer declares that, “the delicacy that prevails 
among other nations is here unknown” (203). De-licing in Spain, he offered with a 
contemptible gaze, was a public act, taking place in the public square or outside in front 
of the houses. The lack of cleanliness was rampant across the nation. Even in Madrid and 
Cadiz, which Fischer sees as two of the cleanest cities in all of Europe, one can “see in 
certain quarters carcases [sic] of animals, ordure, and other filth” (204). He only imagines 
how bad it must be in other places throughout Spain. Inside the houses, too, “dirt and filth 
generally prevail throughout all the provinces and all ranks of people” (204).  
Henry Swinburne, in his travelogue of 1779, pointedly stated that the Spanish were 	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both “dirty in their person” and “over-run with vermin.”355 Traveler George Downing 
Whittington added in 1808 that the city of Tarragona was “every where dirty and ill 
built” and that the towns of Valencia “are more dirty than those of Catalonia.”356 This 
lack of hygiene greatly concerned middle and upper class English and American travelers 
during the second half of the eighteenth-century and well into the nineteenth century. 
New scientific advancements in England and France fit into larger cultural shifts toward 
the “delicacy of the senses.”357 A growing discrimination toward odors and the sense of 
smell in general “were perceived as increasingly complex hierarchies.”358  
The regulation of body odor, through an increased practice of washing and of using 
perfumes, signaled the emerging genteel class of citizens. The restricted upper class 
culture diffused down through a middle class who ruptured into two distinct identities: 
the working class and the bourgeoisie.  Against the backdrop of capitalism and 
industrialization, the bourgeoisie constructed their identity around concepts of 
respectability and a growing refinement as a way to further distance themselves from the 
classes below.359 The division resided between those who “labored” and those who did 
not, and this difference between the two was perceptible by those who smelled, and the 
virtuous people whose self-regulation and behavior was as contained as was their 
scent.360 
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The connection between cleanliness, morality and work appears frequently in 
travelogues on Spain. In latter part of the eighteenth-century, a good number of writers 
focused on topics of agriculture and industry. The Reverend Joseph Townsend is 
probably best known for his 1786 treatise, A Dissertation on the Poor Laws, in which he 
criticized poor relief, stating, “it is only hunger which can spur and goad them on to 
labour.”361 A couple of years later, the fruits of his observational labor appeared in A 
Journey Through Spain in the Years 1786 and 1787. His perception of the country and 
the countrymen is very much wrapped in his moral inclinations.362 In the industrial city of 
Málaga, he saw plenty of beggars who were “clothed in rags, and half devoured by 
vermin,” and while they wait for a charitable serving of meat and broth, they “employ 
themselves in the most disgusting occupation” of de-licing (16). It was not only the lice 
but the multitude of beggars themselves who, according to Townsend, “infected every 
street” (17). Even though most inhabitants of Málaga bathed frequently, “diseases of a 
relaxed fibre are most prevalent” (23). In Madrid, the necessity of constructing multi-
storied buildings meant that there was a want of sun and air.363 Cities, with the exception 
of Barcelona, which he delights in, tended to be described as dirty and disease-ridden.  
This was not to suggest that the writers found the entire country of Spain either dirty 
or smelly. Henry Swinburne recalled his pleasure in Valencia only hours before writing, 
“this morning, like many of the foregoing ones, was delicious; the sun rose gloriously out 	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of the sea, and the air all around was perfumed with the effluvia of the aloe, as its rays 
sucked up the dew from the leaves” (59). The judgmental Townsend did greatly like the 
bustling city of Vélez, whose trade was based on agricultural goods. There, he was quite 
pleased with his accommodation, a posada that belonged to the sister of a banker that he 
knew.  The “good quarters” and “such agreeable society” proved to be quite up to his 
standard for approval.  
 The following day, Townsend’s party went out for a stroll among the poplar trees, 
which he found equally pleasant. “Here, in a cool and refreshing shade, where through 
the whole year the nightingale sings, and lemon trees diffuse their fragrance, the 
inhabitants of Velez assemble every evening” (45). Thus it was “with reluctance that I 
quitted this cultivated spot, where all nature seemed to wear a smile” (45). Moreover, 
there, even the peasants’ manners are “soft” and their “salutations benevolent” (36). The 
stark difference between the inherent nature of the urban beggars and these bucolic 
peasants, for Townsend, was palpable. Similarly, William Clark wrote in Gazpacho that 
the market in Madrid had, “a fresh sweet smell of the country” (60). The writer whose 
nom de plume was “XYZ,” likewise found that the best fragrance in Spain would be 
found outside the city. On the outskirts of Seville were the Delicias, gardens where one 
could enjoy the shade, and be in full comfort.  Yet even then, this paradise could not 
compete with Kensington Gardens. And despite seeing sweet-lemon trees with such a 
quantity of fruit that the branches bent to the ground, lovely and fragrant, “I am not at all 
certain that our English apple orchard, at its period of bloom, is not as pretty, and more 
rural and happy-looking” (207). For English writers in the first half of the nineteenth-
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century, rural images represented the English nation. By having positive experiences of 
similar environments in Spain, the travelers reinforced the collective understanding of the 
nation, while simultaneously positioning England as superior.364 
The comparison, of England, and the United States to Spain was evident in many 
passages on Spanish industry. In Travels Through Spain in the Years 1775 - 1776, 
Swinburne seems to compliment the Spanish culture and nation, but he frequently 
undercuts such favorable reviews by suggesting adulteration or an outside influence that 
has improved the situation. For example, “a good deal of strong wine is made… but it is 
said to be medicated with lime, and mahogany chips, to give it spirit and color” (47).  
And while the Catalans were all that was “honesty, steadiness, and sobriety” and good 
wine came from the region, if it were not for imports of staple goods from America, 
Sicily and northern Europe, there would be a great risk of famine.365  
Swinburne also tells his readers of an Englishman who grew a prosperous business 
from liquorice-work, employing 100 people. When the landowners saw his success, they 
refused to rent to him, and attempted to do run the business themselves. They lost 
money.366 At a hermit monk’s dwelling “he gave us a glass of good Sitges wine, and a 
pinch of admirable snuff, made from tobacco raised in his own garden. The officers of 
the customs have extended their tyranny even to these solitudes, and sent orders that no 
more tobacco be suffered to grow” (59). And finally, it was only due to Swinburne’s own 
influence, bringing his bed, cook and provision, that he and his companions,  “rested very 	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well in our hovel and the next morning sallied forth” (3-4). 
Townsend, too, thought that Spanish industry had some room for improvement. On 
one journey, he came across peasants pulling up oats, labor that believed would have 
been easier with “a simple machine” (invented back in 1689, according to Townsend). He 
thought this simple adoption of technology would also solve the problem of their “very 
foul” feed corn (31). But in other places, in particular in the areas around Cartagena and 
Valencia, he reports that the land is extraordinary fertile, and he praises the natural 
environment with great frequency. It is also in the countryside where he finds that the 
peasants working in the vineyards near Malaga in Spain are superlative in their patient 
attitude toward, “heat, of hunger, and of thirst,” as well as hard work” (28). He concluded 
that there, the high rate of unemployment was due neither to the climate nor to their 
constitutions, but rather the neglectful government. In these narratives, because of a 
perceived work ethic, these peasants are framed in a positive context. Indeed, George 
Whittington, in 1808, connected industry and morality. When he came across a town that 
prospered from cloth manufacturing, he found it “rather neat” with a “fine race of clean 
and industrious people.”367  
Other writers were not so benevolent in their assessment of the Spanish work ethic. 
Thomas Salmon, the well-travelled English historian, sharply criticized the entire nation: 
To the pride and vanity of the Spaniards are added many other vices, as their wretched indolence 
and laziness, their revenge, avarice, lust, and credulity in believing the feigned miracles and 
fabulous stories of their monks without examination…. 
 Their neglecting to apply themselves to agriculture and husbandry, is generally looked upon 
as the effect of idleness; whereas it is certainly to be imputed to their pride, or other the custom of 
their country, where a man is looked upon with the utmost contempt who submits to these vile 
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employments, as they suffer them to plough their lands, or plant their vineyard.368 
 
 This perceived laziness might explain why there seemed such a number of peasants 
in Spain. There was a coarseness about the country that travelers frequently mentioned. 
This lack of an aesthetic understanding and appreciation by Spanish people suffuse the 
narratives. For example, Mackenzie lamented that the first town a traveler would happen 
upon was Junquera, “a miserable village…. …The traveller who enters Spain by this 
route, will always receive an unfavorable impression of the country which he is about to 
visit.”369 For those who travelled along the eastern seaboard, not only would the eyes be 
exposed to harsh views, but the ears to harsh sounds. “Catalan, though chiefly derived 
from the old language of the troubadour, is a rougher, and much harsher tongue; it has a 
hawking, spluttering sound, which may have come with the barbarians from the north of 
Europe”370  
Valencia also proved difficult to Swinburne’s ears, where his sense of musical 
appreciation was frequently tested.  Of his brief stay in the town of Nules,  “I fear the 
twanging of a wretched guitar will soon drive me away”371 (79) It was even worse as he 
made his way down the eastern coast,  
all these nights past we have heard he people singing doleful ditties under our windows, to the 
sound of a guitar, which they strike with their nails, without any notion of air, but merely as a kind 
of an accompaniment, sometimes high, sometimes low, but very coarse and monotonous. I can 
compare their music to nothing so well as to the beating of a frying-pan, to call down a swarm of 
bees.372 
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 Aesthetics in sound – both language and music – shifted between 1750 – 1850, 
whereby a predilection for “sensitivity” reflected changing political and class ideology. 
By extension, the appreciation for Spanish also seemed to elude Swinburne. Of the 
fandango, he remarked, “it exceeds in wantoness all of the dances I ever beheld. Such 
motions, such writhing of the body and positions of the limbs, as no modest eye can look 
upon without a blush! A good Fandango lady will stand five minutes in one spot, 
wriggling like a worm that has just been cut in two” (46). Dance too, then, was tied to 
ideals of refinement during this time. It was the danseur noble, and later the ballet dancer 
with her extraordinary self-control who remained chaste and genteel, thus contrasting so 
evidently against the loose morality of the showgirl.373 All of the senses, then, were easily 
distressed for travel writers in this time and place.   
 Swinburne paid close attention to the details of the country, and with rich 
descriptions, he attempted to share his experience with his readers, when he could find 
the words. In Valencia, however,  
which was so surprisingly fine, that I dare hardly attempt to specify its beauties, lest you should 
think me too easily enraptured, or too unequal to the task of imparting to others the sensations it 
raised in me. This last accusation I plead guilty to, for no pen can convey an adequate idea of this 
view, and few painters ever possessed that richness of touch, and clearness of manner, such a 
subject would require. (91-92) 
 
Perhaps it is not a surprise that coarseness was discernible to the touch. The anonymous 
writer, XYZ lamented of his bed the night he stayed in Fresnillo. It was not bad enough 
that the rooms were bare and dirty, or that each guest was only given a single cotton 
blanket and wool mattress. It was the quality of the mattress that was the most upsetting. 
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“Mattress, indeed, I am wrong to call it: — it is a sack, containing a due number of lumps 
of wool, which you may commodiously arrange through a slit in the upper surface, left 
for the purpose; and on which,— if you can sleep, on a bag of potatoes, — you may 
get… a night’s rest.”374 
 Moreover, the closer the material was to the body, the easier it was to assess. 
Clothing offered a rich source of aesthetic contemplation. Henry Swinburne reported that 
female lace-makers were busy, but unfortunately, some of the lace was, “ of the coarser 
kind, [it] is spun out of the leaf of the aloe; it is curious, but of little use, for it grows 
mucilaginous with washing” and until recently, when some improvements had been 
made, the Spanish army wore uniforms that “are ugly and ill made; the soldiers [are] 
abominably nasty in their cloaths [sic], and their black greasy hair seldom drest [sic]. Till 
very lately, they were commonly in rags, and often mounted guard with half a coat, and 
almost bare breeched.”375 But in a small town, north of the Ebro river, in an “ugly town,” 
he bought from some nuns the “most delicate silk gloves I ever beheld, made of what 
they call the flower of silk.”376 
 The ability for the travelers to evaluate and discern the differences between the 
delicacy and coarseness of the fabrics extended again from the cultural intersections of 
gentility, commerce, and morality. Linen and cotton, especially white fabric and calicos, 
played into a complex notion of luxury and economy. They were imported goods, 
expensive at first, but as the eighteenth-century progressed, imports rose and domestic 
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manufacturing improved. Concurrently, these fabrics could more easily be washed, which 
mirrored the bourgeois ideology of cleanliness and the industrial value of efficiency. 
Finally, these fabrics, smooth and soft, did not irritate the skin, a condition that those of 
the most delicate of nature would need to be mindful of.377  
 For almost all of the travelers, however, it was through food that one’s aesthetic 
sensibilities could be fully appreciated.  At the Sant Pere de Rodes monastery in Torrelles 
de Llobregat, where Swinburne lodged with a “polite, sensible ecclesiastic,” “I cannot 
say much in favor of the cookery; it cost us some wry faces to get down the saffron soup 
and spiced ragouts. After a plate of caraways, and a salver of wine was handed about; 
which brought to my mind the treats Justice Shallow offers Sir John Falstaff in his 
orchard.”378 He informs the reader that the diet for many in Spain along the eastern coast 
included corn, cod, and imported beans from Holland, which was the diet for many of the 
poor. Another imported food was salted conger eel from Cornwall and Brittany, which he 
found to be “unwholesome, luscious food,” which the locals cook with garlic and spices. 
Furthermore, he continued, “the fish is flabby and insipid, the meat poor; but the 
vegetables are excellent, especially brocoli [sic] and cauliflower. I believe their meat and 
fish are much better in summer than at this season of the year.”379  
Swinburne returns to the subject of food again, later in the book, in a lengthy, but 
telling passage that continues with a discussion on the very nature of the people: 
 
Most of the Spanish… are sparing in diet, perhaps more from a sense of habitual indigence, than 	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from any aversion to gluttony; whenever they can riot in the plenty of another man’s table, they 
will gormandize to excess, and not content with eating their fill, will carry off whatever they can 
stuff into their pockets. I have more than once been a witness to the pillage of a supper, by the 
numerous beaux and admirers which the ladies lead after them in triumph, wherever they are 
invited. They are fond of spices, and scarce eat any thing without saffron, pimento, or garlic; they 
delight in wine that tastes strong of the pitched skin, and of oil that has a rank smell and taste; 
indeed, the same oil feeds their lamp, swims in their pottage, and dresses their salled [sic]: in inns 
the lighted lamp is frequently handed down to the table, that each many may take the quantity he 
chooses…. All these hot, drying kinds of food, co-operating with the parching qualities of the 
atmosphere, are assigned as causes of the spare make of the common people in Spain, where the 
priests and the inn-keepers are almost the only well-fed, portly figures to be met with (194-5). 
 
 
The cuisine and the people had thus become signifier and sign. 
The anonymous author, XYZ, of Spain, Tangier, etc: Visited in 1840 and 1841, did 
not seem to think much better of the food: 
Oh! For the pen of Cervantes, to depict you what that supper was! Vegetables swimming in oil 
sufficiently rank to suit the palate of an Esquimaux; animal messes redolent of garlic; boiled meat 
as succulent as might be a stew of tow; and fowls utterly unimpressible by human teeth…(31) 
 
According to him, dinner also included “Capzicum [sic] in oil: (N.B. A Spaniard 
informed us this last article was in butter… Alas! For the man if ever his life should 
depend on his senses of taste or smell!)” (32). There were also “dry, impracticable roast 
fowl,” “indifferent grapes,” and “offensive cheese.” Not even the bread could save the 
meal, and despite the flour being of “excellent” quality, it had such a heavy, dense 
consistency as to be felt “as lead” on the tongue (32). Further, the oil tasted rancid, due to 
the unfortunate circumstance that, in Spain, there were not enough oil presses to keep 
pace with the harvested olives. This sad situation clearly illustrated a “tale of inertness 
and apathy… [and thus] tastes and dispositions are both disputable and important” (33). 
 The autumn of 1840, Englishman Richard Ford traveled to Spain with his family 
where they spent the following three years in residence at the Alhambra. Upon returning 
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to England, Ford published the travelogue (1846), Gatherings from Spain, a collection of 
essays gleaned from his Hand-Book for Travellers in Spain (1845). In addition to 
covering topics that range from geography to bullfights, and posting mail to insane 
asylums, he spends a considerable amount of text covering the food and wine of the 
peninsula. Although he was ambivalent about Spanish cuisine, both praising it and 
complaining about it, he certainly felt it was an important topic of discussion, and that it 
had great implications for the nation. Ford went straight to the crux of the matter, 
declaring that Spain was a “hungry, thirsty, tealess, beerless, beefless land.” Moreover, 
“Scarcity of food is implied in the very name of Spain, which means poverty and 
destitution,” a situation which he saw as affecting the “character of a country and people” 
(113). Still, while Ford is not entirely negative about food in his descriptions, this one 
declaration reveals a rich understanding that he had of the profound differences between 
the England and Spain.  
Tea, beer and beef: these three foodstuffs were England and they made the English 
who they were as a nation. Since we looked at beef earlier, we need only to consider one, 
tea, which serves as an example of both the role and function that food can maintain in a 
culture. Tea was both the civilizing beverage as well as the marker of imperial notions.380 
The developing institution of afternoon tea became the social sphere in which manners 
were taught and the art of conversation was practiced.381 Through material culture, 
aesthetic appreciation might also be cultivated. The judgment of tea became all the more 	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important as a diverse range of qualities became available for purchase across England. 
The 1785, The Tea Purchaser’s Guide; or, The Lady and Gentleman’s Ten Table and 
Useful Companion, illustrates just how much there was to consider when judging tea.  
According to the author, fresh leaves are astringent and bitters, but not nauseous and 
have no smell. Their quality is narcotick [sic]; so that if they are drank green, or fresh 
gathered, they affect the body….”(12). Black tea, the author contents, is consumed by the 
Chinese when they are weak, as its virtue is “healing and preventing diseases” but he 
warns that people with a cough, asthma or lung issues should avoid it. He continues tying 
types of tea to the humoral theory. He finds, for example, that green tea should be 
avoided by those with sharp humors. On the other hand, happily and mysteriously, the 
also reports that one person even regained his sense of hearing from drinking tea. Finally, 
he utters tea would make the brain sharp for most who drink it. 
Tea can be further delineated into quality. For example, Bohea, which is the lowest 
black tea, resembles “dust” and is dirty dark brown, with a fresh smell of dried hay, and 
when steeped, produces a color of mahogany, “a color much disliked by all judges in tea” 
(19). The Congou [sic] tea has considerable range of qualities, but even when mixed with 
the Bohea, “the taste of the Congou always predominates” (20). Soughong has a 
“crispness in the feel that is not to be met with in any other quality; upon putting a little 
in the mouth, it causes an agreeable roughness about the roof of it; the smell is very 
sweet, notwithstanding, it causes a sensation, as if of an agreeable distant acid….” (20-
21).  The best tea, he contents, is Pekoe, although, “This tea is not agreeable to many 
palates by itself” (23).   
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He then presents the denominations from which tea is judged, ranging from the 
“Good” “very/fine, very/good, good/middling and good/ordinary to the “Bad,” which are 
much more specific, including “musty and mouldy,” having an “odd smell,” heated, faint, 
yellow, woody, and flaggy [reedy].382 Part of the reason that one needs to know these 
qualities owes to the fact, according to the author, a large shipment of tea was ruined 
during transport, and rather that the government seizing it, cases of spoiled tea were  
distributed throughout London. “In their bad state they were little better than dirt, and so 
exceeding disgustful to the eye, that few would have thought them worth acceptance…” 
(31-2). Yet, because of processing and adulteration, they could easily deceive the buying 
public, which had “judged” it to be good tea.  He warns his readers not to be fooled by 
the price, and “to those who are not good judges, you must “rub it between your fingers” 
and if it is greasy or sticky, than it is fraudulent. Given these multiple descriptions, we 
can circle back to the idea of the senses, that aesthetics as they are judged by sight and 
sound are the skill of some people, but not all can discern the quality between that which 
was good and that which was inferior.  
Finally, with regards to preparing tea, well, it is cultural: The Tartars boil it in milk, 
yet this will cause obstructions of the intestines that, unless you are corpulent or weak, 
would be problematic. The Japanese turn their leaves into powder and mix it with water, 
which makes “the tea of a rough, earthy, and disagreeable taste, and must be very 
prejudicial to their constitutions.” (40) Tea can also be blended, but that is an art, and 
according to the specifics, is objective in its prescription.  	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Thus, the consumption of exotic ingredients became tied to aesthetic experiences. But 
because ingestion was required as part of the participation, careful attention was needed 
to how such foreign matter might affect delicate bodies. Through the highly regulated 
English body, the regulated commodity of tea became itself civilized and through public 
consumption, showcased those who were themselves refined. The very act of discerning 
levels of quality in tea became a way through which to express delicate sensibility; it is 
the beverage of a civilized society. That Richard Ford explicitly equates Spain with a lack 
of tea starkly embodies the essence of how Spain and England differ. 
Returning to Richard Ford’s book, he spends several pages discussing wheat and 
bread. He absolutely approves of the wheat grown in Spain, going so far to call the 
central region of Castile, “perhaps the finest wheat-growing districts in the world” (107). 
The quality of bread varies from place to place, but the best, according to him, is that 
from Alcalá de Guadaira, near Seville. There, the process by which the wheat is milled is 
an experience not to be missed. He insists that “the scene never fails to rivet and enchant 
the stranger….Eye and ear, open and awake, become inlets of new sensations of attention 
and admiration, and convey to hear and mind the poetry, local colour, movement, 
grouping action and attitude (109). While the romantic scene conjures all kinds of 
imagery for the traveler, Ford understands that, for the Spanish, the experience is quite 
different: 
…his Spanish companion, bred and born under unshorn beams, is chilly as an icicle, indifferent as 
an Arab; he passes on the other side, not only not admiring, but positively ashamed; he only sees 
the barbarity, antiquity, and imperfect process; he is sighing for some patent machine made in 
Birmingham… his bowels yearn for the appliance of civilization by which ‘bread stuffs’ are more 
scientifically manipulated and manufactured, minus the poetry. (109) 
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It is in this passage, and several others, that we see Richard Ford’s complex attitude 
toward Spain. He seems to be entranced by the country. Part of the reason for this 
reaction is that he very much looks to a romanticized past in understanding place, as do 
many other travelers to Spain, during the nineteenth century. Yet by framing Spain as a 
pastoral, pre-industrialized nation, that was not only shaped by its past but restrained by 
its past, the construction of Spanish identity becomes powerful cultural and political 
discourse. For example, when Ford noted it was “the whole duty of a good pig — to get 
as fat and as soon as he can, and then die for the good of this country” (128) he was most 
certainly nodding toward the role of pork vis-à-vis Spain’s religious past. By doing so, he 
conjures images of both the Islamic legacy and the long lasting Inquisition.  
  By the early nineteenth century, though, when Ford quotes Brillat-Savarin, he 
brings the conversation to the present moment. By connecting cuisine and politics, food 
has become a symbol of and a reason for national determinism. Simply put, “the destinies 
of nations depend on the manner of their nourishment.” (112). Ford declares that Spanish 
food is, “for the most part Oriental” and thus, just how different is Spain from other 
“Oriental” nations? (112). By the end of the book, Ford suggests that an agricultural 
peasant society, noble yet hungry, best fits Spain. It is a country whereby gazpacho best 
sustained the natives, “whole souls are more parched and dried up” (148) and whose few 
good cooks “[must] be able to make something out of nothing” (119). 
 Diplomat Arthur Lee, writing in his journal in 1777 strongly connects food, the 
Spanish past, and the Spanish future writing, “The Castilians are much of the complexion 
of the Indians, but more ill-favored, and their dirtiness and garlic render them more 
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offensive than paint and bear’s grease do the savage.”383 An unknown author, writing in 
1840 also considers skin color of the citizens of Murcia, when writing about the 
traditional dress. The fashion explored the knee is bare between the top of the stocking 
and the bottom of the shorts. He reports that this knee, “being almost as black as a 
Negro’s the contrast between the skin and the white calico has a very singular effect. The 
people of the south-eastern provinces are peculiarly dark; owing, they say, to the amount 
of African blood still flowing in their veins”384 
The perceived “darkness” that was pervasive in Spanish travelogues expresses a 
growing discourse on the scientific understanding of “race” at the end of the eighteenth 
century. Clear, visible cues signaled larger cultural understandings of “society, civility, 
civilization…, as found principally in the travel literature; and the discourse on nature, as 
found in natural history writings.”385 Travelogues become ripe fodder for classifying 
people because the authors consciously noted where similarities and differences lay in 
relation to their own culture, and the physical features of the subject became tied to larger 
ideas of civility and cognition. And, “as this process took place, three features stood out: 
the emergence of a dynamical conception of individuals and of collectivities; the waning 
significance of the merely visual; and an increasing emphasis on structures — 
conceptual, anatomical, and linguistic.”386 That Spaniards were seen as “darker” had 
profound consequences, and linked them to their historical ancestors, the Arab or the 	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African. 
The link between skin complexion and diet was wide-spread in this era and is 
codified in Emily Thornwell’s 1856 book, The Lady’s Guide to Perfect Gentility: in 
Manners, Dress and Conversation. In it, she covers the topic of the desired look of skin.  
While she argued that “beauty must be natural,” she was not suggesting that human 
agency did not play a role in the potential of beauty. This included diet:  
Effect of food on the complexion. — Too rich or too stimulating food invariably impairs the 
digestion and consequently injures the appearance of the skin. … For instance — too large a 
proportion of animal food and fatty substances is pernicious to the completion; on the contrary, a 
diet principally vegetables, with the luxuries of the dairy, is most advantageous (23-4). 
 
Thornwell claims that many travelers have expressed that citizens of the British Isles and 
Germany, where vegetables are greatly consumed, have the finest of complexions. This 
was clearly, according to her, due to climate and diet.387 
As we have already witnessed, the fatty diet of the Spanish was noticed by many 
travelers and writers. One more example, closer in publication date to Thornwell’s book, 
suffices to remind us of Spain’s oleaginous cuisine. Herbert Byng Hall, in his 1837 
travelogue wrote,  
…I proceeded to the house of the Marquis, where dinner was prepared for his distinguished guests. 
Marquis, or peasant, however, there appeared to me little difference in a Spanish dinner, which 
invariably commences with soup, good or bad, as it may happen; then bouilli, cabbage, and carbansos 
[sic] (a large species of dried pea boiled), and ends with dried raisins, the intermediate plats, at times 
abundant, although from their oily composition rarely inviting.388 
 
By the mid-nineteenth century, then, when imperial eyes turned to Asia and Africa, Spain 
became a close example of the discourse of political power constructed on cultural and 
social understanding. 	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Memory as Sense  
In the 1836 Jenning’s Landscape Annual: Tourist in Spain, dedicated to King Louis 
Charles of Bavaria, artist David Roberts wrote, “As a British Artist, fully sensible of the 
tendency of a judicious cultivation of the fine Arts to refine the taste of individuals, and 
to civilized mankind…. Comprising Architectural and other Illustrations of a romantic 
and chivalrous portion of Spain.”389 For this volume, Roberts—an artist who would 
become famous for his renderings of the Orient—focused on Granada and the “fall of the 
Moors.”390 In the advertisement for the volume, the distinctiveness of the place of Spain, 
and Granada was noted. The advertisement further pressed that the author of the book 
attempted to convey “his views of the character, manners, and closing fortunes of a 
people so singularly destined from the other races of man, by their unvarying 
nationality….” (v). The author, the introduction claims, gleaned historical sources. 
Frazer’s Magazine, in reviewing the book suggests the Spain was so abundant with 
“romantic truths and startling realities” that he need not have added any embellishment, 
for the past was “beyond the power of imagination itself to surpass.”391  
The first chapter opens in Andalucía, where Spain has become a universal example of 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
389 James Roscoe, Jenning’s Landscape Annual: Tourist in Spain (London: Robert Jennings, 1836) iii 
Despite Roberts traveling to Spain to paint the landscape and buildings, he still experienced Spain as a 
traveler and in letters to his sister remarked on the food. In a letter to his sister, written in Madrid, January 
8, 1833, he writes, “As for the Spanish cooking, I fear I shall never stomach it, although ‘I hae a crap for 
a’corn and ane for rough bear.’[sic] Between oil and garlic it is difficult to tell what you are eating.” As 
quoted in James Ballantine, Life of David Roberts, R. A. Compiled from his Journals and Other Sources 
(Edinburgh: Adam and Charles Black, 1866) 45.  
390 See: Manu Samriti Chander, “Framing Difference: The Orientalist Aesthetics of David Roberts and 
Percy Shelly,” Keats-Shelly Journal 60 (2011) 77-94. 
391 “Spain Illustrated” Fraser’s Magazine vol.13 (Feb. 1836) 177. 
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politics, and where its declining fate is “still vainly held up by history as an example to 
the future,” once “majestic” and now “wearing the form of weakness and wretchedness” 
calls for ones’ sympathy (1-2). Rome, conversely, “still lives and breathes,” and in Egypt, 
“human energy lies altogether prostrate under the iron tread of time” (2). The body politic 
has become the body. Nations and their subjects meld into one representative entity, and 
with it, imagined social constructs can now sense. Not surprising, the illustrated book 
centers on the visual sense, and Córdoba is “stripped as she appears of the ornaments of 
her pride” and Spain “bowed” (3). But all of the senses soon appear, with Muslims 
transplanting “odours of Asiatic solitudes” and with it a “bitter rivalry” developed 
between the Muslims and the Goths (4-5). When the Arabs defeated the Christians, the 
building of the mosque, “struck the warm imagination” of the victors (24).  
Since then, however, with the end of Islamic Spain, the author laments that only one 
vestige remains in Córdoba: the mosque, which continues to “astonish the traveller with 
visions of the past; its very solitude in the gloom of ages, gives it additional grandeur to 
the imagination” (24). When travelers wrote about Spain, the role of the past and its 
visible remains, namely architecture and ruins, became a central trope of the narratives. 
In fact, even the authors who wrote such scathing sentences of the lodging, the food and, 
at time, the people, were delighted by the old buildings. 
Ingrid Daemmrich, in writing on “ruins theory,” argues that the nineteenth century 
aesthetic of the picturesque, through deserted and crumbling buildings, symbolize man’s 
life and fate.392 But in Spain, the Alhambra is more than just a ruin, rather it is the center 	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of the Nasrids, the last Arab dynasty. It not only is evidence of the past, but it is the 
structure that continued to represent the pivotal moment in Spanish history, when Boabdil 
bowed to the Catholic King and Queen. Moreover, it is a potent symbolic legacy. It was 
the moment when the Spanish Muslims last had power and it was when the Spanish 
regions became unified. The symbolism is beyond a mere man’s life but representative of 
an entire culture’s fate. Yet, because it is both in a state of ruins and a tangible legacy of a 
past moment, the viewer, just like the traveler, must imagine what it was like.  
In the nineteenth-century, Spain was particularly attractive to Americans because 
of the young nation’s past. Namely it had been the Spanish who had first “discovered” it. 
Furthermore, Spain served as a model of bad politics and religion seen through a despotic 
rule and Catholic Inquisition. On the other hand, however, Spain also served as an 
example for how to effectively consolidate power, and bring new lands under a 
centralized rule. This was still a contested goal within the cultural struggles for American 
exceptionalism and the fulfillment of manifest destiny.393 
Umberto Eco, in his book of essays, Travels in Hyperreality, traces the American 
obsession of reconstructing and displaying the past. He examines various buildings from 
across the United States that either hold artifacts or are themselves historically 
representative. These edifices and their contents vary from authentic to fake, from fact to 
fantasy, for either didactic purposes or for amusement. According to Eco, Americans 
keep them in the “Fortress of Solitude.” These citadels are museums of memories where 
“everything that has happened in [our] adventurous life is recorded… in perfect copies or 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
Journal of Aesthetic and Art Criticism 30.4 (Summer, 1972): 449. 
393 Gifra-Adroher 16. 
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preserved in a miniaturized form of the original.”  With the rise of the Grand Tour, and 
the growth of museums in Europe, the constructed presentation of objects became part of 
“claims to authoritativeness… and judgments of the aesthetic merit or authenticity,” as 
determined by the curator or viewer.  With the start of the Great Expositions beginning in 
London in 1851, the framed display of national representation was all the more 
consciously experienced for Europeans as well. Travelogues fulfilled the same curiosity, 
in forms that long outlasted the fairs. 
If we turn to the most famous of all of the books on Spain written between 1750 – 
1850, Washington Irving’s Tales of the Alhambra, we can see how the senses and 
memory are used in creating a Spanish identity. Irving’s structure, referencing both his 
literary format and the Alhambra itself, exploits techniques that enhance, authenticate, 
and legitimize the experience of the past. The Alhambra as a structure, however, goes 
beyond merely presenting the past; it also presents the Muslim, “otherness.” To an 
American society that had little contact with foreign culture, the “Moors” in Irving’s tales 
provided a framework for Orientalism.394  The observer (or passive participant), then, 
leaves the read (digested) book (a stronghold of information) applying a new knowledge 
of the understanding of Spain. The Alhambra is a unique blend of fact and fantasy, 
pedagogy and amusement, authenticity and fakery.  
 As Edward Said has summarized then, “memory intrinsically destabilizes truth 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
394 Edward Said, Orientalism (NY: Vintage, 1979). He defines Orientalism as “the corporate 
institution for dealing with the Orient — dealing with it by making statements about it, authorizing view of 
it, describing it, by teaching it, settling it, ruling over it: in short, Orientalism as a Western style for 
dominating, restructuring, and having authority over the Orient” (3). See also: Michael Stevens, Spanish 
Orientalism: Washington Irving and the Romance of the Moors diss. Georgia State University, UMI 
Dissertations Publishing, 2007. 
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through a concern with the subjective ways that the past is recalled, memorialized, and 
used to construct the future.”395 Just like a ruin suggests a connection with an objective 
past, the way in which it is interpreted by a person who experiences it, draws on both 
cultural memory and individual imagination to give it meaning. The travelogue is 
likewise a written memory of an experience. The author seeks to recreate his journey 
whereby “the past must be preserved and celebrated in full-scale authentic copy; a 
philosophy of immortality as duplication.”396 Irving does this by presenting his trip to the 
reader, displaying events that are not of seemingly profound consequence, but rather 
banal affairs that include an evening’s entertainment, transportation, lunches and an 
encounter with a beggar. At the first night’s dinner,  
 
A jovial shoemaker was the Orpheus of the place. He was a pleasant-looking fellow, with huge 
black whiskers; his sleeves were rolled up to his elbows. He touched the guitar with masterly skill 
and sang little ditties with an expressive leer at the woman, with whom he was evidently a 
favorite.397  
 
And describing the beggar man, 
 
A soldiery beggar approached us, who had almost the look of a pilgrim. He was evidently very old 
with a gray beard and supported himself on a staff, yet age had not yet bowed him down; he was 
tall and erect, and had the wreck of a fine form. He wore a round Andalusian hat, a sheep-shin 
jacket, and leathern breeches, gaiters and sandals… Irving gave the man a goblet of wine, and 
tasting the wine, he held it up to the light with a slight beam of surprise in his eye.398 
 
 Certainly, Irving gives enough detail for the reader to develop and retain an image 
in his or her mind because his praise is so richly sensorial. At the same time, he is 
introducing the idea that there might be more here than can be seen. While the man 
appeared to have many of the qualities of a coarse peasant, he also had an inherent 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
395 Jon D. Holtzman, “Food and Memory,” Annual Review of Anthropology 35 (2006): 363 
396 Umberto Eco, Travels in Hyperreality trans. W. Weaver (NY: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1986) 6. 
397 Washington Irving, Tales of the Alhambra ([1832] NY: A.L Vut Co., 1850) 22. 
398 Irving 25. 
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proudness that betrayed his current circumstance. Irving further realizes the same 
complexity of character after the old man tasted the wine, and it is revealed that he also 
had a refined palate.  
 Furthermore, the legends told within the Alhambra by Mateo Jiménez, Doña 
Antonia Molina (Aunt Tía), her nephew Manuel Molina and his cousin, Dolores, are 
precious gems, family heirlooms passed down from generation to generation, and shared 
with Irving. In fact, he verifies Mateo’s lineage, “You are well acquainted with the place 
[Alhambra], I presume?’ ’Ninguno mas; pues, Señor, soy hijo de la Alhambra.’” Irving 
follows up on this, “I put some further questions to him and found that his title was 
legitimate. His family had lived in the fortress from generation to generation ever since 
the time of the conquest.”399 Irving recorded the tales that Mateo told and passed them on 
to all of his readers. And by writing in Spanish, Irving is not only being the translator of 
language for us, but the translator of culture, and Mateo is marked as ethnically different 
from Irving, and thus made to reveal his Spanishness.400 
 Irving created authority by physically living with the past as he, himself, resided in 
the building’s ruins during his time in Granada. He ate, slept, and thought in the past. In a 
1829 letter to his brother, Peter, he wrote, 
You see I date my letter from the old Moorish palace itself; for yesterday, by permission of the 
Governor of the Alhambra, the Prince [Dolgorouki] and myself moved into one of its vacant 
apartments. You may easily imagine how delightfully we are lodged with the shoe pile at our 
command, to ramble over its halls and courts at all hours of day and night without control… We 
have an excellent old dame and her good-humored, bright eyed niece, who have charge of the 
Alhambra, who arrange our rooms, meals, &c., with the assistance of a tall servant boy; and thus we 
live quietly, snugly, and without any restraints, elevated about the world and its troubles.401   	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400 Fox 541. 
401 Richard Dilworth Rust, ed. The Complete Works of Washington Irving: Letters, vol. 2 (Boston: 
Twayne Publishers, 1979) 419. Letter dated May 13, 1829. 
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The ruins of the Alhambra, perched on the edge of a cliff overlooking the city of 
Granada, is elevated metaphorically and literally through its place in history. These 
physical opportunities for Irving created a sense of experiencing a foreign time and place, 
thereby allowing himself to construct his own persona as an authority of the past and of 
the other.  
 Irving living in the past metaphorically as well as literally is only one example of 
the dichotomies whereby the physical structure of the Alhambra enhances his experience 
and that of his readers. Another is the woven presentation of factual history with tales, 
legends, and myths. The book, structured with objective history and Irving’s 
observations, juxtaposed the everyday, banal experiences with fantastic stories set in 
either the fortress or the city of Granada. Over the course of the book, the significance 
between fact and fiction recedes, giving greater meaning and weight, and possibly truth, 
to the discourse of fantasy. For example, after the journey to the fortress, Irving records a 
short history of the Alhambra, which includes the government, a short history of Islamic 
Spain and a short biography of Boabdil el Chico.402 Furthermore, Irving had published 
the Conquest of Granada and Voyages and Discoveries of the Companions of Columbus 
in 1829 and 1831, respectively, the latter of which was a translation of Navarette’s book, 
Colección de los viages y descubrimientos que hicieron por mar los españoles desde 
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the footnotes: first, regarding the construction of the palace of Charles V, which Irving attributes to 
earthquakes, was actually a Morisco revolt and the French appreciation of the Alhambra during the 
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fines del siglo XV. For this translation, Irving set out to: 
I shall form my narrative from a careful comparison & collation of the works of Las Casas & 
Columbus’ son Fernando, both founded on Columbus Journal - and shall at the same time make 
use of Oviedo, who lived in Columbus time & in fact all the old Spanish writers. I have the 
various works relative to the subject in [Spanish] Italian, French &c. I am in fact surrounded by 
works of the kind. I shall endeavor to make it the most complete and authentic account of 
Columbus & his voyage extend and by diligent investigation of the materials around me, to settle 
various points in dispute.403 
 
Irving, then, by the publication of the Tales of the Alhambra had already established 
himself as a serious scholar of Spanish history, akin to how Eco sees a museum curator 
who shows the public “works of unquestionable worth and authenticity.”404 By beginning 
with the historical background of the Alhambra, Irving reminds his readers of his 
expertise, giving everything else that will follow an air of legitimacy.  
 From the historic events, Irving walks through the Alhambra sketching the plans of 
the fortress. He describes the Court of Lions, the balcony, and the tower of the Infantas. 
Of the Last, Irving writes, “The elegance of the central hall with its marble fountain, its 
lofty arches and richly fretted dome, the arabesques and stucco-work of the small but 
well-proportioned chamber, though injured by time and neglect, all accord with the story 
of its being anciently the abode of royal beauty.”405  
 Irving is confronting at close quarters something relatively unknown, distant, and 
threatening to his reading audience. He has penetrated a foreign and past experience.406 In 
a letter to his brother, he wrote, “It is not generally shown to strangers, though well 
worthy of attention, for the interior is equal for beauty of architecture and delicacy of 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
403 In a letter to Thomas W. Storrow, dated Madrid, April 14, 1826. Rust 192. 
404 Eco, 33. 
405 Irving 137-8. 
406 Said 93. He argues that personal texts often become more real than the people/places that they 
describe; many tourists return from a trip stating that the new country “wasn’t what they expected” ie. that 
it was different than the guide book said. 
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ornament to any part of the palace.” By going behind closed doors, Irving becomes the 
link between “us” and “them” through the power of experience. 
 What becomes important then, is how he uses the senses to tie knowledge of the 
experience to the knowledge of the past and to “otherness.” For example, 
 
Nothing could be more favorable for study and literary occupation than my present abode. I have a 
room in one of the most retired parts of the old palace. One window looks into the little garden of 
Lindaraxa, a kind of patio, full of flowers with a fountain in the centre; another window looks 
down upon the deep valley of the Darro, which murmurs far below, and in front of the window, on 
the breast of a mountain covered with groves and gardens, extends the old Moorish palace of the 
Generalife. I have nothing but the sound of water, the sound the humming of bees, and the singing 
of the nightingales to interrupt the profound silence of my abode; and at night, stroll until midnight 
about the galleries overlooking the garden and the landscape, which are now delicious at night 
front the brightness of the moon. 
 I am determined to linger here until I get some writings under way connected with the place, 
and that shall bear the stamp of real intimacy with the charming scenes described.407  
 
Here then, all of Irving’s senses were engaged. 
 From the absolute real, and the absolute realistic, Irving moves to the absolute fake. 
These are the myths and legends of the Alhambra. They contain talking birds, magic 
carpets, and hidden treasures. The reader knows that these elements are fantastic, yet the 
places in which they reside are real — Irving just described the arches from the view of 
the tower, the smell from the orange trees. Moreover, Irving lives there, he is the 
authority. If the places are real, the transmitters of the “legends” are real, is it possible the 
absolute fake is not absolutely fake after all?408 Again, as Said summarizes, “texts can 
create not only knowledge but also the very reality they appear to describe. In time, such 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
407 Letter to Peter Irving, dated Alhambra, June 13, 1929. Rust 436. He continues: “It is a singular 
good fortune to be thrown into this most romantic and historical place, which has such a sway over the 
imaginations of readers in all parts of the world. 
408 Irving, by simply labeling these as “legends” rather than “myths” speaks volumes of their 
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knowledge and reality produce a tradition”409 
 For Irving, the use of the past becomes an integral part of the narrative link between 
philosophy and politics. His use was not unique; Cervantes, Walter Scott, Victor Hugo 
and Charles Brockden Brown all testify to the popularity of the Medieval period as a 
historical backdrop. Robin Fleming, in “Picturesque History and the Medieval in 
Nineteenth-Century America,” considers the popularity of the medieval and gothic style 
in architecture and material culture. She argues that society ultimately pasted together an 
anachronistic past which resulted in a visual representation and examples of an idealized 
past, which went beyond aesthetics to promote a particular culture that included “vigor, 
fear of God and chivalry” (1062). For the English, too, the past signaled a purer time, and 
the “indomitable will… [rested on] the whole philosophy that there is a world which must 
be subdued and subjugated by superior persons…”410 
 Furthermore, Eco suggests ten possibilities of reifying the past, some of which 
overlap with Fleming, all of which explain the powerful discourse of Irving’s text. In 
addition to the romanticized view, he also suggests pretext, which in the case of Irving, 
means that historical backdrop gives credence to the characters in the story, and 
ultimately will become important in suggesting that the past kings and queens are still 
present. They are sensed. The second is ironical revisitation, which supports the 
speculation about a culture’s infancy, and the illusion of memory and memory loss. The 
next function of evoking the medieval period, as a barbaric age, interprets the past as 
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410 Isaiah Berlin, The Roots of Romanticism ed. Henry Hardy (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University 
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savage, unrestrained and illogical, allowing one to see the forward linear movement of 
society toward a more civilized time. The fifth possibility that Eco proposes is 
philosophia perennis; that is, the presence of a transparent source of inspiration for 
current philosophy. Political utopia and national identities can also be gleaned from 
looking to the past, while the visual arts and architecture celebrate decadentism in the 
medieval model. The final three include philological reconstruction, which is an 
assertion that underlying social and technological structures rest on values; occultism, or 
secret knowledge that time has obscured; and expectation of a new millennium, or dawn 
of a new age.  
 It is the intersection of the senses, of knowledge, of the past, and of the other that 
makes Tales of the Alhambra a particularly rich example for contemplation. It is easy to 
see how Irving’s work comports with all of Eco’s proposed frameworks that serve a dual 
purpose. The memory of the past, seen through the physical structure of the Alhambra 
and the literary structure of the book, creates the Spanish identity as much as it creates 
cultural identity for the burgeoning nation of the United States; or, for what we might 
apply more generally to the English speaking world, both an identity democratic and 
Protestant.  
 One of the final chapters of the second volume of Tales of the Alhambra, “Legend 
of the Two Discreet Statues” tells the story of Lope Sánchez, a gardener who lived in an 
apartment of the Alhambra. He “was the life and soul of the fortress” and at night, when 
he played his guitar, he sang songs about the conquest and Spanish heroes. One night on 
the eve of St. John, his daughter, Sanchica, found a “Moorish” artifact, and her mother 
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tied it around her neck. The discovery inspired many local to tell stories about the 
mountains, and one in particular, stood out. It told of a “subterranean palace in the 
bowels” of the mountain where Boabdil and his court still reside. On the side of the 
mountain, there was a deep, black pit, which went all the way “into the very heart of the 
mountain.” Overtaken by curiosity, Sanchica found the mouth, and moved a large stone 
that had blocked the entrance.  
 The silence, however, did not long continue. It seemed as if something had been 
awakened within this dreary abyss. A murmuring sound gradually rose out of the pit like 
the hum and buzz of a bee-hive. It grew louder and louder; there was the confusion of 
voices as of a distant multitude, together with the faint din of arms, the clash of cymbals 
and clangour of trumpets, it is as if some army were marshaling for battle in the very 
bowels of the mountain. 
 Sanchica quickly returned to her family and just as the “breathing sweetness of the 
atmosphere” was overtaking her wakeful state, in the distance she saw a parade of 
Muslims warriors, finely dressed courtiers, and Boadbil, himself. The young girl 
followed the train through the Gate of Justice, through a vaulted passage and into a great 
hall. With the power of her talisman, she was able to experience the Alhambra “as it was 
in the days of its glory.”  She saw rich silk tapestries and arabesque paintings, she could 
hear the murmur of all of the fountains. Cooks in the kitchen roasted pullets and 
partridges, while servants passed between the kitchen and the great hall “with silver 
dishes heaped up with dainties and arranging a delicious banquet.” While she was there, 
she was also told where to find a hidden treasure and, in the garden full of orange and 
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citron trees, she was given a wreath of myrtle. This gift was meant to “’be a 
memento…of what I have revealed to thee and a testimonial to its truth.’” And with that 
gift, the halls, the gardens, the fountains all returned to what she was used to.  
 The next day, Sanchita told her father of her experience and he found the treasure. 
But when he did, the local priest soon attempted to relieve him as much as possible of his 
newfound wealth. It was only through trickery that Lope and his family stole away in the 
night with the remaining wealth. Years later, he and his family returned, with evident 
riches. Sanchita appeared in the grandness and elegance of nobility, and her bridegroom, 
“a withered spindle-shanked little man, but this only proved him to be of the true blood, a 
legitimate Spanish grandee.” Lope, with his generosity still present, shared his wealth 
with old friends and the community at large. 
 Lope let it be thought that his wealth came from a copper mine in America. But 
years, later, people who remember suggest that the treasure of the Alhambra remains, 
hidden, and waiting, even today, for an “enterprising traveller” to find it. And with that, 
Washington Irving has shared with his readers his own treasure from Spain. Any traveler 
may find their own treasure, but they first need to recall the memory of that night long 
gone by. 
 It was through the remaining structures of the Alhambra and the use of the senses 
that authors convey the experience of Spain to their readers. The temporal existence 
vacillated between the past and the present, and imposed constraints on an imagined 
future. The recollection of the senses allowed readers from afar to embody the experience 
of Spain during a period when situational differences highlighted cultural preferences and 
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meanings. Discourses of aesthetics, through food and the body, became tied to politics 
and power, to people and to nation. 
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CHAPTER 6: EPILOGUE 
 
 English writer Frances Minto Elliott’s 1884 book, Diary of an Idle Woman in 
Spain, suggests that travel writing in the second half of the nineteenth century, continued 
to make great use of the senses to convey experience. In her poetic introduction, she 
evokes images of an “emerald band, in the cool gorge, I see tents and tilted wagons. The 
thrum of guitars and castanets drift upwards; the drone of Moorish ballads, the cries of 
children, men leaping in the wild dances of old Spain, swinging cudgels, and flinging 
arms in Phyrrhic rounds; large-eyed Gitanas and brown-faced peasants looking on” (12). 
As she passed through the country-side she saw the “rugged mountain” made from hard, 
granite blocks, dotted with juniper trees, oaks that had been tested by gusting wind, all of 
which gave an effect that was “magical.”  
 Yet, as soon as she arrived at the railway-station all of this “poetry” disappeared.  
As further testimony to the jolting reality of Spain, she was served a supper with “dry 
cakes and drier biscuits…. amazingly dry food” (201). This was despite her seeing plenty 
of dried fruits in local shops, all of which might have relieved her suffering. Equally 
problematic, at the meal “water there was á discrétion. (Spanish of all classes are 
enormous water drinkers. No soon do you enter Spain than you hear them crying out in 
piteous voices from the railway cars, Agua, Agua, for all the world like thirsty chickens)” 
(201).  Spain might have appeared to be moving into the industrialized age, but it 
remained hungry and thirsty. Elliot reminds us that, “in Spain, you must learn to wait… 
Now, your Spaniard may be poor, starving even, but he is no slave. Time is his property, 
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and he will enforce his rights to it” (17).  
 For both Spanish and American and English travelers, experiencing food and 
attending to the senses created a Spanish identity. Boundaries of the past and of 
geography were crossed and through the senses the physical body experienced the body 
politic. Food and the senses tied individuals to culture and the body to the world. In their 
sensory awareness and their gustatory assertions, both insiders and outsiders created a 
truth about Spain as part of a larger discourse on the nation and power. 
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